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Abatract

This study found a beneficial influence of decreased ubiquitin levels on the overexpression of 

the glucose-derepressed alcohol dehydrogenase, ADH2, in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. 

Inactivation of the polyubiquitin gene ( UBI4) leads to a redueed cellular eapacity for ubi qui tin- 

mediated proteolysis, allowing intracellular proteins to aecumulate as cells enter stationary 

phase. Expression of extra plasmid-bome copies of ADH2 enhanced enzyme production seven

fold. As this effect is not protein specific, it may help to improve recombinant protein yields. 

However, preliminary use of this system to enhance overproduction of two heterologous gene 

products has proved unsuccessful.

This system was also used to overexpress a second homologous GO-induced gene HSP82, 

eneoding the heat shock protein Hsp90. Protein again accumulated to high levels at GO. 

However, Hsp90 underwent incomplete proteolysis to give several stable fragments, in 

particular one of 47kDa. The use of domain specific antisera revealed that these cleavage 

products arise from Hsp82’s C-terminal region. Interestingly patients recovering from systemic 

candidasis may produce high titres of antibodies against a 47kDa immunogen derived from the 

C-terminus of Candida albicans Hsp90.

Further dissection of Hsp82 partial proteolysis revealed that this degradation does not utilise 

vacuolar proteases but instead requires an intact, functional ubiquitination system. The 

depletion of ubiquitin in ubi4- eells delays GO Hsp90 turnover. Furthermore, the loss of 

ubiquitin conjugating enzymes Ubc4 and Ubc5 almost completely prevents Hsp90 partial 

proteolysis.

S.cerevisiae encodes two genes for Hsp90, HSP82 and HSC82. Gene replacement by PCR- 

generated KanMX4 cassettes produced strains with complete deletions in one or other of these 

genes. Studies with these strains revealed that whereas Hsp82 is partially degraded, Hsc82 is 

not and remains 82kDa at GO. This is surprising as the two proteins are nearly identical. Within 

their 3% disparity includes the replacement of four Hsc82 residues with lysines in the Hsp82 

protein. As lysines are sites for ubiquitination, these four Hsp82 residues were mutagenised and 

their effects on the proteins partial degradation investigated in a Hsp90-free host strain. 

Mutagenesis of these lysines did not prevent Hsp82 function or partial proteolysis in vivo.
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Introduction

1.0 Introduction 

1.1. Proteolytic Systems Of Saccharomyces cerevisiae

Protein levels within the cell are dynamic, representing a balance between the 

synthesis of a protein and its destruction. Eukaryotic cells house three major systems 

for proteolysis localised within the vacuole, the secretory pathway and the cytosol 

respectively. Firstly, active proteases are found within the yeast vacuole (equivalent 

to the lysosome of higher eukaryotes). These proteases show little specificity, with 

proteolysis being governed by restrictions in vacuolar entry (Section 1.1.1). A second 

set of proteases exist in the secretion pathway and are involved in the processing of 

secreted peptides (Section 1.1.2; Jones 1991). The third form of degradation takes 

place within the cytoplasm and is generally ubiquitin-dependent. Here proteins, 

specifically labelled for destruction by ubiquitination (Section 1.2), are targeted to the 

26S proteasome (Section 1.3.2), a multicatalytic complex that hides several active 

hydrolytic sites within its core. As only proteolytic targets gain access, the 

proteasome remains within the cytoplasm without causing risk to the other 

proteinacious components of the cell.

1.1.1 Yeast Vacuolar Pro teases.

Vacuolar proteases function both in the maturation of further vacuolar protease 

molecules and in the bulk turnover of long-lived proteins (vacuolar proteolysis is 

reviewed by Jones 1991 and van Den Hazel et al. 1996). In addition, vacuolar 

enzymes participate in the endocytosis-dependent proteolysis of integral membrane 

proteins (Section 1.5.1). Proteinases A and B (PrA and PrB) are responsible for 40% 

of protein turnover during exponential growth. Expressions of PrA and PrB are 

upregulated by entry to stationary phase and the induction of sporulation conditions, 

when vacuolar proteases dispatch 80-90% of cellular proteins. This turnover of long-
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Introduction

lived proteins is important for survival during nitrogen starvation, as displayed by the 

loss of viability of pral cultures under these conditions (Jones 1991).

Seven yeast vacuolar proteases have been characterised (Jones 1991):
Proteinase A (PrA), an aspartyl proteinase encoded by the PEP4 (P/M7)gene; 
Proteinase B (PrB), a serine proteinase encoded by the gene PRBl; 
Carboxypeptidase Y (CpY), a second serine protease encoded by PRC1\ 
Carboxypeptidase S (CpS), a metalloexopeptidase encoded by CPS1\ 
Aminopeptidase I (Apl), a second metalloexopeptidase encoded by LAP4’, 
Aminopeptidase Co (ApCo), a third vacuolar metalloexopeptidase;
Dipeptidyl Aminopeptidase (DPAP-B), located in the vacuolar membrane and 

encoded by DAP2.

With the exclusion of DPAP-B, all vacuolar proteases are encoded in an inactive 

precursor form requiring proteolytic processing for activation. Activation of PrA 

requires three cleavage events. Firstly the signal leader sequence is removed, 

followed by an autocatalytic cleavage of 47 N-terminal residues. Finally, a further 7 

amino acids are excised by PrB. Activation of PrB requires 4 cleavage events. Leader 

sequence processing is followed by the autocatalytic removal of 260 N-terminal 

amino acids. Finally, processing occurs in the late golgi and involves PrA activity. 

The maturation of all six lumenal vacuolar proteases requires the hydrolytic actions of 

PrA and to a lesser extent, PrB (Jones 1991).

It is possible to lose vacuolar proteinase activities without detriment to cell viability 

(except under nitrogen starvation conditions). Such strains are often used for 

overexpression studies as the risk of degradation during extraction, purification and 

assay procedures is greatly reduced (Loison 1994). One such protease deficient strain 

used for this study, BJ2168, carries mutations in several vacuolar proteases, including 

prcl-407, a structural mutation eliminating CpY activity and pep4-3, a nonsense 

mutation which inactivates PrA and therefore prevents activation of other yeast 

proteases.

- / 6  -
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1.1.2 Pro teases of the yeast secretory pathway.

Several sequence-specific proteases of the secretory pathway were identified from 

their involvement in the maturation of the a-factor precursor (reviewed by Jones 

1991). This precursor contains four copies of the pheromone peptide, separated by 

spacer regions. Removal of these spacer repeats occurs in the Golgi and involves 3 

membrane bound Ca++-dependent proteases: the Kex2 endoprotease; the Kexl 

carboxypeptidase; and dipeptidyl aminopeptidase A. These enzymes work together 

with an aspartyl protease (Yap3) and essential signal peptidases, to process immature 

secretory products.

1.2 Ubiquitination

After synthesis a protein can face a multitude of post-translational modifications, 

some of which may be necessary for activity, function or stability. Whereas 

phosphorylation/ dephosphorylation can bring about a functional activation (best 

characterised by MAP-kinase cascade systems), ubiquitination often marks a protein 

for destruction. The selective turnover of short-lived, damaged or mis-folded proteins 

is important in many essential regulatory processes including, control of the cell 

cycle, the stress response and DNA repair (Sections 1.2.4.1, 1.2.4.2, and 1.2.4.3).

Ubiquitination is an ATP dependent process in which ubiquitin (a highly conserved 

76 residue protein) is covalently attached to the target protein (hereafter referred to as 

“target”) (Finley and Chau 1991; Ciechanover 1996). The ubiquitination system of 

S.cerevisiae is depicted in Figure 1.1 (Varshavsky 1997).

' 7 -



Introduction

Figure 1.1 The Ubiquitin System of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.

This illustration depicts the yeast ubiquitination pathway and is taken from 

Varshavsky 1997.

Ubiquitin (Ub) is translated from 1 of 4 gene fusions (U BIl-4; Section 1.2.2.1). The 

protein fusions encoded by UBIl-3 are cleaved immediately after synthesis by Ub- 

specific proteases, to give free ubiquitin and an unrelated C-terminal extension 

protein of ribosomal function. Ubiquitin conjugation to the targeted protein can 

require up to 3 enzyme classes (Section 1.2.3); El or Ub-activating enzymes (Ubal); 

E2s or Ub-conjugating enzymes (Ubcl-13); and E3s or Ub-protein ligases. A target 

protein may undergo several rounds of ubiquitination, in which multiubiquitin chains 

are constructed. Such multiubiquitinated proteins cause targeting to the 26S 

proteasome (Section 1.3) for degradation, the ubiquitin moieties being recycled by 

Ub-specific proteases.

- i<
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Fig 1.1 The ubiquitin system of Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
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Introduction

Attachment occurs between the C-terminal glycine residue of ubiquitin, G76, and 8- 

amino groups of lysine residues either found on the surface of the proteolytic target or 

on the surface of other ubiquitin molecules, which have previously been linked to the 

target protein. This production of multimeric ubiquitin chains is referred to as 

multiubiquitination (Section 1.2.1.1). Ubiquitination requires several enzyme classes 

(Sections 1.2.3). Firstly, ubiquitin must be activated by the formation of a thioester by 

the ubiquitin-activating enzyme (E l). The recognition of the target and its 

conjugation to ubiquitin is brought about by the concerted actions of ubiquitin- 

conjugating enzymes (Ubc or E2) and, in some cases, ubiquitin-protein ligases (E3). 

Ubiquitin removal, or de-ubiquitination, is brought about by ubiquitin-specific 

proteases (Ubp).

Ubiquitination is highly complex. Whereas multiubiquitination often precedes 

degradation of a protein by the 26S proteasome (Section 1.3.2), other ubiquitinated 

proteins have been shown to be partially degraded (Section 1.4.1.2; Palombella et a i 

1994) or, in the case of integral membrane proteins, endocytosed and transported to 

the vacuole (Section 1.5.1; Riezman etal. 1996).

1.2.1 The Ubiquitin Protein.

Ubiquitin is a small (8.6 kDa), compact protein of 76 amino acids. It is found 

ubiquitously throughout the eukaryotic kingdom. Earlier reports of its occurrence in 

archea have not been substantiated. However discovery of ubiquitin within the 

prokaryotic cyanobacterium, Anabaena variabilis, has recently been reported (Dumer 

& Boger 1995). It is one of the most conserved proteins known, with just 3 amino 

acids differing between the yeast and human forms (Ozkaynak et al. 1987). 

Evolutionary studies have indicated ubiquitin is evolving slower than any other

-  2 0  -
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known protein (Sharpe and Li 1987). This high conservation may be attributable to 

the requirement for interaction with a wide range of diverse enzymes. The crystal 

structure of ubiquitin reveals a highly compact structure with 87% of the polypeptide 

chain involved in hydrogen bonding (Vijay-Kumar 1987). This makes the protein 

very resistant to thermal dénaturation and may make it more protease-resistant. 

During proteasome-dependent degradation of a multiubiquitinated protein (Section 

1.3.2), the ubiquitin moieties are cleaved off and recycled (Section 1.2.3.4). In such a 

destructive environment avoidance of proteolysis may allow such ubiquitin recycling.

1.2.1.1 Important Ubiquitin Amino Acids

Mutational studies have revealed some of the residues important for ubiquitin 

function. During multiubiquitination, the process whereby further ubiquitins are 

ligated to previously bound ubiquitin molecules on the surface of the target protein, 

iso-peptide bonds are formed between G76 of the donor ubiquitin and internal lysine 

residues on ubiquitins already bound to the target. The first internal lysine implicated 

in multiubiquitination was K48. Chains which form from this residue are a necessary 

factor in the degradation of many short-lived proteins and substrates of the N-end rule 

pathway (Section 1.2.5; Chau et al. 1989; Gregori et al. 1990; Varshavsky 1992). 

Proteins multiubiquitinated by chains of 8-10 ubiquitins are degraded up to 10 times 

faster than their monoubiquitinated counterparts. It has been shown that target 

proteins with K48-linked multiubiquitin chains are actively bound by the proteasome 

subunit S5a and thereby conunitted to degradation (Deveraux et al. 1994). However, 

conservative substitution of K48 in yeast does not prevent the formation of 

multiubiquitin chains or the turnover of short-lived proteins, pointing to the formation 

of multiubiquitination chains from other ubiquitin lysines and to a need for further 

factors in target recognition (Finley et al. 1994).

Mutagenesis of the remaining 6 ubiquitin lysines shows that multiubiquitin chains can 

also form from K6, K11, K29, and K63 (Amason & Ellison 1994; Spence et al. 1995; 

Baboshina & Haas 1996; Johnson et al. 1995). Formation of K6 chains was catalysed
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in vitro by the ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme also involved in DNA repair, 

(Ubc6/Rad6) and chains from Kl l ,  by a human recombinant enzyme Both

chains were recognised and bound by the proteasome subunit S5a (Section 1.3.2.2; 

Baboshina & Haas 1996). Chains formed from K29 and K63 have been shown to be 

stress dependent, requiring two yeast E2s needed for protein turnover during stress, 

Ubc4 and Ubc5 (Section 1.2.4.1; Amason & Ellison 1994). Mutation of K63 caused 

cellular sensitivity to DNA damaging agents and defects associated with the RAD6 

DNA repair pathway (Section 1.2.4.2; Spence et a l 1995). Recently, the yeast plasma 

membrane protein uracil permease has been shown to be multiubiquitinated by K63- 

linked chains in vivo, a ubiquitination necessary for endocytosis and degradation 

(Section 1.5.1; Galan & Haguenauer-Tsapis 1997). Ubiquitin can be synthesised as a 

protein fusion, an N-terminal ubiquitin molecule fused at its C-terminus to a second 

unrelated protein at its amino terminus (Section 1.2.2.1), which then undergoes post- 

translational cleavage. Dissection of this ubiquitin-fusion cleavage has confirmed the 

existence of K29 linked chains, the formation of which requires the ubiquitin-protein 

ligase, Ufd4. These chains can signal ubiquitin-dihydrofolate reductase fusion 

cleavage in vivo (Johnson e ta l  1995).

Moreover, ubiquitin may be able to utilise other methods of self-conjugation. Several 

yeast ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes have been shown to undergo autoubiquitination. 

These include Ubc4, Cdc34 and Ubcl (Table 1; Gword et a l 1995; Banerjee et a l 

1993; Hodgins et a l 1996). The multiubiquitin chains of Ubcl are formed via non

lysine linkages, with peptide bonds instead forming between ubiquitin a-amino 

terminals (Hodgins e ta l  1996).

Besides lysines, other ubiquitin residues are also clearly important in interaction with 

different enzymes. Mutation of the four arginine residues in ubiquitin reveals R54 and 

R72 are important in El-ubiquitin interaction (Section 1.2.3.1; Burch & Haas 1994). 

The crystal structure of ubiquitin shows a patch of hydrophobic side chains, patches 

that form a continuous strip in K-48 derived multiubiquitin chains. Mutation of amino
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acids in these patches has uncovered residues necessary for proteasome targeting 

(144, V70) and yeast survival (L8). It has been suggested that this hydrophobic region 

interacts, via Van der Waals forces, with residues on the proteasome surface, aiding 

in the recognition of proteolytic substrates (Beal etaL 1996).

1.2.2 Yeast Ubiquitin Genes

Saccharomyces cerevisiae has four genes for ubiquitin (Ozkaynak et a l  1987). UBIl, 

UBI2 and UBI3 encode ubiquitin fused to unrelated carboxyl-extension proteins 

(CEPs). The final yeast ubiquitin gene, UBI4, encodes a fusion of five head-to tail 

repeats (Fig. 1.1). All four fusion products are cleaved immediately after synthesis to 

give identical copies of mature ubiquitin.

1.2.2.1 UBIl, UBI2 and UBI3

Whereas UBIl and UB12 encode identical 52 residue CEPs, that of UBI3 is larger at 

72 amino acids (Ozkaynak et al. 1987). CEPs are RNA-binding ribosomal proteins 

that display evolutionary conservation. The CEP of UBI3 is 67% homologous to that 

of its human counterpart, (HUBCEP80). The expression of this human ubiquitin 

CEP-fusion can alleviate phenotypic defects associated with deletion of the yeast 

UBI3 gene, such deficiencies include slow growth, abnormal ribosomal RNA 

processing and low levels of 40S ribosomal subunits (Monia et al. 1990b). 

Expression of the ubiquitin-CEP fusion (as opposed to the CEP alone) results in 

increased CEP levels, suggesting that the N-terminal ubiquitin either improves 

translational efficiency or increases stability of the CEP.

Both UBIl and UBI2 contain introns, a relatively rare occurrence in S.cerevisiae. The 

few yeast introns that do occur are mostly in ribosomal proteins and are thought to 

have a functional role in gene expression. UBI1-UB13 are all expressed in 

exponentially growing cells and repressed as the cells enter stationary phase 

(Ozkaynak et al. 1987; Monia et al. 1990a) or after treatment with DNA damaging 

agents (Fraser etal. 1991).
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1.2.2.2 The Polyubiquitin %ene. UBI4

UBI4 encodes a pentamer of ubiquitin, five head-to-tail spacerless repeats followed 

by a single aspartate residue (Ozkaynak et a l 1987). Expressed at low levels during 

exponential growth, UBI4 expression increases greatly with stress, due to the 

presence of heat-shock elements and stress-response elements (STRE) in its promoter 

region. Many stresses result in the accumulation of damaged proteins, necessitating 

the need for an escalation in ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis. Induction of a 

polyubiquitin gene allows for increased ubiquitination, while still maintaining a pool 

of free ubiquitin within the cell.

Transient induction of UBI4 can occur under a variety erfstresses including; heat shock 

(Finley et al. 1987); cadmium toxicity (Jungmann et at. 1993); oxidative stress 

(Cheng et a l 1994; Lee et al 1996); exposure to DNA damaging agents (Treger et a l 

1988; Fraser et a l 1991) and treatment with amino acid analogues (Finley et a l 

1987). UBI4 induction is often seen in response to changes in nutritional availability 

or growth state, during starvation, the re-feeding of starved cells (Fraser et a l 1991), 

or adaptation from fermentative (glucose) to respiratory (lactate) conditions (Watt & 

Piper 1996). The later response is brought about by the binding to upstream DNA of 

the Hap2/3/4 transcriptional transactivator (an event usually reserved for activating 

mitochondrial genes during catabolite derepression) probably reflecting the role of 

UBI4 in oxidative stress survival (Cheng et a l 1994). The polyubiquitin gene also has 

a role in sporulation, with UBI4 transcripts accumulating in meiotic and sporulating 

cells (Treger et a l 1988). Moreover, the diploid double mutant {ubi4/ubi4) fails to 

produce viable spores (Finley e ta l  1987).

1.2.2.3 Yeast Ubiquitin-like Genes

Ubiquitin-like protein sequences have been discovered in several eukaryote genes. 

Three ubiquitin-like proteins have been identified in S.cerevisiae, the DNA repair 

protein Rad23, a protein functioning in spindle-pole body (SPB) formation, Dsk2 and
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Rubl, this later protein sharing 53% identity with ubiquitin (Watkins et a l 1993; 

Biggins et a l 1996; Hochstrasser 1996a). In both Dsk2 and Rad23 the ubiquitin-like 

domain is N-terminal. The first 76 amino acids of the DSK2 gene product shares 36% 

homology with ubiquitin. The ubiquitin-like domain of the nuclear protein Rad23 

(398 amino acids) shares 43% similarity (22% identity) with yeast ubiquitin. This 

domain is necessary for Rad23-mediated DNA repair and can be replaced by 

authentic ubiquitin sequences with no deterioration of protein function (Watkins et a l 

1993). As neither protein is post-translationally cleaved to free ubiquitin and a CEP, it 

is unlikely that these ubiquitin domains have protein-conjugational activity. However, 

recently Small Ubiquitin-like Modifier human proteins (SUMO) have been isolated, 

which appear to have conjugatory activity. SUMO-1 conjugation is thought to be 

involved in the regulation of key nuclear events such as nuclear protein transport, 

DNA repair and cell death (Saitoh et a l 1997; Johnson & Hochstrasser 1997).

1.2.3 The Ubiquitin-Conjugation system

Conjugation of ubiquitin molecules to targeted substrates occurs is ATP dependent 

and catalysed by up to 3 classes of enzyme (Fig 1.1; reviewed by Smith et a l 1996; 

Jentsch 1992; Hershko and Ciechanover 1992; Ciechanover and Schwartz 1994; 

Ciechanover 1994). Firstly, ubiquitin is activated by the ubiquitin-activating enzyme 

(El). A thioester bond forms between the C-terminal carboxyl group of ubiquitin and 

a conserved cysteine residue within the enzyme, a reaction involving ATP hydrolysis 

(Section 1.2.3.1). Once activated the ubiquitin molecule can be transferred to a 

ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (Ubc or E2), through formation of a second thioester 

bond (Section 1.2.3.2). Ubiquitin-target protein conjugation may require the presence 

of a third enzyme, the ubiquitin-protein ligase (E3; Section 1.2.3.3). The activated 

ubiquitin moiety is transferred from E2 to E3, forming a third thioester bond, before 

being coupled to lysine residues of the protein substrate via an isopeptide bond. 

(Scheffner et a l 1995). This ubiquitination may be regulated by phosphorylation.
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Phosphorylated El has been reported in HeLa cells, and the phosphorylation of rabbit 

El by protein kinase C enhanced activity 2-fold (Hershko & Ciechanover 1992). A 

similar phosphorylation of a rabbit Ubc (E232kDa) lead to a 2.4-fold activation in 

hi stone ubiquitination (Kong & Chock 1992).

It appears that the cellular ubiquitination machinery is organised into a hierarchical 

cascade, with activated ubiquitin interacting with several different Ubcs, each of 

which may, in turn, interact with many different E3s (Fig. 1.1). For example, 

S.cerevisiae has one E l enzyme, 13 Ubcs and an unknown number of E3s. A 

ubiquitin molecule can follow any one of the routes through the cascade to bring 

about an ubiquitin-conjugation which, depending on the particular protein substrate, 

can bring about one of several events.

1.2.3.1. Ubiquitin-activating enzymes IE 11

The essential gene UBAl, encodes a 114kd protein which dimerises to form the active 

enzyme found at high concentrations throughout the cytoplasm and nucleus. This 

enzyme shows a high degree of evolutionary conservation, with the yeast protein 

sharing 53% homology with its human counterpart. Several protein sequence motifs 

have been identified; a consensus nucleotide binding sequence GxGxxG; two amino 

acid stretches similar to the nuclear targeting sequences of the Matoû transcription 

factor; and the consensus sequence (KxxPzCTxxxxP) containing the essential 

cysteine residue needed for thioester formation (z corresponds to a non polar 

residue).

A second El-like protein has been isolated (Dohmen et al. 1995). UBA2 encodes an 

acidic 71kDa nuclear protein of 636 residues. The first 561 amino acids show 49% 

similarity to Ubalp (amino acids 414-1020), a conservation that includes both the 

cysteine containing consensus sequence and the nucleotide binding motifs. Mutation 

to Ubalp cannot be rescued by Uba2p overexpression and vice versa, indicting that 

the two proteins have separate functions. Although the full function of Uba2p is 

unclear, it is essential and requires the conserved cysteine for function, implicating
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involvement of ubiquitin thioester conjugation. However ubiquitin-Uba2p adducts 

have not been observed in vitro or in vivo. It is known that Uba2p coprecipitates with 

itself and several other proteins within the cell and was isolated by two hybrid 

screening using yeast poly(A) polymerase (Papl) as bait, indicating a putative role in 

mRNA polyadenylation (Dohmen et al. 1995). This interaction occurs between Papl 

and a unique 82 residue domain of Uba2, furthermore Auba2 cells show improved 

polyadenylation (del Olmo et al. 1997). Finally, searching the S.cerevisiae genomic 

sequence has identified a third putative El protein (Hochstrasser 1996a). Uba3, at 

33kDa is the smallest of the 3 proteins, contains both the putative active cysteine 

thioester site and ATP-binding site.

1.2.3 2. Ubiquitin-Conjugating Enzymes FE21

Several eukaryotic Ubcs have been isolated to date. Some are cytosolic, others 

nuclear and a few are membrane localised (Table 1). All Ubcs share a conserved 

16kDa domain, that has at least 35% homology between these enzymes. This domain 

is essential and contains the highly conserved cysteine residue necessary for 

ubiquitin-thioester formation. Towards the N-terminus of this domain is a second 

highly conserved region, mutation of which reduces ubiquitin-thioester formation, 

pointing to a putative E l binding site. Other conserved areas include the cysteine 

flanking regions, and a proline-rich sequence which may confer thermostability. 

Crystallisation of yeast Ubc4 shows that the ubiquitin-acceptor cysteine is located 

between two loops (Cook et al. 1993). Apart from the regions flanking this cleft, no 

other exposed residues are conserved and it is thought that this cleft functions in 

protein-protein binding during ubiquitin-thioester formation. Alignment of Ubc 

peptide sequences has highlighted four poorly conserved, heterologous regions. The 

recent elucidation of the Ubc7 crystal structure has shown that these variable 

sequences actually co-localise to form one surface, which may confer the different 

specificities of the individual enzymes (Cook et al. 1997).
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Ubc Class o f 
Enzyme

Functions and Phentotypes References

Ubcl II Bulk degradation short-lived/abnormal 
proteins.

Seufert et al 1990

Ubc2 / Rad 6 n
(acidic
tail)

N-end rule degradation;
DNA repair; sporulation;
Degradation of transcription factor,Gcn4

Mediates homologous recombination 
across the SAR at ARS1

Varshavsky 1992 
Bailly et al 1994 
Komitzer et al 
1994 Markvart et 
al 1996.

Ubc3 / Cdc34 
(Essential)

II
(acidic

tail)

Cell-cycle control at Gl/S transition; 
Degradation of FAR 1, SICl, CLN3; and 
transcription factor Gcn4.

Komitzer et al 
1994

Ubc4 & Ubc5 
(92% identical)

I Bulk degradation short-lived abnormal 
proteins; Stress response and 
Sporulation;
Mata2 degradation;
Crystallised class I structure.

Seufert & Jentsch 
1990;
Chen et al 1993; 
Cook etal 1993.

Ubc6 / Doa2 n ER membrane protein degradation; 
Mata2 degradation

Yang et al 1997 
Chen etal 1993.

Ubc7 I Cadmium tolerance;
Mata2 degradation; 
Crystallised class I structure.

Jungmann et al 
1993
Chen etal 1993 
Cook et al 1997.

Ubc8 II
(acidic
tail)

Function unknown; non-essential. Qin et a / 1991

Ubc9
(Essential)

I Cell-cycle control at G2/M transition; 
Degradation of CLB2land2LB5.

Seufert et al 1995

Ubcl0 / Pas 2 I Peroxisome biogenesis; membrane 
bound

Wiebel & Kunau 
1992

Ubc 11 
Ubc 12 
Ubc 13

Isolated from yeast genome sequence. 
Function unknown; not essential.

Smith etal 1996
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The conserved Ubc domain allows for subclassification of E2s. Class 1 enzymes are 

comprised of the Ubc domain alone. In in vitro studies, these enzymes fail to transfer 

the ubiquitin molecule to protein targets without exogenous supplies of E3 (Section 

1.2.3.3). Class 2 proteins have C-terminal extensions aiding in substrate recognition 

and cellular localisation. For example, both Ubc2 and Ubc3 have highly acidic tails 

which aid in interactions with basic structures such as histones (Haas et al. 1991). 

Loss of these extensions leads to a reduction of histone ubiquitination. The 95 amino 

acid tail of Ubc6 contains a hydrophobic signal anchor sequence, which directs the 

enzyme to the endoplasmic reticulum where the active domain faces into the 

cytoplasm (Yang et al. 1997; Sommer & Jentsch 1993). The final group (class 3 

Ubcs) have amino-terminal extensions of variable length and unknown functions 

(Matuschewski et al. 1996). However, since there are no examples of S.cerevisiae 

class 3 Ubcs, they are not discussed further in this thesis.

The complete genome sequence of S. cerevisiae has uncovered 13 genes containing 

the UBC domain. Of these only Ubc3 (Cdc34) and Ubc9 are known to be essential for 

vegetative cell growth, loss of other enzymes (Ubcl; Ubc2 (Rad6); Ubc4; Ubc5; and 

Ubc7) increases cellular sensitivity to certain environmental stresses (Seufert et al. 

1990; Jentsch 1992; Jungmann et al. 1993). Mutations in certain combinations of E2 

enzymes {ubcl,ubc4,ubc5 and ubc4,ubc5,ubc7) are inviable, possibly suggesting 

some overlap in Ubc enzyme functions (Seufert et al. 1990; Chen et al. 1993). The 

known functions of S.cerevisiae Ubc proteins are listed in Table 1.

1.2.3.3 Ubiquitin Protein-Ligases TE31

The transfer of ubiquitin from E2 to a ubiquitin-protein ligase is an optional stage in 

ubiquitin-protein conjugation, yet is thought to be necessary for the 

multiubiquitination of proteins. Unlike much of the ubiquitination system, this 

enzyme subset is evolutionary divergent, making the isolation and characterisation of 

these proteins difficult. Therefore few yeast E3s have been identified to date. The
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papillomaviral E3 protein, E6-AP works in conjunction with the oncoprotein E6 in 

the ubiquitination and degradation of the tumour suppressor p53. The completed 

sequence of the yeast genome has uncovered 5 putative E3s with homology to the Ç- 

Terminal domain of E6-AP (termed the HECT domain) (Smith et al. 1996; 

Hochstrasser 1996a; Johnson et al. 1995). These are:- Rsp5, an essential protein 

functioning in the endocytosis of membrane permeases; Ufd4, involved in 

degradation of ubiquitin fusion proteins; Toml, essential in the cell cycle (trigger of 

mitosis); Hct4 and Hct5, two unexplored open reading frames (Fig. 1.1).

E3 Rsp5, encoded by NPIl (Hein et al. 1995), is involved in the endocytosis- 

mediated degradation of the two plasma membrane proteins (Section 1.5.1) Gapl 

(g^eneral amino acid permease) and Furl (uracil permease). The proteins which 

interact with Rsp5 are unknown. However the N-terminus of this ligase possesses 

several protein interaction motifs, a putative Ca^+-dependent phospholipid interaction 

motif with possible roles in endocytosis followed by several WW(P) sequences. 

WW(P) domains contain two highly conserved tryptophan residues and are thought to 

bind to proline-rich regions of other proteins aiding in protein-protein interactions. 

Other WW(P) containing proteins of both yeast and animal origin have wide-ranging 

functions, including cytoskeleton function and cell signalling (Hein etal. 1995).

The most understood example of a yeast ubiquitin-ligase (Ubrl) does not contain a 

HECT region, suggesting that other yeast proteins with E3-like activities have yet to 

be identified. These may include heat shock proteins involved in protein repair, such 

as Hsp60, Hsp70 and TCP (Jentsch 1992). Ubrl, a 225kDa protein homologous to 

human E3a, forms a tight complex with Ubc2 (Rad6) and is involved in the 

identification, ubiquitination and subsequent degradation of N-end rule substrates in 

vivo (Section 1.2.5.3 and Varsharvsky 1996). Recognition of these targets occurs via 

their amino-terminal residues. Remarkably Ubrl is non-essential in yeast indicating 

that the N-end rule pathway may not be of fundamental importance in protein 

turnover. Mutations to Ubrl have highlighted a second function in the importation of 

di- and tri-peptides (Varshavsky 1996; Alagramam et al. 1995). It appears that Ubrl 

is involved in the controlled degradation of both the transcriptional regulator of the
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peptide transporter gene, PTR2, and of Ptr2p itself. This proteolysis requires both 

Ubc2/Rad6 and Ubc4. A UBRl homologue, UBR2, was discovered from the 

sequence data of yeast chromosome 12 and shares 22% identity to Ubrl across 1800 

residues (Hochstrasser 1996a).

1.2.3.4 De-ubiquitinating Enzymes

Cleavage of nascent ubiquitin gene-fusion products; the removal of ubiquitin adducts 

from proteasome-bound substrates; the disassembly of polyubiquitin chains; and the 

’editing’ of poorly or erroneously ubiquitinated proteins are just four of the ways in 

which de-ubiquitination enzymes help to ensure the correct functioning of the 

ubiquitin pathway and allow for efficient ubiquitin recycling (Fig. 1.1; reviewed by 

Hochstrasser 1996a; Hochstrasser etal. 1995; Kalderon 1996).

This enzyme family can be divided into two distinct groups; those enzymes that 

remove ubiquitin moieties from a small range of selected peptides (e.g. yeast Yuhl); 

and those, with a broader range of deubiquitination substrates, that are known as 

ubiquitin specific processing proteases (Ubps). Although of Ubp enzymes are very 

divergent in sequence, they all contain two conserved regions essential for their 

deubiquitination function (the Cys and His boxes). Searching the S.cerevisiae 

genomic sequence has uncovered 16 putative Ubps, with homologous Cys and His 

boxes (Hochstrasser 1996a). Therefore yeast may contain more enzymes involved in 

the removal of ubiquitin (> 16 Ubps) than in its conjugation (13 Ubcs), indicating that 

deubiquitination may be as important as ubiquitin attachment in the regulation of 

ubiquitin-mediated events. However, few Ubp proteins have been characterised. 

Ubpl-Ubp3 are known to cleave ubiquitin-protein fusions in vitro (Baker etal. 1992). 

Single Ubp mutations show no significant phenotypic defects and the null quadruple 

mutant iubpl, ubp2, ubp3, yuhl) is both viable and able to deubiquitinate ubiquitin- 

fusion proteins normally, indicating that Ubps share considerable functional overlap 

(Hochstrasser 1996a; Baker et al. 1992). Indeed, the in vitro cleavage of ubiquitin- 

protein conjugates can be brought about by all yeast hydrolases tested to date
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(Hochstrasser 1996a). However, as few ubiquitin isopeptidases have been fully 

explored, this subset of ubiquitin enzymes remains the most unclear.

Ubp3 was recently implicated in transcriptional silencing at telomeres and the silent 

mating type loci (Moazed & Johnson 1996). Affinity chromatography of the silencing 

protein SIR4 showed that this protein complexes with SIR2, SIR3, an unknown 

69kDa peptide and Ubp3. As loss of Ubp3 was found to increase silencing, it is 

thought to act as a negative regulator. Therefore ubiquitin may act as a positive 

regulator, either through the ubiquitin-mediated degradation of certain inhibitory 

proteins, or the functional activation of the SIR machinery caused by ubiquitination 

(Moazed & Johnson 1996).

Ubp4 was first isolated in the degradation of MAT alpha pathway and is therefore 

better known as Doa4 (Section 1.4.1.1; Papa & Hochstrasser 1993; Hochstrasser et al. 

1995). Mutants of doa4 exhibit poor growth characteristics, inhibited ubiquitin- 

mediated degradation and the accumulation of multiubiquitinated adducts. As purified 

26S proteasome preparations often contain Doa4, it has been proposed that Doa4 

disassembles multiubiquitin chains bound to proteins conjugated to the proteasome 

(Section 1.3.2; Hochstrasser et al. 1995). Doa4 is also necessary for co-ordinated 

DNA replication, ensuring that the genome is replicated in its entirety only once per 

cell cycle (Singer et al. 1996). Mutant doa4 cells are found with high DNA content, a 

defect that can be overcome by the expression of the polyubiquitin gene UBI4 (Singer 

etal. 1996).

Failure of the ubiquitination system has often been implicated in oncogenesis. The 

sequence of UBP5 shows homology to the oncogene Tre-2 (Xiao et al. 1994). 

Truncation of the Tre2-213 cDNA {tre-210) prevents normal deubiquitination and 

results in enhanced formation of tumours (Hochstrasser 1996a).

Yeast Ubpl4 has 31% identity to the bovine isopeptidase T. In both proteins mutation 

leads to the accumulation of polyubiquitin chains. The 96kDa mammalian enzyme
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has been shown to disassociate G76-K48 linked multiubiquitins (Wilkinson et al.

1995). As disassembly commences at the free carboxyl terminus, this hydrolase 

mainly degrades free, detached multiubiquitin chains, presumably removing their 

competitive influence at the 26S proteasome binding site (Wilkinson et al. 1995). A 

second bovine hydrolase has been isolated within the regulatory complex (PA700) of 

the proteasome which again hydrolyses multiubiquitin chains (Section 1.3.2.2 and 

Lam et al. 1997). This enzyme has putative editing functions, removing ubiquitin 

adducts from poorly or erroneously ubiquitinated proteins, thereby preventing their 

unnecessary destruction (Lam et al. 1997).

Certain murine Ubps are implicated in cytokine-regulated growth control. Dubl is 

tightly controlled, being induced by interleukin 3 (11-3) during early G1 growth. As 

continued expression arrests the cells at G l, DUBl has been implicated in modulation 

of the ubiquitination (and possible proteolysis) of an unknown growth factor (Zhu et 

al. 1996). Four DUB homologous (90%) genes have been isolated from mouse 

genomic libraries. Moreover two of these genes (DUBl and DUB2) have been co

located to chromosome 7 (Zhu et al. 1997). This area is homologous to that of the 

human chromosome 1 Ip 15, which is both a site of frequent translocations associated 

with human leukaemias and an area rich in tumour suppressor genes (Zhu et al. 

1997).

Characterisation of the Drosophila enzyme Fat Facet (encoded by the fa f  gene) has 

proved that Ubp enzymes can be both cell-type and substrate specific (Huang et al.

1995). f a f  mutants undergo abnormal eye development when cells are mis- 

differentiated with more cells becoming neuronal than normal. In addition, female fa f  

flies show defective ovarian development. This protein is necessary for cell 

communication and negatively regulates neural cell determination, possibly by the 

deubiquitination (thus stabilisation) of a specific developmental regulator (Huang et 

al. 1995).
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1.2.4. Functions of Yeast Ubiquitin Conjugating Enzymes

By far the most important function of ubiquitination is in targeting a specific protein 

for proteolysis. The mechanics of ubiquitin-mediated proteasome proteolysis are 

discussed in detail in Section 1.3. This specific protein turnover is vital in several 

fundamental cell processes including: protein turnover and the stress response 

(Section 1.2.4.1); DNA repair (Section 1.2.4.2); cell cycle (Section 1.2.4.3); turnover 

of membrane proteins (Section 1.5.1); and gene transcription (Section 1.4.1).

1.2.4.1 Ubcl. Ubc4. UbeS:- Bulk turnover of short-lived proteins and the stress 

response

Bulk protein turnover is brought about by a subfamily of yeast ubiquitin conjugating 

enzymes, Ubcl, Ubc4 and Ubc5 (Table 1; Seufert & Jentsch 1990; Seufert et a l 

1990; Sommer & Seufert 1992). Together these three enzymes are essential, triple 

null mutants being inviable (Seufert et a l 1990). Deletion of ubcl, ubc4 or both ubc4 

& 5 reduces growth rate and increases cellular hypersensitivity to amino acid 

analogues such as canavanine. The addition of canavanine to yeast growth medium 

results in altered proteins which are selectively degraded in wild type cells, ubcl and 

ubc4/5 null mutations cause a reduced level of ubiquitin conjugation and an inability 

to degrade canavanine-containing products. This enzyme forms multiubiquitin chains 

(K48, K29 and K63 linked) on the surface of target proteins, ensuring specific 

proteolysis. Therefore these enzymes have an essential role in the selective turnover 

of short-lived or abnormal proteins.

Ubc4 and Ubc5 are both class I 16kDa conjugating enzymes, sharing 92% identity. 

Both genes contain introns and heat shock elements, their expression showing stress 

induction (Seufert & Jentsch 1990). UBC4 is expressed under fermentative conditions 

and down regulated during stationary phase. In contrast, UBC5 shows weak 

expression during exponential growth and is induced at the transition to stationary 

phase. There is no mutational phenotype when either gene is deleted, suggesting that
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their functions overlap. However removal of both genes causes reductions in growth 

rate and protein degradation, as well as a defect in sporulation.

Ubcl (24kDa) is a class II enzyme, having a C-terminal tail rich in charged amino 

acids (Seufert et a i 1990). This enzyme is expressed in fermentative yeast and is 

strongly induced during stationary phase. However, unlike Ubc4 or Ubc5, it shows no 

heat-shock induction. There is much evidence to implicate Ubcl in bulk protein 

turnover, ubcl null mutants show a seven-fold increase in canavanine sensitivity and 

the overexpression of UBCI in ubc4/5 null mutants rescues their proteolytic defect. In 

addition, Ubcl is important in the germination of ascospores, as ubcl spores give rise 

to amorphous shaped colonies indicative of slow growth or inviability. However as 

cells recover after several divisions, the role of Ubcl may be transient (Seufert et a i 

1990)

Both Ubcl and Ubc4 undergo auto-ubiquitination. Ubc4 molecules are 

monoubiquitinated by one another in vivo (Gwozd et a i 1995). The charged tail of 

Ubcl directs the assembly of a multiubiquitin chain, from lysine 93 near the 

enzyme’s active site. This chain is not formed through lysine residues, but rather is 

joined by peptide bonds between ubiquitin a-amino groups (Hodgins et a i 1996). 

The biological significance of auto-ubiquitination events is not clear.

1.2.4.2 Ubc2:-N-end rule degradation, the RAD6 DNA repair pathway and 

histone ubiquitination

The yeast Ubc2 gene was found to be identical to that of the DNA repair enzyme 

Rad6 . Yeast rad6 null mutants display a pleiotrophic phenotype of: slow growth; 

increased sensitivity to DNA-damaging agents; defects in post-replication repair and 

meiotic recombination; increased mitotic recombination; enhanced transposition of 

Ty transposons; and deficiencies in sporulation (Jentsch 1992). These effects suggests 

Rad6 has a central function and interacts with more than one substrate. Indeed, Rad6 

has been found to mediate the degradation of N-end rule protein substrates (E3-
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dependent) (Section 1.2.5.3), DNA repair (E3-independent), histone 

monoubiquitination and sporulation. Ubc2 is a 19.7kDa class II enzyme, with a 

highly acidic C-terminal extension (residues 150 to 172). Thioester formation occurs 

at cysteine 88, mutations to this residue resulting in loss of all Rad6 function.

Rad6 mediated degradation of N-end rule proteolytic substrates is brought about in 

conjunction with the E3, Ubrl, termed the N-recognin (Section 1.2.3.3). Rad6 and 

Ubrl form a stable complex in vitro (Dohmen et al. 1991; Sung et at. 1991). Binding 

occurs via the highly conserved N-terminus of Rad6 (Lawrence 1994) and a 170- 

residue region within the C-terminal domain of Ubrl (Madura et al. 1993). The acidic 

C-terminal extension of Rad6 was previously thought to have no role in the 

degradation of N-end rule substrates, however it has recently been demonstrated that 

this tail may confer physical stability and functional activity in its complexing with 

Ubrl (Madura et al. 1993). Co-immunoprecipation of this complex brings down a 

further unknown 20kDa protein (Madura et al. 1993).

The action of Rad6 in DNA repair is still unclear (the Rad6 DNA repair pathway is 

reviewed by Lawrence 1994). Rad6 forms a second highly stable complex in vivo 

with the DNA binding protein, Rad 18. This complex is independent of the Ubrl/Rad6 

union and does not utilise the Ubc2 highly conserved N-terminal E3 binding site 

(Bailly et al. 1994). All Ubc enzymes have a C-terminal alpha helix, prior to their tail 

extension, that contains a set of highly conserved residues not observed within other 

E2 isozymes (although 5 of the 6 amino acids are seen in Cdc34). This Rad6 alpha 

helix is important in DNA repair, ubiquitination activity and interaction with Rad 18 

(Dor et al. 1996). Rad 18 binds to single stranded DNA, its conjugation to Rad6 

bringing about DNA repair via an unknown mechanism.

Histones are monoubiquitinated in an E3-independent manner, leading to their 

degradation by the 26S proteasome in vitro (Haas et al. 1990). Histone ubiquitination 

can occur at three sites, on H2A, H2B and H3 and the acidic tail of Rad6 is thought to 

have a role in targeting to histone substrates (Haas et al. 1991). In vitro studies have
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shown that Radô can direct the formation of a multiubiquitin chain on histone H3, a 

linkage of ubiquitin moieties via K6 that is recognised by the proteasome subunit S5a 

(Baboshina et al. 1996). Rad6 is induced by, and its C-terminal tail is necessary for, 

S.cerevisiae sporulation (Madura et al. 1993). Transgenic mice carrying the human 

RAD6 homologue hHR6B show male infertility, as gene inactivation causes defective 

spermatogenesis during post-meiotic chromatin condensation (Roest et al. 1996). 

Both yeast sporulation and spermatogenesis require gross changes in chromatin 

configuration, possibly assisted by a Ubc2 action common to both processes. Further 

recent evidence supporting the notion that the Rad6 C-terminal tail is important in 

chromosomal packaging has come from studies of recombination at the autonomous 

replicative sequence (ARSl). Truncation of the Rad6p tail impeded the 

recombination across a small contiguous DNA sequence involved in the attachment 

of DNA to the protein scaffold, suggesting that Rad6 mediated ubiquitination of an 

unknown scaffold/chromosomal protein is a prerequisite for successful recombination 

at ARSl (Markvart er a/. 1996).

1.2.4.3 UBC3 and UBC9:- Driving the Cell Cvcle

Cell cycle progression is dictated by the abundance of cyclins, cyclin dependent 

kinases (CDKs) and CDK inhibitors. The cell achieves this control by correctly 

balancing the transcription of these cell cycle proteins with their selective 

degradation. The role of selective proteolysis and cell cycle progression has been 

reviewed by Amon et al. (1994) and Udvardy (1996). Figure 1.2 depicts the cycle- 

dependent levels of cyclin transcription and proteolysis during the cell cycle of 

S.cerevisiae. Central to cycle regulation is the phosphorylation of key proteins by 

CDKs. CDK activity is governed threefold. Firstly the kinase must complex with 

specific cyclins for activation, secondly this complex can be impeded by several CDK 

specific inhibitors and a final regulatory consideration is activation by the 

phosphorylation/ dephosphorylation of CDKs themselves.
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F igure 1.2. Cell cvcle control at the level of cvclin gene expression and 

proteolysis

These figures show the cyclic changes in gene transcription (A) and proteolysis (B) of 

cell cyclins and CDK inhibitors and is taken form Udvardy 1996.

Z
o

z
<

M G1 S G2 M

B

o

o

GlM S G2 M

Fig. A. depicts the rates of cyclin gene expression during cell cycle: the unbroken line 

corresponds to Gl cyclin expression; Expression of 02  cyclins (Clb5 and 6) is 

represented by the dashed line: whereas Clb 1,2,3 and 4 expression is shown by open 

symbols.

Fig. B. shows the proteolytic rates of several cell cycle determinants: Gl cyclin 

proteolysis is indicated by the unbroken line; G2 cyclin degradation, by open 

symbols; and the turnover of the CDK inhibitor p40^^^  ̂ is shown by crosses.
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Three cyclin types participate in yeast cell cycle control: the Gl cyclins CLNl, CLN2 

and CLN3; the S-phase cyclins CLB 5 and CLB 6; and the M-phasc cyclins CLBl, 

CLB2, CLB3 and CLB4. These associate with the CDK catalytic subunit Cdc28, 

which is vital both for the cycle transition from Gl to S-phasc and for that of G2 to 

M-phasc. These two phases arc governed by the stability of cell cyclins, with 

unrcquircd cyclins being degraded in a ubiquitin-dcpcndcnt manner, involves two 

E2s; Ubc3 at Gl to S-phasc and Ubc9 at G2 to M-phasc. These two conjugating 

enzymes arc the only essential Ubcs of yeast.

1.2.4.3.1 Ubiquitin-mediated degradation of G l cyclins during Gl-S-phase 

transition.

Ubc3 was originally isolated as the cell cycle determinant Cdc34 and possesses the 

longest yeast E2 C-terminal tail (125 amino acids). This extension is essential for cell 

cycle function. Truncation studies have shown that cell cycle dependent functions are 

located within the first 39 tail residues (171-209). This region allows Cdc34 

monomers to interact with each other in vivo (Kolman et al. 1992; Ptak et al. 1994). 

The remaining 75 amino acids (210-295) are essentially dispensable, possibly having 

facilitatory or regulatory roles. This ‘non-essential’ tail region undergoes auto- 

ubiquitination, catalysing a K48-linked multiubiquitin chain from one of four lysines, 

possibly to signal its own demise (Banerjee et al. 1993). In addition, Cdc34 surface 

monoubiquitination is thought to be necessary for its cell cycle actions (Prendergast

1995). Other important Cdc34 amino acids include the thioester forming cysteine 

(C95) and neighbouring leucine (L99). Mutation of either of these residues inactivates 

the enzyme, inhibiting Cln2 ubiquitination and retarding cell growth (Banerjee et al.

1995)

Commitment to progress through cell cycle occurs during Gl at a point termed 

START (Fig. 1.2). Division is dependent upon the concerted action and levels of Gl 

cyclins (Clnl, Cln2 and Cln3). All three Gl cyclins contain a conserved motif, the
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Cyclin box, that functions in the physical interaction with the kinase Cdc28. This 

interaction results in kinase activation, initiating a cascade of cyclin expression. Cln3 

induces the expression of Clnl and Cln2, which in turn stimulates proteolysis of the 

CDK inhibitor p40si^^ and expression of M-phase cyclins (Clbl-Clb4). In this way 

Cln3 is vital for co-ordinated cell growth and division in response to nutritional 

availability and environmental conditions (Yaglom et al. 1995).

Degradation of Clnl, Cln2 and Cln3 occurs via the ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis 

system, utilising Ubc3/Cdc34. The tails of these cyclins contain several regions rich 

in proline, aspartate, serine, threonine and glutamate residues, sequences known as 

PEST motifs. PEST motifs are present in many short-lived proteins and are therefore 

thought to act as degradative signals (Section 1.2.5.4). Removal of Cln3 PEST 

sequences increases stability (Yaglom et al. 1995). Likewise fusion of the Cln2 178 

residue PEST-containing tail to a test substrate results in a destabilisation of the 

heterologous fusion. However, fusion of the Cln2 PEST sequences alone has little 

effect on chimeric protein stability, indicating that PEST regions are not self- 

contained proteolytic signals (Salama et al. 1994).

Phosphorylation is a second necessary factor in cyclin proteolysis. After Cdc28 

activation, Cln2 undergoes hyperphosphorylation, ubiquitination and degradation 

(Deshaies et al. 1995). Cln3 also contains several phosphorylation sites and mutations 

in the consensus site of Cdc28 reduces both Cln3 phosphorylation and degradation 

(Yaglom et al. 1995). These results indicate that the phosphorylation of Gl cyclins is 

a necessary step prior to cyclin ubiquitination and destruction. Phosphorylation 

requires the cyclin-activated kinase Cdc28, suggesting Clnl-Cln3 are negatively 

regulated by the cell cycle machinery that they activate (Yaglom et al. 1995). The 

exact action of Ubc3/Cdc34 is unknown. Cdc53 is a Cln2-associated protein which 

binds to Ubc3/Cdc34 and is necessary for the in vivo ubiquitin-mediated degradation 

of G l cyclins (Willems 1996)
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1.2.4.3.2 Ubiquitin-mediated degradation of B-type cyclins during G2-M-phase 

transition

At G2 to M-phase transition, the cycle is again governed by Cdc28. Association of 

Cdc28 with the M-type cyclins Clbsl-4 is required for the destruction of Clnl and 

Cln2. However, Cdc34/Ubc3 may only be indirectly involved in Clnl/2 degradation 

by its ability to promote degradation of the Cdc28-inhibitor, Sicl (Blondel & Mann

1996). The ubiquitin-mediated degradation of phosphorylated Siclp involves Cdc34, 

together with an E3-like complex composed of proteins Cdc4p, Cdc53p and Skip 

(Verma etal. 1997).

Ubc9 is an essential 18kDa nuclear enzyme involved in G2 to M progression. Loss of 

this E2 causes cells to arrest at G2 accumulating in the form of large budded cells 

with a single nucleus containing replicated DNA (Seufert et al. 1995). Ubc9 loss 

stabilises both the S-phase cyclin, Clb5 and the M-phase cyclin, Clb2, which like 

other B-type cyclins, contain destruction boxes (Seufert etal. 1995).

The hydrolysis of Clb2 requires the concerted action of a complex of three cell cycle 

proteins. Cdcl6 and Cdc23 house several tetratrico peptide repeats (TPR) motifs 

which are thought to be required for interaction with the fourth protein Cdc27. TPR 

domains are composed of tandemly repeated arrays of a 34 amino acid motif and 

form jointed helical structures which associate with other TPR domains, contributing 

to protein-protein interaction. Disruption of any of these proteins leads to defective 

Clb2, Clb3 ubiquitination. It is claimed that this complex is functionally similar to 

both the anaphase promoting complex (APC) of Xenopus and to the clam 20S 

cyclosome (Zachariae et al. 1996). Xenopus APC complex has a putative E3-like 

function. It is regulated by phosphorylation, being activated during anaphase and 

START, and works with El and Ubc enzymes to ubiquitinate Xenopus cyclins. The 

destruction boxes of B-type cyclins are thought to be necessary for cyclin recognition 

by the APC complex (Zachariae & Nasmyth 1996). This complex also recognises and 

ubiquitinates other destruction-box containing non-cyclin proteins such as the nuclear 

a n a p h a s e  i n h i b i t o r  P d s l p ,  w h o s e  p u t a t i v e  d e s t r u c t i o n  box  is
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necessary for its APC-dependent ubiquitination and degradation (Cohen-Fix et al.

1996).

1.2.5 Factors regulating Ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis

Proteolytic substrate selection is highly complex and few degradation signals (termed 

as degrons; Varshavsky 1991) have been fully characterised. Many factors can be 

involved in the regulation of protein ubiquitination and degradation, and include: the 

level of misfolded or aggregated proteins; phosphorylation of a target peptide; 

possible regulation of ubiquitin-conjugating and protein ligase enzymes (Section 

1.2.3); the level of protein ubiquitination (Section 1.2.5.1); the unclear involvement of 

heat shock proteins (Section 1.2.5.2); the N-end rule (Section 1.2.5.3); and protein- 

specific degrons (Section 1.2.5.4). Individual degrons appear to be highly protein 

specific, having to signal not only the peptides destruction, but at what rate and when. 

Known degrons include PEST motifs, destruction boxes and Mata2 Degl and Deg2 

(Section 1.2.3.4). In an effort to uncover degradative motifs, experimental screens 

using chimeric (3-galactosidase fusion were used to identify putative destabilising 

determinants (Sadis et al. 1995). One such amphipathic signal shares considerably 

similarity to the yeast Mata2 repressor degron, Degl.

Hydrophobic regions will be exposed in nascent proteins prior to their folding, in the 

monomeric units of protein complexes prior to complex assembly and in enzymes in 

the absence of substrate. Frequently, these regions will be bound by chaperones 

(Section 1.2.5.2), but if not chaperone associated they may cause protein aggregation 

and enhance targeting for proteolysis (Bohley 1996). Post-translational events such as 

oxidation, phosphorylation and ubiquitination can also cause a conformational 

changes, potentially uncovering further hydrophobic regions. In addition 

multiubiquitin chains of 4 or more molecules, display repeated patches of 

hydrophobic side chains essential for interaction with the S5a proteasome subunit
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(Beal et al. 1996). Moreover, several of the synthetic degradative signals uncovered 

by screening for unstable test-pgal fusion proteins rely on critical hydrophobic amino 

acids (Sadis et al. 1995).

Phosphorylation is a necessary step prior to the ubiquitination of certain proteins. For 

example, both yeast Cln2 and the neurological protein, Tau, are hyperphosphorylated 

prior to their ubiquitination and subsequent degradation (Deshaies et al. 1995; Yang 

& Ksiezak-Reding 1995). Similarly mutation to the kinase consensus of the CDK 

catalytic subunit Cdc28 reduces both the phosphorylation and degradation of Cln3 

(Yaglom et al. 1995). Also phosphorylation of serines 32 and 36 of the IxBa 

inhibitory protein, directs the formation of ubiquitin chains from lysines 21 and 22, 

leading to its degradation (Alkalay etal. 1995; Chen etal. 1996).

1.2.5.1 Ubiquitin is a sufficient degradation signal

The fusion of ubiquitin to the N-terminus of a second protein is sufficient to direct the 

fusions cleavage, with such ubiquitin-fusion proteins being short-lived in vivo 

(Johnson et al. 1992). This fusion degradation (termed the UFD pathway) has been 

partially characterised, uncovering a total of five gene products involved in the 

ubiquitination and cleavage of ubiquitin-fusions (Johnson et al. 1995; Ghislain et al.

1996). As mentioned above (Section 1.2.1.1), the attachment of multiubiquitin chains 

composed of 8-10 ubiquitins can increase protein degradation 10-fold (Varshavsky 

1992; Chau et al. 1989; Gregori et al. 1990). These multimeric chains are bound to 

the S5a subunit, serving to anchor the proteolytic substrate to the 26S proteasome 

(Deveraux etal. 1994).

1.2.5.2 Molecular Chaperones

The roles of molecular chaperones in proteolysis is still unclear. Heat shock causes an 

accumulation of abnormal, mis-folded or damaged peptides, together with a 

protective response which leads to the induction of several heat shock proteins that 

are also chaperones. It is probable that chaperone action is a major factor in the 

presentation of substrates for ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis.
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Proteasome-specific inhibitors lead to the induction of both cytoplasmic and ER 

chaperones, showing that the heat shock response is invoked when the proteolytic 

machinery is saturated leading to the accumulation of proteolytic substrates (Bush et 

al. 1997). Hsp90 has been found associated with the proteasome, functioning 

protectively against oxidative damage (Tsubuki et a l 1994). In addition both E.coli 

DnaJ and its yeast homologue Ydjlp are required for selective proteolysis, with 

mutations to Ydjlp decreasing the ubiquitination and turnover of short-lived or 

abnormal proteins (Lee et a l 1996). The overexpression of yeast genes for Hsp70 

{SSBl) or DnaJ {SISl) can complement mutations to the proteasome and it has been 

proposed that these chaperones act synergystically in promoting proteolytic efficiency 

(Ohba 1997).

70kDa chaperones are important in protein folding. It is thought that the 70kDa 

chaperone acts by recognising and binding the hydrophobic domains of abnormal 

substrates. Refolding is then brought about by an ATP- and cation-dependent (K+, 

NH4+, Rb+ and Cs+) multistep process of binding/release (Ciechanover et a l 1995).

Recent evidence suggests that Hsc70 is important in the ubiquitination and 

subsequent degradation of several proteolytic substrates (Ciechanover et a l 1995; 

Bercovich et a l 1997). Immunodepletion of Hsc70 decreased the degradation of 

‘cation-dependent’ substrates such as histone H2A, proteolysis being reactivated upon 

the addition of purified Hsc70 (Ciechanover et a l 1995). The in vitro formation of an 

Hsc70-protein intermediate occurs prior to B3 conjugation and is essential for 

proteolysis (Bercovich et a l 1997). It has been suggested that Hsc70 is necessary for 

substrate unfolding, revealing ubiquitin-ligase binding sites (Bercovich et a l 1997). 

Interestingly, the ubiquitination of N-end rule substrates is both chaperone and cation 

independent, possibly as destabilising residues are already exposed at the N-terminus 

(Ciechanover gf aZ. 1995).
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1.2.5.3 The N-end rule

The N-end rule correlates a protein’s stability to the identity of its N-terminal residue 

(reviewed by Varshavsky 1992, 1995 and 1996), as shown in figure 1.3. Since 

discovery of the yeast N-end rule (Bachmair et al. 1986), similar systems have been 

found to operate in all mammalian, plant and bacterial cells examined (Gonda et a l 

1989; Tobias et a l 1991). In eukaryotes N-end rule substrates are recognised by the 

ubiquitin-mediated proteolytic pathway and degraded by the 26S proteasome. As 

E.coli is devoid of ubiquitin or ubiquitin-conjugating enzymes, degradation is brought 

about by the ATP-dependent protease Clp (Ti) (Tobias et al. 1991). Therefore, the 

recognition of proteolytic targets by their amino terminus is more highly conserved 

than the ubiquitination system itself.

A range of chimeric ubiquitin-X-pGal fusion proteins were generated (where X 

corresponds to the tested pGal N-terminal residue). With the exception of proline, all 

ubiquitin fusions were successfully cleaved to give mature ubiquitin and the X-pGal 

peptides (Bachmair et al. 1986). This deubiquitination circumvents normal N- 

terminal processing to generate almost identical proteins differing only by their amino 

terminal residue. These peptides were found to have strikingly different half lives in 

vivo, ranging from 2 mins to over 20 hours (Bachmair et al. 1986). The current 

understanding is that the eukaryotic N-degron allows for E3 recognition due to the 

steric proximity of two sites, the destabilising amino terminal residue and an internal 

lysine or lysines (Bachmair & Varshavsky 1989). These two determinants can be 

recognised either in cis, as in monomeric proteins, or in trans residing in different 

protein subunits.
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Figure 1.3. The N-end Rule of S.cerevisiae. (Varshavsky 1995).

The half life of a protein can be influenced by the residue at its amino terminus. 

Destabilising amino acids (shown as single letter abbreviations) are recognised by the 

E3, Ubrl which, with Ubc2, conjugates ubiquitin molecules to lysines on the proteins 

surface. Primary destabilising residues are recognised directly, but secondary and 

tertiary amino acids must undergo modification prior to recognition. Tertiary residues 

are deaminated to secondary destabilising termini by the amidase Ntal, the later are 

then arginylated by the transferase Atel.
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The N-end degradation pathway of S.cerevisiae has been well studied; 8 amino acids 

confer protein stability and 12 instability (Fig. 1.3). Activated ubiquitin is conjugated 

to the target peptide by Ubc2, acting together with the ubiquitin-ligase, Ubrl or N- 

recognin (Sections 1.2.3 & 1.2.4.2; Dohmen etal. 1991; Sung et al. 1991; Madura et 

al. 1993). Destabilising amino acids are further sub-classified as primary, secondary, 

or tertiary destabilising residues (Gonda et al. 1989). Primary amino acids (such as 

arginine) are bound directly by N-recognin, whereas secondary and tertiary residues 

must undergo enzymatic modification prior to Ubrl binding. Ubrl contains two 

binding sites for primary destabilising residues: site one recognises basic N-terminal 

residues, R, K and H; site two is specific for the bulky hydrophobic amino acids F, L, 

W, Y and I. With the exception of isoleucine, these primary N-terminal amino acids 

can confer a half life of less than 10 mins on test proteins (Bachmair et al. 1986).

Secondary destabilising amino acids, D and E, requires conjugation of the primary 

destabilising amino acid, arginine, prior to the proteins recognition by Ubrl. This 

process involves the Arg-tRNA-protein transferase (encoded by ATEl) together with 

Arg-tRNA (Gonda et al. 1989). Tertiary residues (N and Q) must undergo selective 

deamination to become the secondary residues D and E, prior to their arginylation 

(Gonda et al. 1989). Deamination is brought about by the yeast 52kDa amidase 

encoded by NTAl (Baker & Varshavsky 1995). Both Ate Ip and Ntalp are unable to 

modify free amino acids, only converting those found at a proteins N-terminus. 

Tentative evidence suggests the existence of a Ntal + Ate 1 +Ubr 1 +Ubc2 protein 

complex, with the large ubiquitin-ligase housing both the characterised Ubc2 and the 

putative Atel and Ntal binding sites (Baker & Varshavsky 1995; Varshavsky 1995). 

The expression of ATEl, NTAl and UBRI is tightly co-ordinated, with the promoter 

regions of each gene containing two novel motifs ( l lbp and 14 bp), possibly sites of 

transcription factor binding (Varshavsky 1995).

The viability of ubrl and ntal null mutants suggests the N-end rule is non-essential 

(Baker & Varshavsky 1995). In general, cytosolic proteins do not display
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destabilising residues at their amino termini, with over 80% of cellular proteins being 

“blocked” by N-terminal acétylation. Although acetylated proteins are degraded via 

the ubiquitin-pathway, prior removal of this modifying group is unnecessary for 

recognition as a substrate. To date few natural substrates for N-end rule degradation 

have been isolated, suggesting most ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis utilises other 

protein signals (Varshavsky 1995).

A further function of Ubrl has recently been identified, in the import of small 

peptides (Alagramam et al. 1995). It is possible that N-end recognition is necessary 

for the regulated turnover of components of this transport pathway. The N-end rule 

may function in the directed ubiquitination and subsequent degradation of peptides 

targeted to cellular compartments such as the ER or Golgi, where leader sequences 

are cleaved off revealing unacetylated, destabilising N-terminal residues. 

Compartmentalised peptides have been found to undergo retrotransportation back to 

the cytosol, where they may undergo N-end rule directed ubiquitination/degradation 

(Varshavsky 1996).

1.2.5.4 Protein-specific Degrons

PEST regions enriched with proline, glutamate, serine, aspartate and threonine 

residues are found in many short-lived proteins including the yeast Gl cyclins (Clnl, 

Cln2 and Cln3; Section 1.2.4.3.1), yeast uracil permease (Section 1.5.1); and the 

higher eukaryotic transcriptional factors IxBa and B12 (Section 1.4.1.2; Salama et al. 

1994; Yaglom et al. 1995; Galan et al. 1994; Kho et al. 1997; Packman et al. 1997). 

These regions tend to be flanked by several positively charged amino acids, are void 

of internal lysine, arginine or histidine residues and appear enriched for glutamate and 

glycine residues relative to asparagine and aspartic acids. Cyclin stability is increased 

by the removal of these sequences and similarly test chimeric proteins are 

destabilised when fused to the PEST-containing tail of Cln2 (Yaglom et al. 1995). 

However, these regions are not self contained proteolytic signals, as the fusion of 

PEST sequences alone has no effect on chimera stability (Salama et al. 1994). These 

regions may act in conjunction with specific phosphorylation events, to bring about 

cyclin degradation (Deshaies etal. 1995; Yaglom etal. 1995).
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The Destruction Box is a conserved amino acid sequence (RxALGxIxN) found at 

the N-termini of B-type cyclins (Clb2 and Clb5) and the nuclear anaphase inhibitor 

Pdslp. It is thought that these boxes are recognised and ubiquitinated by the large 

APC, E3-like complex (Zachariae & Nasmyth 1996; Cohen-Fix et al. 1996; Section 

1.2.4.3.2). The cell cycle controlled ubiquitination and degradation of the Xenopus B- 

type cyclin is dependent on three conserved essential amino acids, arginine at position 

one, the central leucine and the final asparagine at position nine (King et a l 1996). 

However, study of cyclin derived destruction box fusion proteins has shown that this 

motif is insufficient as a proteolysis determinant (Klotzbiicher et al. 1996). A 

destruction-like (RIALGSLTD) motif in the uracil permease of yeast has been shown 

to be essential for its stress regulated ubiquitination (Galan et a l 1994). It is possible 

that subtle changes in destruction box sequence invoke differences in the induction of 

ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis.

Attempts to discover further degrons have utilised pgal fusion proteins (Sadis et a l

1995). This screen uncovered 3 classes of destabilising regions. Class I signals have 

an N-terminal location and contain large hydrophobic residues at amino acid 3. As 

these sequences were stabilised in both ubc2 and ubrl mutants it is believed that these 

motifs participate in N-end rule degradation. Class II signals contain an a  

amphipathic helix which is recognised by Ubc6 and Ubc7, together with either Ubc4 

or Ubc5. One such synthetic destabilising class II determinant resembles the Degl 

degron of M ata2. The short linear sequences of class III signals contain several 

hydrophobic amino acids such as isoleucine and leucine and are recognised by Ubc4 

and Ubc5 (Sadis et a l 1995). The occurrence of these signals in vivo is unknown.
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1.3 M ulticatalvtic Protease Complexes: The 20S And 26S 

Proteasomes.

Multicatalytic proteasomes occurs in high numbers (approximately 1% total cell 

protein) within both the cytoplasm and nucleus, and have recently been found to be 

associated with ER and cytoskeletal filaments (proteasomes reviewed by Rivett 1989; 

Rechsteiner et a i 1993; Jentsch & Schlenker 1995; Hilt & Wolf 1996; Coux et al.

1996). The attachment of green fluorescent protein to proteasome subunits has shown 

that these complexes shuttle between the cytoplasm and nucleus, presumably 

recycling degraded proteinaceous components back to sites of protein synthesis (Reits 

et al 1997). Specific proteasome inhibitory agents can block up to 90% of proteolytic 

activity in manunalian cell cultures, preventing bulk protein turnover as well as 

turnover of abnormal, short-lived or regulatory proteins. Therefore proteasomes are 

the essential primary sites for protein degradation within growing cells.

Two multi-proteolytic complexes have been identified, distinguished by their 

individual sedimentation coefficients (208 and 268). It is now clear that the 208 

proteasome associates with a secondary complexes to become the enzymatically 

active core of the 268 proteasome (Kanayama et al. 1992). This complex can readily 

disassociate under certain purification conditions but it is unknown if the 

disassociated 208 proteasome exists alone in vivo.

The 2000kDa 268 complex is composed of a central catalytic 208 core (TOOkDa) 

(8ection 1.3.1) which can be associated with 2 other structures: the 198 cap (also 

known as PA700 proteasome activator or 228 regulator; 8ection 1.3.2) and PA28 

(118) activator complex (8ection 1.3.3). Prevention of wide scale proteolytic damage 

is brought about by two structural constraints. Firstly the hydrolytic activities are 

sequestered within the barrel of the 208 proteasome, access to these being limited 

thereby preventing non-specific proteolysis (8ection 1.3.1.1). 8econdly the 208 core 

is unable to degrade ubiquitinated proteins alone, needing the ATPases, isopeptidase
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and auxiliary proteins of the regulatory 19S cap to harness and deubiquitinate 

ubiquitin-protein conjugates. In addition to these structural considerations the 

complex may be maintained in an inactive form by certain inherent regulatory 

properties and inhibitory factors.

1.3.1 Structure and Assembly of the 20S proteolytic core

The 20S multicatalytic complexes (700 kDa) are composed of numerous low 

molecular weight subunits, of 20-30kDa. Extensive EM and crystallography studies 

of the 20S complexes from S.cerevisiae and the archaeon Thermoplasma acidophilum 

have show it to be a barrel approximately 113Â (12nm) in diameter and 148Â (17nm) 

long (Groll et al. 1997; Lowe et a l 1995). This barrel is formed of four stackable 

rings. The outer rings are each comprised of 7 a  subunit proteins whereas the inner 

rings are formed from 7 (3 units. 28 peptides (2x7a and 2x7P) are therefore present in 

every 20S unit (Groll et a l 1997; Chen & Hochstrasser 1995; Coux et a l  1996; 

Heinemeyer et a l 1994). This configuration produces three chambers within the 20S 

core; two smaller hollows associated with the interfaces between a  and p rings, which 

are found either side of a large proteolytically active central cavity walled by P 

subunits. Both a  and P subunits share considerable structural (but not sequence) 

homology, with their main body being composed of two antiparallel p sheets flanked 

on either side by a  helices (Lowe et a l 1995).

a  subunits are more highly conserved than p peptides, displaying a highly conserved 

N-terminal motif essential for a  ring assembly and the RPxG motif of unknown 

function, both of which occur at a - a  contact points. These a  subunits are essential 

for the correct assembly of the 20S complex, forming self assembly rings, which are 

necessary for the subsequent assembly of p rings. Once assembled, the a  protein 

poles of 20S function both to physically prevent access of non-proteolytic substrates
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to the inner protease core and promote interaction with regulatory 19S (PA700) or 

l i s  (PA28) complexes (Sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.3).

p subunits possess inactivating N-terminal prosequences, which are necessary for 

correct complex formation but cleaved during complex assembly to expose a new N- 

terminal threonine residue necessary for proteolytic action (Groll et al. 1997; Chen & 

Hochstrasser 1995). The prosequence of the yeast p subunit Doa3 (Pre2) has a 

chaperone-like function, which aids in incorporation of p subunits into the 20S 

complex. Doa3 removes its prosequence autocatalytically, once the two halves of the 

complex have dimerised (Chen & Hochstrasser 1995). This processing couples the 

correct formation of a chymotryptic active site with protease activation and ensures 

proteolytic activity only occurs within the mature structure (Chen & Hochstrasser

1996).

Protein Hydrolysis bv the 20S Proteasome

It was suggested that unfolded proteolytic substrates entered the T.acidophilum 

complex via a small pore (13Â), formed by a  subunits (Lowe et al. 1995; Stock et al. 

1995). However, the crystal structure of the yeast complex shows the hydrolytic core 

to be quite inaccessible with the a  subunits being tightly interlocked (Groll et al.

1997). It is possible that proteolytic substrates enter via some narrow side openings 

found between a  and p rings (Groll et al. 1997). Crystallography studies show that 

the proteolytic sites on each of the 14 P subunits are at a distance of approximately 7- 

8 amino acids apart. It is therefore assumed that protein degradation yields oligomers 

of this length. Indeed, peptide digestion by the archaebacterial proteasome produces 

fragments between 8-11 residues in length (Coux et al. 1996), and it is widely 

recognised that antigen presentation (Section 1.3.4.1) utilises peptides approximately 

8 amino acids in length.

Inhibition studies have shown that the active proteolytic sites involve the conserved 

N-terminal threonine residues uncovered by cleavage of the P subunit prosequence
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(Groll et al. 1997; Lôwe et al. 1995; Stock et al. 1995). This novel catalytic site 

mimics that of serine proteases. Mutation of this threonine to an alanine inhibits 

proteasome function but similar serine substitution allows peptide hydrolysis.

The 20S proteasome combines several hydrolytic activities, including chymotrypsin- 

like, trypsin-like and postglutamyl hydrolysis (PGPH). In yeast, chymotryptic activity 

can be assigned to the P subunits Prel (22.6kDa) and Pre2 (31.6kDA), whereas Pre3 

and Pre4 (29.4kDa) are responsible for PGPH catalysis, and tryptic hydrolysis is 

thought to involve multiple active sites (Richter-Ruoff & Wolf 1993; Hilt et al. 1993; 

Groll et al. 1997). Mutations in any of these proteins results in accumulation of 

ubiquitinated conjugates and stress response defects. Both Prel and Pre2 are involved 

in the turnover of N-end rule test P-gal fusions (Richter-Ruoff et al. 1993). PRE2 

{DOA3) is necessary for the degradation of M ata (Chen & Hochstrasser 1995) and 

has been identified as a homologue of the human 20S proteasome subunit Ring 10 

(Heinemeyer et al. 1994) which was originally isolated for its involvement in the 

processing of proteins to the fragments presented to the immune system 

(Sectionl.3.4.1).

The preparation of proteolytically-active proteasomes necessitates a variety of in vitro 

treatments that disturb protein conformation. It is therefore likely that activation is 

brought about by changes in proteasome integrity. In vitro isolation of cytosolic 

inhibitory proteins has suggested that the proteasome is maintained in a labile state 

within the cell. Such proteins include: a 240kDa hexameric protein (composed of 

40kDa subunits), identical to the heme biosynthetic enzyme ô-aminolevulinic 

dehydratase; a 200kDa inhibitor made of 50kDa subunits; and, interestingly for the 

study in Chapter 4, the heat shock protein Hsp90. Hsp90 was copurified with the 20S 

complex in a 1:1 ratio, from bovine brain tissue, and has been shown to protect 

proteasome activities against oxidative damage (Tsubuki et al. 1994).
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1.3.2 The 26S proteasome

The 20S proteasome is unable to degrade ubiquitin-protein conjugates alone, needing 

the association of a second regulatory protein complex. The 19S cap or PA700 

activator binds to the a  rings of the 20S barrel in an ATP-dependent fashion, enabling 

degradation of ubiquitin-conjugates. It may be that this assembly is somewhat 

dynamic, associating and disassociating in response to proteolytic needs. Purification 

of the intact yeast 26S complex requires certain cellular treatments to ensure a need 

for ubiquitin-mediated protein turnover. These included growing cells to late log 

phase on minimal medium and subjecting cells to heat stress of 38°C (Fischer et al.

1994). However poor yields of intact and active 26S proteasomes mean that much of 

the structural and functional roles of this complex remain unknown.

1.3.2.1 ATPase subunits of the 26S Proteasome

The 19S regulatory structure houses at least 18 proteins involved in ubiquitin- 

conj ugate binding, ubiquitin removal, ATP hydrolysis and the activation of the 

protease core. Detailed EM images have shown that this activator unit can bind to 

either or both ends of the proteolytic 20S core and displays a large V-like opening 

thought to be the site of substrate entry.

There are at least 6 ATPase subunits, each containing highly conserved region of 230 

amino acids. Both human and yeast subunits display a high degree of conservation 

and to date 5 essential yeast ATPases have been isolated (Rubin et a l  1996; Schnall 

et a l 1994; Russell et a l 1996). ATPase activity is required for both the assembly 

and function of the 26S proteasome, however the need for so many ATPase enzymes 

is unknown. Recombinant studies suggest that these enzymes are normally inhibited 

in vivo, only being activated in the presence of peptide substrates (Coux et a l 1996). 

A further consideration is that different ATPase units may be involved in the 

degradation of different protein groups. Mutational research has shown that defects in
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specific ATPases can reduce the degradation of certain protein types, whilst not 

affecting others (Coux etal. 1996).

The yeast proteasome ATPase subunits, Suglp and Sug2p, were originally isolated as 

extragenic suppressors of the transcriptional activator, GAL4. Suglp was first 

suggested as a putative component of RNA polymerase II (Swaffield et a i 1992 and 

1995), but was later reclassified as proteasomal as it shares 73.6% identity with the 

human proteasomal ATPase (p45) (Akiyama et al. 1995; Rubin et al. 1996). It is 

thought to indirectly function in gene transcription by the proteolysis of short-lived 

transcription factors (Rubin et al. 1996). A second yeast proteasomal ATPase, Sug2p, 

appears to be functionally related and physically associated with Suglp in vivo 

(Russell etal. 1996).

1.3.2.2 Non-ATPase subunits

The complex can contain approximately 15 proteins that do not posses ATPase 

activity, which are tabulated below (Table 2). These subunits assist in proteolysis, 

having varied functions such as ubiquitin-chain binding and de-ubiquitination. The 

mechanisms by which proteins are unfolded is not known, but it has been proposed 

that certain molecular chaperones may help to maintain proteolytic substrates in a 

conformation that allows for degradation (Coux et al. 1996).
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Table 2. the Non-ATPase subunits of the 26S Proteasome of S.cerevisiae

19S Subunit Functions Reference

S5a

Recognises and anchors chains of four or more 
ubiquitin moieties to the proteasome surface

Non-essential genc(MCB 1), suggestive of 
further ubiquitin-receptor subunits.

Deveraux et al. 
1994: Section 
1.2.1.1

van Nocker et al. 
1996.

Coux etal. 1996.

Ninlp

Cell cycle factor, involved in degradation of 
the Cdc28 inhibitor p40^^ .̂

ninl mutants arrest in cell cycle.

Interacts with the subunit, Sen3p.

Kominami et al. 
1995. Section 
1.2.4.3

Coux etal. 1996.

Sen3p

Interacts with the subunit, Ninlp.

Mutants are inviable or defective in ubiquitin- 
mediated proteolysis, cell cycle control or 
nuclear protein translocation

Coux etal. 1996.

DeMarini et al. 
1995.

Sunlp

Suppressor subunit.

Overexpression complements ninl mutation.

Coux et al. 1996.

Naslp

M utants have defective growth and 
accumulate ubiquitinated proteins upon heat 
shock.

Coux etal. 1996.

Doa4

Isopeptidase associated with 19S cap. 

De-ubiquitination.

Coux etal. 1996.

Hochstrasser et al. 
1995. Section 
1.2.3.4
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1.3.3 The l i s  Regulator or Proteolytic Activator, PA28.

The l i s  regulator or PA28 (proteolytic activator) functions in activation of the 

proteasome core, accelerating the degradation of small synthetic peptides in vivo (Ma 

et al. 1992; Ahn et al. 1996). This 200kDa hexameric complex is composed of equal 

numbers of two alternating subunits (31 and 29kDa in size) (Kuehn & Dahlmann 

1996; Ahn et al. 1996). EM images show the in vitro complex as a cap-like structure, 

lOnm in diameter and 7nm high, bound to either or both ends of 20S core (Lupas et 

al. 1995). However it is unclear if attachment of both 19S and 1 IS complexes occurs 

in vivo (Ahn et al. 1996). The carboxyl terminus of PA28a is required for its activity 

and is the site of proteasome binding (Ma et al. 1993; Song et al. 1996). Subsequent 

antibody-binding inhibition experiments have identified the human a  subunit C2 

(yeast homologue, Pre5) as the proteasome acceptor protein (Kania et al. 1996).

The peptide sequences of the two PA28 subunits are rich in alternating positively 

charged lysines and negatively charged glutamates, known as KEKE motifs. It is 

suggested that these motifs promote protein-protein interactions and PA28- 

proteasome binding (Realini et al. 1994). KEKE motifs have been found in several 

proteins associated with the proteasome including the human 20S a  subunit, C9 

(yeast homologue, Y 13); the yeast 26S peptides Nasi and Sen3; and the chaperones 

Hsp90 and Hsp70. KEKE repeats are also found in a number of calcium binding 

proteins (Ca^+-ATPase, calnexin and calreticulum) and it has since been shown that 

human PA28 subunits bind divalent calcium ions, pointing to a putative calcium- 

dependent regulation of this activating complex (Realini & Rechsteiner 1995). 

Furthermore, during activation of Xenopus eggs activation there is a release of 

intracellular calcium which induces 26S proteasome assembly from 20S precursor 

forms (Aizawa et al. 1996). However the proteolytic role of PA28 remains unclear. 

PA28 may facilitate substrate entry, allosterically altering the structure of proteasome
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active sites, or alternatively facilitate the removal of proteolytic debris (Lupas et al.

1995).

1.3.4 Proteasome functions

The 26S proteasome is implicated, like ubiquitin-conjugation, in a wide range of 

cellular events. These include approximately 90% of bulk protein turnover (including 

short-lived, regulatory or abnormal peptides or substrates of the N-end rule; Sections

1.2.4.1 and 1.2.4.2) and cell cycle control (Section 1.2.4.3; Richter-Ruoff & Wolf 

1993; Ghislain et a i 1993; Coux et al. 1996). In addition recent research has 

implicated ubiquitin/proteasome involvement in several key events such as 

transcriptional control (Section 1.4.1), oncogenesis (Section 1.4.1.3) and the antigen 

presentation by Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC) molecules (Section 

1.3.4.1).

1.3.4.1 Processing antigens for MHC presentation

Presentation of antigens by the mammalian MHC involves the degradation of 

foreign/antigenic peptides, followed by transportation of the proteolytic fragments to 

the ER, where they become bound to MHC-class 1 molecules and displayed on the 

cell surface. There is much evidence linking ubiquitin-mediated proteasomal 

degradation to the generation of these antigenic fragments (Coux et al. 1996; Jentsch 

and Schlenker 1995). For example temperature sensitive El mutants display inhibited 

MHC presentation at non-permissive temperatures (Michalek et al. 1993).

Interferon (y-IFN) expression causes proteasomal changes, down-regulating 3 active 

sites within the human proteasome, whilst up-regulating expression of 3 further P 

subunits to create the Immunoproteasome. Two of these proteins (LMP2 and LMP7) 

are encoded at the MHC locus, with murine mutants showing defective antigen 

presentation. In addition, the expression of the PA28 activator protein is up-regulated
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by y-IFN, cytokines and cytotoxic T-cells, to improve MHC presentation (Groettrup 

et al. 1996; Ahn et al. 1996). In vitro hydrolytic activity is also altered by y-IFN 

expression, with a increase in the cleavage at basic and hydrophobic residues and a 

reduction in postglutamyl activity, producing fragments with hydrophobic or basic C- 

termini necessary for successful MHC-class 1 protein binding.

1.4 Implications of Ubiquitin-Mediated Degradation

1.4.1 Transcriptional Control

Cells respond to environmental changes, adjusting their protein composition, by the 

selective removal of unnecessary proteins and by the alteration of gene transcription 

levels. Ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis controls the levels of transcriptional trans

activation, as shown by the yeast transcriptional repressor, Mata2 (Section 1.4.1.1) 

and the mammalian immune response transcription factor, NF-kB (Section 1.4.1.2; 

Ciechanover et al. 1995; Pahl & Baeuerle 1996). In addition, viral exploitation of 

ubiquitin allows changes in cellular proliferation leading to possible tumourigenesis.

1.4.1.1 Proteolysis of the veast transcriptional repressor. MATa2

S.cerevisiae has two haploid mating types, a and a , which mate to form an a/a 

diploid (Section 2.5). This cellular identity is governed by mating type switching, in 

which the genetic information needed for a or a  transcription is inserted or excised at 

the mating type locus (MAT). The M A T a l locus is tnansa t̂ionally repressed by 

constant levels of a specific inhibitor. This repressor has a short in vivo half life (4 

mins) before undergoing multiubiquitination and rapid proteasomal degradation. This 

allows rapid mating type switching (Hochstrasser & Varshavsky 1990; Richter-Ruoff 

et al. 1994; Hochstrasser et al. 1995). Mata2 is ubiquitinated by the concerted actions 

of 4 conjugating enzymes (Ubc4, Ubc5, Ubc6 and Ubc7; table 1) with Ubc6 and 

Ubc7 physically associating to recognise its N-terminal degron, D eg l (Section 

1.2.5.4; Chen etal. 1993; Hochstrasser(zZ. 1995).
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1.4.1.2 Proteolysis of the NF-kB inhibitory protein. iK b - a

NF-kB is a member of the Rel family of transcription factors and is involved in 

mediation of the immune, inflammatory and anti-pathogenic responses. Two 

ubiquitin-mediated proteolytic events control the maturation and activation of this 

factor (Palombella et al. 1994; Ciechanover et al. 1995). NF-kB is a dimer composed 

of the subunits p50 and p65, with p50 being translated as the larger precursor protein, 

p i05. p i05 undergoes a partial proteolysis where its C-terminal domain is rapidly 

degraded to reveal mature p50. This proteolysis is ATP, ubiquitin and proteasome 

dependent, with the multiubiquitination of pl05 requiring a novel 320kDa E3 ligase 

(Palombella et al. 1994; Ciechanover et al. 1995; Section 1.2.3.3). The mechanisms 

of limited proteolysis are unknown. It is possible that the COOH-domain is cleaved 

from p i05 prior to its destruction. Alternatively, p i05 could undergo C-terminal 

proteolysis which ceases at an unidentified “stop” signal to produced the truncated 

product.

In unstimulated cells dimerised NF-kB is sequestered in the cytoplasm. The 

inhibitory protein, iKB-a, binds to p65 masking its nuclear location signal. Upon 

pathogenic stimulus IxB-a is phosphorylated, multiubiquitinated and degraded to 

allow translocation of mature NF-kB to the nucleus, where it initiates the expression 

of cytokines, chemokines, growth factors and other genes of the immune response 

(Pahl & Baeuerle 1996). IkB-a is phosphorylated and ubiquitinated at an N-terminal 

signal response domain, SRD (Krappmann et al. 1996). Phosphorylation of serines 32 

and 36 by a large multisubunit kinase (Alkaylay et al. 1995; Chen et al. 1996) occurs, 

followed by the multiubiquitination of lysines 21 and 22 and degradation by the 

proteasome (Scherer et al. 1995; Baldi et al. 1996).

However iKB-a proteolysis is highly complex, with basal unstimulated proteasomal 

turnover being independent of both ubiquitin and the SRD region (Krappmann et al.

1996). A PEST motif at the IkB-œ C-terminus is necessary for both basal turnover
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and interaction with NF-kB, yet this region has no affect on stimulus induced 

degradation (van Antwerp & Verma 1996). Moreover, a novel form of NF-kB 

activation has been shown to occur through the tyrosine phosphorylation of iKB-a, in 

a proteolysis-independent manner (Imbert et a l 1996).

1.4.1.3 Ubiquitination in oncogenesis and disease

The selectivity of the ubiquitination system has been both mimicked and exploited by 

viruses. A novel viral ubiquitin conjugating enzyme is encoded by the haemorrhagic 

livestock virus, African swine fever (Hingamp et a i 1992). Human papillomavirus 

(HPV) accelerates the ubiquitination and destruction of the tumour suppressor p53 

invoking an enhanced cellular proliferation which can manifest as malignant cervical 

lesions. The HPV oncoprotein, E6-AP, has ubiquitin-ligase activity and together with 

human conjugating enzymes, UbcH5, UbcH6 and UbcH7 catalyses ubiquitin- 

mediated p53 degradation (Scheffner gf al. 1993 and 1994; Ciechanover et al. 1994; 

Nuher et al. 1996).

The AP-1 transcription factor is a heterodimer of two leucine zipper proteins, c-Jun 

and c-Fos. Both proteins undergo in vivo ubiquitination and degradation during 

controlled growth (Treier et al. 1994; Stancovski et al. 1995). This degradation 

appears to be mediated by a 28 residue degron termed the 6 domain, housed at the N- 

terminus of c-Jun. The retroviral oncogenic alleles, v-Jun and v-Fos, show longer 

half-lives possibly as v-Jun lacks the ô domain and so escapes ubiquitin-mediated 

proteolysis, contributing to enhanced cell proliferation (Treier et al. 1994).

The ubiquitin system is also implicated in normal and pathological cell death. Altered 

ubiquitination occurs during the neuronal cell death seen in many neurological 

disorders, including Huntingdon’s, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and Creuztfeldt-Jakob 

diseases (Muller & Schwartz 1995). Two-hybrid analysis of the gene product of 

Huntingdon’s disease (huntingtin) discovered a novel B2. This enzyme is responsible 

for huntingtin ubiquitination and shows homology to the yeast enzymes Ubcl, Ubc4
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and Ubc5 (Kalchman etal, 1996; Section 1.2.4.1). The ubiquitin-mediated partial 

proteolysis of the neurofibrillar protein, Tau, can result in the neurological tangles of 

Alzheimer’s disease (Yang & Ksiezak-Reding 1995). Whereas normal Tau filaments 

are total degraded, hyperphosphorylated adducts undergo multiubiquitination and 

partial proteolysis resulting in the accumulation of stable C-terminal tail fragments as 

senile plaques and tangles.

1.5 Non-degradative roles of the Ubiquitin System

The study of membrane bound proteins has uncovered novel aspects of 

ubiquitination. In particular roles in the endocytosis of plasma membrane proteins, 

and in the unfolded protein response (UFD). In both cases, ubiquitin conjugation is 

not directly responsible for the degradation of the target protein.

1.5.1 Ubiquitin-dependent Endocytosis

The cell surface ubiquitination of a yeast plasma membrane protein can direct its 

internalisation and vacuolar proteolysis (reviewed by Hochstrasser 1996b and 

Riezman e ta l  1996).

Unknown stable ubiquitinated proteins were found to accumulate in the vacuoles of 

mutant cells deficient in the vacuolar proteinases A and B (Simeon et al. 1992; 

Section 1.1.1). The insolubility of these conjugates was indicative of integral 

membrane proteins and it was suggested that ubiquitin may have a role in targeting 

the vacuolar turnover of membrane bound substrates (Simeon et a l 1992). The yeast 

ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter protein, Ste6, is required for export of the 

yeast mating pheromone a-factor. This normally short-lived protein is stabilised in 

pep4 mutants and yet can accumulate in a ubiquitinated form in endocytosis mutants, 

ubiquitin conjugation being driven by Ubc4 and Ubc5 (Rolling & Hollenberg 1994).
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The plasma membrane receptor protein Ste2 undergoes ubiquitination, endocytosis 

and degradation after a  factor binding (Hicke & Riezman 1996). This binding 

stimulates a signal transduction pathway resulting in a change in gene expression and 

cell morphology to allow cell mating. Pheromone binding also invokes a 

conformation change to the Ste2 C-terminal tail, which carries several redundant 

internalisation signals. One such motif, SINNDAKSS, is both necessary and 

sufficient to command receptor internalisation. Mutations to the three serine residues 

prevents Ste2 hyperphosphorylation, ubiquitination and endocytosis. It is suggested 

that a  factor binding brings about a conformational change in Ste2, leading to the 

hyperphosphorylation of the tail serines. This phosphorylation positively regulates the 

mono-ubiquitination of the central lysine residue, by conjugating enzymes Ubcl, 

Ubc4 and Ubc5 (Section 1.2.4.1). Ubiquitination leads to receptor internalisation and 

degradation by vacuolar proteases, not by the proteasome (Hicke & Riezman 1996).

Further examples of ubiquitin mediated endocytosis include the yeast uracil 

permease, the multidrug transporter, Pdr5 and the galactose transporter, Gal2p (Galan 

et al. 1996; Egner & Kuchler 1996; Horak & Wolf 1997). In all cases stimulus- 

induced degradation requires ubiquitination for endocytosis and vacuolar proteolysis. 

The K63 driven multiubiquitination (Section 1.2.1.1) of uracil permease has been 

shown to be catalysed by the ubiquitin protein ligase, Rsp5, which may interact with a 

“destruction-like” box, (RIALGSLTD) shown to be essential for stress regulated 

ubiquitination (Galan et al. 1996 and 1994; Galan & Haguenauer-Tsapis 1997; 

Section 1.2.5.4)

However, not all membrane proteins undergo ubiquitin-mediated vacuolar proteolysis 

(The long lived yeast plasma membrane ATPase, Pmal, is not ubiquitinated in vivo 

(Egner & Kuchler 1996) and it is has proposed that the ubiquitin may act as a marker 

for endocytic, vacuolar proteolysis of short-lived membrane proteins.
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1.5.2. The unfolded protein response.

The accumulation of unfolded proteins within the ER, signals an increase in the 

transcription of genes for ER resident chaperones. This response is known as the 

unfolded protein response (UPR; reviewed by Shamu 1997). Accumulation of 

unfolded proteins is detected by the transmembrane serine/threonine kinase, Ire Ip, 

which undergoes oligomerisation and transphosphorylation to transmit the UPR 

signal across the ER membrane. This results in activation of Haclp, a transcription 

factor which binds to a conserved 22bp motif present in all UPR activated genes (Cox 

& Walter 1996). Two forms of HACl mRNA have been identified; the first occurs in 

induced cells, HACU; whereas the second is found constitutively, HACl^. HACl^ is 

shorter than its induced counterpart, having been relieved of a 252bp intron in a 

splicesome-independent manner, with cleaved RNA being ligated by a tRNA ligase, 

Rlgl (Sidaurski et al. 1996). Splicing produces a second putative protein (Haclp^) by 

the replacement of 10 intron-encoded C-terminal amino acids with novel exon- 

encoded tail residues. Only mature induced Haclp^ is detected by western blot 

analysis and it is thought that Haclp^ undergoes rapid ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis 

(Cox & Walter 1996). As both proteins contain identical PEST regions (Section 

1.2.5.4), degradation must be dependent on the final 10 amino acids of the Haclp^ 

tail (Cox & Walter 1996). In this way the cell utilises both mRNA splicing and the 

ubiquitin-proteolysis system to control the expression of key genes.

1.6 Yeast Recombinant Expression Systems

The use of yeast based expression systems in the production of recombinant proteins 

has many advantages (reviewed by Romanos et al. 1992; Sudbery 1996; Tuite 1992; 

Kingsman et al. 1990). This microorganism can be easily cultivated on inexpensive 

media, for there is extensive fermentation experience. As eukaryotes they house the 

cellular machinery necessary for post-translational modifications and secretion.
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enabling the heterologous production of several complex higher eukaryotic proteins. 

Numerous protocols exist for the manipulation of both yeast genomic and plasmid 

DNA (Tuite 1992). There have been many technical advances in yeast transformation 

techniques since the introduction of the first spheroplast-based method, resulting in 

quicker, easier and more efficient transformation procedures. Moreover, recent 

advances in industrial-scale fermentations and down-stream processing has facilitated 

large-scale protein production.

Although S.cerevisiae was the first yeast to be used in the production of recombinant 

proteins, the resultant yields could often be low. The methylotrophic yeasts Pichia 

pastoris and Hansenula polymorpha retain all the advantages of S.cerevisiae systems, 

yet are able to elevate protein production considerably (Faber et al. 1995). 

Methylotrophic yeast systems utilise the highly regulated promoters from the 

enzymes, alcohol oxidase (AOX) and methanol oxidase (MOX). These enzymes are 

repressed in cells grown in glucose or ethanol containing media and are fully induced 

by the presence of methanol. When induced such enzymes can constitute up to 30% 

total cellular protein. The use of methylotrophic high level expression systems should 

alleviate some of the problems associated with poor yield. However, the use of 

methylotrophic yeasts is relatively novel and they do not have the long history of safe 

use in food and beverage production associated with S.cerevisiae

1.6.1 Saccharomyces cerevisiae Expression Vectors

Vectors designed to give genomic integration of the desired gene cassette in yeast are 

unable to replicate, but instead, are passively inherited with a high degree of stability. 

Higher gene levels can be accomplished using multicopy extra-chromosomal 

expression plasmids.

1.6.1.1 High Copy Number Plasmids

Highly stable endogenous 2\\. plasmids (6.3kb) occur in most strains of S.cerevisiae at 

a copy number of approximately 100 per haploid cell (Romanos et al. 1992). Early
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ycast-E. coli shuttle vectors utilised the entire 2fi plasmid together with sequences for 

yeast selection and bacterial replication. Since then smaller vectors have been 

constructed with more usable cloning sites, facilitating easier genetic manipulation. 

These smaller plasmids must contain the 2 |i  sequence for plasmid replication (ORI) 

and a cw-acting element necessary for plasmid partitioning (STB), with the further 2|LI 

functions (REPl, REP2, RAF and FLP) being supplied in trans by endogenous 2|li 

plasmids. 2\}iORI -based ycasX-E.coli shuttle vectors are relatively stable, (1 -3 %  of 

plasmids being lost per cell generation) and occur at copy numbers of between 1 0 -4 0  

copies per cell (Romanos et a l 1 9 9 2 ). Higher copy numbers can be obtained with 

selection for either the LEU2-d or URA3-d alleles (Erhart & Hollenberg 1983 ; Loison 

1994; Section 1 .6 .2 .1 ).

1.6.1.2 Integrative Plasmids

Yeast integrative vectors are highly stable under non-selective conditions, with less 

than 1% being lost per cell generation. Integrated DNA is unable to self-replicate but 

is inherited by daughter cells during cell division. Single copies of DNA cassettes are 

usually integrated into the host genome by homologous recombination.

Integrative cassettes are also employed in the targeted deletion of specific yeast open 

reading frames (Wach et a l 1995). Transplacement cassettes containing a selectable 

gene (e.g. G418 resistance) flanked by regions homologous to those of the targeted 

ORE, have been used to generate strains deficient in specific genes. This method of 

gene transplacement will allow the study of many uncharacterised yeast genes.

1.6.2 Plasmid Selection

Both episomal and integrative plasmids contain selectable marker genes to aid the 

selection of positively transformed yeast colonies. Moreover, these allow episomal 

vectors to be maintained within cells grown under conditions such that the marker
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gene product is essential for yeast survival. Three types of plasmid selection exist; 

simple auxotrophic markers; dominant markers; and autoselection systems.

1.6.2.1 Simple Auxotrophic markers

Laboratory yeast strains often contain several auxotrophes. Most useful are non

reverting alleles, in which multiple mutations have been introduced into the target 

gene, for example leu2-3, 112 and his3-ll, 15 (Loison 1994). The introduction of 

exogenous genes on vectors, with which the cell can overcome these metabolic 

defects, allow transformed cells to be isolated and maintained on selective media. The 

most commonly used selective markers, LEU2, TRPl, URA3 and HIS3, are used in 

conjunction with the corresponding auxotrophic mutant recipient strains.

The recent construction of 12 “marker-swap” plasmids will aid yeast research (Cross 

1997). The digestion of these vectors releases an integrative cassette which both 

disrupts one genomic auxotrophic genes and introduces another. For example, 

transformation with digested pHL3 fragments results in the disruption of his3 with the 

co-integration of the LEU2 gene. Although these plasmids show relatively high 

reversion rates, their use will speed up the already lengthy subcloning procedures 

necessary for alteration of the auxotrophic markers in the strain of interest (Cross

1997).

Casamino acid hydrolates supply all yeast auxotrophic requirements with the 

exception of tryptophan and uracil and are therefore used to boost growth in systems 

in which the selected markers are either URA3 or TRPl. Furthermore, ura3~ strains 

can be isolated by their ability to withstand the toxic antimetabolite, 5-fluoroorotic 

acid (5’FOA). Similarly lys2~ cells are resistant to a-aminoadipic acid (Romanos et 

al 1992).

Defective selective markers are useful variants, promoting ultra-high copy number. A 

defect in the promoter of the LEU2 gene {leu2-d) leads to weak expression (less than 

5% of wild type) and poor production of the metabolic product, (3-isopropylmalate
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dehydrogenase (Erhart & Hollenberg 1983). The resulting cellular pressure enforces 

an increase in plasmid copy number of LEU2-d episomal vectors in leu2 strains 

grown in the absence of leucine (Erhart & Hollenberg 1983; Futcher & Cox 1984). 

Plasmid copy number can be in excess of 200 copies per cell, higher than that of 

endogenous 2|i plasmids. Loss of LEU2-d plasmids is very low, approximately 0.02% 

per generation (Erhart & Hollenberg 1983). Similarly the truncated URA3 marker 

(ura3-d) results in high plasmid copy number (Loison 1994). The ‘inheritance’ of 

uracil can allow URA3-\ectoi cured cells to undergo several doublings before being 

arrested by pyrimidine starvation. As a result URA3 transformant cultures often 

contain a significant proportion (up to 15%) of plasmid-cured cells (Loison 1994). 

The use of a truncated ura3-d marker still allows for easy selection and high plasmid 

copy number, but prevents the overproduction of pyrimidine mRNA and so inhibits 

the survival of plasmid-cured cells (Loison 1994).

1.6.2.2 Dominant markers

Dominant markers allow plasmid selection in rich medium and are therefore useful 

for transforming prototrophs. Dominant markers can encode resistance to antibiotics 

such as chloramphenicol, hydromycin B and G418 or provide insensitivity to toxicity 

caused by copper, dihydrofolate reductase or the herpes simplex viral thymidine 

kinase. The G418 resistance gene originated from an E.coli transposon and must exist 

in multiple copies or under a strong promoter to confer resistance to S.cerevisiae. 

Direct selection with G418 is inefficient and it is necessary to incubate transformants 

on non-selective media prior to G418 selection (Romanos et al. 1992).

1.6.2.3 Autoselective Systems

Recent autoselection procedures have allowed transformed cells to be cultured on 

complex media in the absence of nutrient selective pressure. For example, vectors 

which encode both the genes for yeast killer toxin and host immunity will produce 

cultures devoid of cured cells. A second autoselective system utilises strains with
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mutations in both the de novo (uraS) and the salvage (furl) uracil biosynthetic 

pathways (Loison et al. 1986; Loison 1994). As the double mutant (uraSfurl) is 

inviable, a URA3 containing vector is essential for yeast survival and is therefore 

successfully maintained without the need for selective pressure (Loison et al. 1986; 

Loison 1994).

1.6.3 Yeast Promoters

Yeast promoters are essential for the efficient, controlled transcription of 

heterologous genes as the use of non-yeast promoters leads to aberrations in 

transcriptional initiation. The activity of yeast promoters can be regulated and 

controlled by the composition of the culture medium. Yeast promoters must contain 

three elements to regulate transcription efficiently; Upstream activation sequences 

(UAS), TATA elements and initiator elements.

The study of such promoters has allowed the construction of a range of vectors in 

which the level of recombinant protein expression can be controlled by the type of 

promoter used. Comparison of product levels derived from centomeric or 2[i plasmids 

containing either the methionine repressed MET25 promoter or the galactose-induced 

GALl promoter, has aided in the construction of 32 expression vectors (Mumberg et 

al. 1994). These vectors can provide different levels of regulated expression of 

heterologous recombinant proteins with subsequent production levels varying by 2-3 

orders of magnitude (Mumberg et al. 1994). A similar range of controlled-expression 

vectors has been generated containing one of four promoters; the weak cytochrome C 

promoter, CYCl (Section 1.6.3.3), the constitutive AD/f7 promoter (Section 1.6.3.1), 

or the stronger promoters of glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, GPD, or 

translation elongation factor, TEF (Mumberg et al. 1995). These plasmids enable the 

researcher to tailor protein production to meet the demands of individual research 

projects.
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1.6.3.1 Glvcolvtic promoter

Glycolytic promoters such as those of the glycolytic genes, alcohol dehydrogenase I 

(ADHI), phosphoglycerale kinase (PGK)  and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

dehydrogenase (GAP), are among the most powerful of yeast promoters, yet as they 

are poorly regulated they are undesirable in the large scale production of recombinant 

proteins. The 500bp promoter contains a complex system of upstream activation 

sequences (UAS) including stress regulatory elements. When induced, PGK mRNA 

can comprise 5% of total cellular mRNA and the use of the PGK promoter in the 

production of a-interferon revealed a 20-30 fold induction in protein levels upon the 

addition of glucose.

1.6.3.2 Galactose promoters

Galactose-inducible promoters (GALl, GAL7 and GALIO) are again highly powerful 

but can be tightly regulated, unlike their glycolytic counterparts. These promoters are 

repressed in the presence of glucose, induction requiring both the depletion of glucose 

stocks and the presence of galactose. When fully induced, mRNA levels rise 1000- 

fold to form 1% of total cell mRNA. The UAS contains several dyad symmetrical 

sequences which are necessary and sufficient for the binding of the transactivator 

Gal4, and thus galactose induction. As Gal4 in vivo levels are low, the expression of 

galactose driven products may be limited. Studies to improve GAL  promoter 

activation by the overexpression of GAL4 leads to a loss in promoter regulation and 

constitutive gene expression. Similar attempts to boost recombinant expression by 

mutating GAL80, the product of which binds to and sequesters Gal4, have also 

resulted in non-regulated expression.

This system is under complex regulation and recombinant protein yields are 

dependent on both plasmid construction and culture conditions. The production and 

secretion of the hirudin anticoagulant benefited by the use of rich galactose media, 

increasing protein yield 70% as compared to cultivation in selective defined media
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(Choi et a i  1994). Similarly, the use of GALIO promoter and GAL7 terminator 

sequences increased yield by 40%, however, the overexpression of the GAL4-encoded 

transcriptional activator had no effect on anticoagulant yields (Choi et a l 1994).

A galactose regulated artificial promoter, {GRAPl) was constructed from the two 

UAS elements of the GAL7 promoter together with downstream regions of the ADH2 

promoter, the combined effect of these elements being more potent than their singular 

activities (Loison 1994). A leu2-d episomal vector was designed with the Aspergillus 

falvus enzyme urate oxidase (Uox) under the control of the GRAPl promoter. When 

yeast transformants were grown in galactose containing media, the level of Uox 

product reached 20-25% total cell soluble protein. This level was further improved by 

inclusion of the GAL4 coding sequence downstream of the of the ADH2 element, 

yielding a phenomenal 60% of total cellular protein (Loison 1994).

1.6,3.3 Glucose-repressible promoters

Glucose-repressible promoters are found in genes involved in the metabolism of 

alternative carbon sources, such as alcohol dehydrogenase II {ADH2), invertase 

(SUC2) and iso-1-cytochrome c {CYCl). They are tightly regulated, with ADH2 being 

repressed more than 100-fold by glucose. To maintain tight ADH2 repression, cells 

must be cultivated in media containing in excess of 8%(w/v) glucose, with plasmid 

expression being induced upon transfer to a non-fermentable carbon source. 

Alternatively, transformed cultures can be maintained on l%(w/v) glucose, with 

derepression occurring upon the depletion of glucose stocks and protein production 

occurring in stationary phase cells. These promoters are valuable in the inducible 

production of toxic proteins, such as the insulin-like growth factor (IGF-I), however it 

is difficult to maintain tight glucose repression in large scale industrial fermentations.

A 260bp 5’ region of ADH2 contains two UAS regions. Both are sufficient for 

glucose-regulated activity, and together act synergystically to confer maximum 

expression levels (Yu et a l 1989). The first UAS is a 22 bp palindrome necessary for
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the binding of the transactivator zinc finger protein, Adrl (Beier et al. 1985). Glucose 

regulation of ADH2 repression is due to a lack of Adrl. UAS2 is a 20bp binding site 

necessary for interaction with a second transcriptional activator, independent of Adrl 

{Yu e ta l  1989).

Cellular levels of transcriptional activators, like Adrl, can limit gene transcription. In 

an attempt to overcome this limitation, extra copies of the ADRl gene were put under 

the control of the ADH2 promoter to provide an autoregulatory “runaway” system. 

This system boosted the expression of heterologous genes controlled by the ADH2 

promoter and resulted in a four fold increase in recombinant protein production (Price 

et al. 1990; Romanos et a l  1992). Although this system promised high product 

yields, protein production has been curtailed by the limitation of other cellular factors 

and it appears that high quantities of Adrl are toxic to derepressed cells (Price et a l 

1990).

1.6.3.4 Phosphate regulated promoters

The acid phosphatase promoter PH 05  was used in the production of a-interferon, 

with enzyme activity being induced 200-fold in low-phosphate medium (Kramer et 

al. 1984). The 400bp of the PH 05  UAS contains 19bp dyad sequences involved in 

the interaction with the transactivator protein Pho4. However, attempts to improve the 

induction of this weak promoter, by altering concentrations of the repressor Pho80 or 

the positive regulator Pho4, have failed (Kramer et a l 1984).

1.6.3.5 Further regulatable promoters

Promoters which act independently of the culture parameters include the a  factor 

gene promoters M Fal and MFa2, controlled by mating type. The metallothionein 

promoter, CUPl, is induced by high Cu^+ ions within the culture medium, the 

concentration necessary for gene induction being dependent upon the copper 

resistance of the individual host strain. Although foreign, non-yeast promoters are not
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acknowledged by the host RNA polymerase, such promoters could be used if the 

recognising RNA polymerase was co-expressed.

1.6.4 Problems affecting Protein Overproduction in S.cerevisiae

The yield of end product is dependent upon a variety of factors and problems can 

occur at a transcriptional, translational or post-translational level (Eckart & Bussineau 

1996).

Transcription It is widely assumed that the level of steady-state mRNA is equivalent 

to the concentration of the final end product. As with protein concentration, mRNA 

levels are governed by their rates of synthesis and degradation. Transcription is 

affected by both the upstream and downstream sequences of the overexpressed gene. 

The PGK promoter was used in the episomal expression of both the homologous and 

heterologous (mammalian) PGK proteins. The levels of heterologous PGK were up to 

50 fold lower than the maximal yield of homologous PGK (Mellor et al. 1985; Chen 

et al. 1984; Romanos et al. 1992). This discrepancy is due to a lower rate of 

transcriptional initiation and not to a difference in mRNA stability, and can be 

overcome by the inclusion of the PGK downstream activation sequences (DAS). 

Once initiated, production of full-length transcripts can be further hindered by T-rich 

heterologous sequences which cause yeast transcription to pause or terminate.

Translation Foreign untranslated 5’ and 3’ sequences can similarly hamper 

translation initiation. The deletion of viral 5’ and 3’ sequences from episomal copies 

of the hepatitis B core antigen (HBcAg), raised production levels from 0.05% to 41% 

of total cell protein. As yeast translation is driven by ribosomal subunits searching 

along mRNA transcripts for the first AUG codon, the structure and sequence of 

untranslated leader sequences can affect the rate of protein synthesis. Yeast mRNA 

leader sequences are approximately 50 nucleotides long, being A-rich and having 

little secondary structure. Insertion of stretches of Gs inhibits translation completely.
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whereas the inclusion of long-runs of Us causes a partial constraint. For efficient 

translation it is therefore preferable to avoid the use of foreign leader sequences.

Once initiated, translation can be limited by the presence of rare codons. Species 

specific codon usage is governed by the availability of tRNA and the aminoacyl- 

tRNA synthetases within the cell. Rare codons within a gene transcript can both 

reduce the rate of translation and increase the probability of misincorporated amino 

acids and the risk of early translation termination. High level production of 

heterologous proteins is therefore reduced and mistranslation may result in poor 

quality products affecting antigenicity or activity.

Post-translational modifications. Following translation the nascent protein must be 

folded correctly, aided by several heat shock proteins and chaperones. As the cellular 

levels of chaperones can be limited, the overproduction of high quantities of protein 

may result in the product accumulating in an insoluble, misfolded or aggregated form. 

Some insoluble proteins can be renaturated in vitro, but this is both complex and 

unpredictable. Many post-translation events such as N-terminal acétylation, 

phosphorylation and myristylation are often conserved between yeast and higher 

eukaryotic cells and will result in similar or identical gene products.

Yeast protein secretion is directed by an amino terminal signal sequence. Fusion of a 

target gene to yeast signal sequences can allow secretion of the recombinant gene 

product. The most widely used yeast signal sequences originate from acid 

phosphatase, invertase and a-factor. Secretion circumvents the problems associated 

with the intracellular expression of toxic or short-lived proteins, prevents the need for 

cellular disruption and simplifies downstream recovery (yeast secretes more than 1 % 

of its protein) reducing the risk of vacuolar proteolysis during protein recovery. It can 

also provide proteins with authentic N-termini, using cleavage based on Kex2-like 

activities (Section 1.1.2). As proteins targeted to the secretory pathway undergo di

sulphide bonding, folding and glycosylation, usually only naturally secreted proteins 

benefit from secreted expression. With other products aberrant folding and processing
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often leads to an inactive, insoluble or non-secreted protein. Glycosylation links 

oligosaccharides in two ways; N-linked to asparagine residues and O-linked to serine 

or threonine residues. Although N-glycosylation sites are conserved between yeast 

and higher eukaryotes, the process of glycosylation differs. Yeast glycosylation 

results in hyperglycosylated proteins rich in mannose residues . These differences 

may change both the activity or the antigenicity of heterologous secreted proteins.

1.6.5 Manipulation of ubiquitin systems as a way of improving yeast 

expression

Manipulation of the ubiquitin system has resulted in enhanced yields of several 

heterologous proteins. Integration of a galactose inducible UB14 cassette enhanced 

the secretion of the human leukocyte protease inhibitor, elafin (Chen et al. 1994). 

Expression of products as the CEP components of recombinant ubiquitin-CEP gene 

fusions can also elevate expression levels. The expression of naturally occurring 

CEPs, such as yeast UBÏ1-3, is enhanced by their N-terminal fusion to ubiquitin 

moieties (Monia et al. 1990b; Section 1.2.2.1). The use of engineered recombinant 

ubiquitin-CEP fusions has facilitated high level production of heterologous proteins 

(Butt et al. 1988; Ecker et al. 1989; Sabin et al. 1989). As there is no discernible 

increase in mRNA concentrations, the positive action of fusion to ubiquitin must 

occur post-transcriptionally (Ecker etal. 1989).

This expression also circumvents problems associated with a blocked N-terminal 

protein. Bacterial or yeast derived recombinant proteins retain a methionine residue, 

encoded by the gene start codon (AUG), at their amino terminus. In addition, a high 

proportion of yeast proteins are N-terminally acetylated. Such modifications may 

alter the protein’s function or immunogenicity. Recombinant fusions are cleaved 

quickly and efficiently by endogenous ubiquitin-specific proteases to release the 

authentic biologically active protein. The co-expression of ubiquitin fusion chimeric 

proteins and the yeast protease Ubp3 (Section 1.2.3.4) in E.coli has produced levels 

of active protein in excess of 40% total cell protein (Baker et al. 1994).
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Aims And Overview Of Project

With nutritional limitations, cells enter stationary phase and must recycle non- 

essential proteins in order to replenish cellular nitrogen sources. As a result there are 

increases in ubiquitination and proteolysis. Although the activation of several yeast 

promoters in cells entering stationary phase indicates that these promoters might 

prove useful for recombinant protein production in cultures approaching maximal 

biomass, the simultaneous induction of enhanced proteolysis may act to seriously 

limit product yields.

The original aim of this study was to investigate if downregulation of the host cell 

proteolytic machinery could enhance production levels in S.cerevisiae expression 

systems (chapter 3). The ubiquitination system is essential to the cell and cannot be 

totally inactivated. However activity can be considerably reduced by appropriate 

ubiquitin system mutations. Overexpression within these cells should result in 

enhanced accumulation of product within stationary phase yeast. Four genes were 

used in testing this hypothesis: the homologous stationary phase induced genes ADH2 

and HSP82 and the heterologous genes for E.coli p-galactosidase and human 

prohibitin. Increased protein levels were attained with the two stable, native yeast 

proteins accumulating at stationary phase, providing further evidence that protein 

half-life is an important factor for efficient production and recovery. However, the 

heterologous proteins tested did not show appreciably greater yields.

Investigations into the stationary phase overproduction of S.cerevisiae Hsp82 

uncovered a unique proteolysis, with the protein undergoing substantial breakdown to 

yield several distinct stable fragments. To date there have been few characterised 

examples of incomplete proteolysis in eukaryote cells, with none documented in 

yeast. Therefore the decision was made to further investigate the stationary phase 

partial breakdown of S.cerevisiae Hsp82 (Chapters 4 and 5). These experiments have 

revealed that incomplete Hsp82 degradation utilises components of the ubiquitination 

system, involving the HSP82 gene product but not the 91% homologous product of 

HSC82. Site-directed mutagenesis showed that it is not the extra lysines of Hsp82, 

relative to the almost identical Hsc82, that signal instability of the former protein 

(Chapter 5).
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Materials and Methods.

2.1 Materials

Standard reagents:

Microbiological media:

Radioactivity:

AR grade supplied by Sigma and BDH.

Supplied by Difco. Auxotrophic requirements, 

ampicillin and kanamycin supplied by Sigma.

[a-^^P]dCTP and [3^S]H2S04  supplied by 

Dupont (NEN research products).

2.1.1 Materials for Recombinant DNA work:-

Enzymes:

Gene Clean Kit:

DNA enzymes and buffers were supplied by 

New England Biolabs (NEB). Calf intestinal 

phosphatase supplied by Calbiochem . 

Lysozyme supplied by Sigma.

Supplied by Bio 101

‘Quik Change’

Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit: Supplied by Stratagene.

2.1.2 Materials for Protein Analysis:-

Electrophoresis reagents:

Protease inhibitors:

Liquid Acrylamide: Bis-acrylamide stock 

supplied by BDH. TEMED and APS supplied 

by Sigma. Molecular weight markers (high 

range and prestained) also supplied by Sigma.

PMSF, TPCK and Pepstatin A supplied by 

Sigma.
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Protein Stains: Coomassie Blue R-250 and Ponceau-S supplied

by Sigma.

Reagents for protein assay: Dye reagent supplied by Bio-Rad.

Transfer membranes for protein (Western) blotting:

Nitro-cellulose (0.2|i pore size) supplied by 
Schleicher and Schuell.

Immunological reagents: X-press monoclonal antibody supplied by

Invitrogen. Horseradish peroxidase conjugated 

goat anti-rabbit IgG supplied by ICN. ECL 

reagents supplied by Amersham.

Sources of any other materials are stated where appropriate in the text.

2.2 Strains

2.2.1 E.coli strains

The strains JM109 and XLI blue were routinely used. The genotypes of these strains 

are described in the NEB catalogue.

2.2.2Yeast Strains

The strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae used in this work are listed in Table 3. 

Further mutants to the ubiquitin system will be discussed in chapter 4. Candida 

albicans strain, 8513A, was provided by Dr. A. Brown.
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Table 3: The strains of Saccharomyces cerevisiae used in this study

Strain G enotype Source

SUB61 a  leu2 ura3 his3 lys2 trpl D. Finley

SUB61Am̂ /4 a  leu2 ura3 his3 lys2 trpl Aubi4::KanMX This study

SUB62 a leu2 ura3 his3 lys2 trpl D. Finley

SUB63 a  leu2 ura3 his3 lys2 trpl ubi4::LEU2 D. Finley

PMYl.l a  leu2 ura3 his4 N. Kirk

KSl a  leu2 ura3 his4 ubi4::LEU2 This study

BJ2168 a  leu2 trpl ura3 phbl-1122 pep4-3 prc-407 gal2 H. Pelham

S150 a leu2 ura3 his3 trpl A. Cashmore

S150Ahsp82 a leu2 ura3 his3 trpl, Ahsp82::KanMX4 This study

S150Ahsc82 a leu2 ura3 his3 trpl, Ahsc82::KanMX4 this study

PP2001 a  leu2 ura3 trpl ade2, Ahsc82::LEU2, pep4-3. P.W. Piper

PP30/10 a  leu2 ura3 his3 trpl ade2, Ahsp82::KanMX4 

Ahsc82::KanMX4 + YEplacl95-//5'C52.

this study
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2.3 Plasmids used in this work

Table 4: Plasmids used in this work

Plasmid Source

pMW5 P. Meacock.

pUBI6 D. Finley

pRSETC Invitrogen

pRSETCPHBl Invitrogen

pWYG2L M. Romanos

pWYGPHBl This work

YEplacl95 D. Gietz

YEplacl95HSP82 This work

YEplacl95HSC82 This work

YCplaclll D. Gietz

YCplaclllHSP82 This work

pGH17/18 G. Marchler

pGALUBM Y. Chen
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2.4 Growth media and culture conditions.

2.4.1 For E.coli

E.coli was cultured in liquid broth media (LB) at 37°C with rapid agitation, the 

volume of culture being no more than a fifth of that of the conical flask. Solid LB 

media was prepared with 2% bacteriological agar. Frozen stocks of E.coli were 

maintained at -70°C in LB + 15% (v/v) glycerol. All values are given as a percentage 

weight for volume.

LB:

1% bactopeptone, 0.5% yeast extract and 1% NaCl

Plasmid selection was applied with the addition of desired antibiotic;

ampicillin (100|ig/ml) or kanamycin (20)Lig/ml).

2.4.2 For Yeast

Yeast cells were cultured in either rich (YEP) or defined media (YNB). Liquid 

cultures were grown at 28° C with rapid agitation. Again, solid media was prepared 

with 2% bacteriological agar.

YEP :

1% yeast extract, 2% bactopeptone and either 2% glucose (YEPD) or 3% 

(v/v) glycerol (YEPG).

YNB

0.67% yeast nitrogen base without amino acids (supplied by Difco) and either 

2% glucose (YNBD) or 3% (v/v) glycerol (YNBG).

This selective media was supplemented with the following auxotrophic requirements 

where appropriate; L-leucine (30mg/L), L-lysine (30mg/L), L-tryptophan (20mg/L), 

L-histidine (20g/L), adenine (20mg/L) and uracil (20mg/L).

Yeast strains were maintained at -10°C in YEPD + 15% (v/v) glycerol.
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2.5 Diploid construction and Sporulation

Construction of the strain PP30/10 (Ahsp82::KanMX4, Ahsc82 : : KanMX4, 

Yeplacl95HSC82) is shown in Chapter 5. This strain was generated by mating two 

single knockout strains to produce diploid cells, which when sporulated produced the 

double knockout haploid. Diploids are constructed by mixing haploid strains of 

opposing mating types (a and a) directly on agar plates. Plates were incubated for 

over 4 hours (30“C) before the mated cells were streaked onto selective plates, in this 

case YEPD+G418 (200p.g/ml) was used to select for the KanMX4 gene.

2.5.1 Sporulation

Depletion of nitrogen sources induces many diploid yeasts to undergo meiosis, 

proceeding through chromosome replication and two rounds of cell divisions, to form 

four haploid spores (Tetrads). Diploid cells grown at 25°C on sporulation medium 

will produce tetrads after four days.

2.5.2 Sporulation medium
1% potassium acetate 
0.1% yeast extract 
0.05% dextrose

2.5.3 Tetrad analysis.

The four spores of a tetrad (resulting from one meiosis) are housed within a thick 

walled sack called the ascus. Following enzymatic removal of the ascus, tetrads can 

be analysed by one of two means. Microscopic dissection separates the tetrad into 

four spores, which are transferred to fresh agar plates. Alternatively, the released 

tetrads can be sonicated to produce a mix of random spores which are plated directly 

onto selective plates (Random sporulation). This latter method is only applicable 

when the haploid genotype of interest can be directly selected for.
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2.6 Monitoring of cell growth

Culture density was measured spectrophotometrically at 600nm, and when necessary 

cells were counted with haemocytometer.

2.7 DNA manipulation

2.7.1. Restriction enzyme digests.

DNA digests were routinely prepared with lOjiig DNA to lU of enzyme in a total 

volume of 10|il Ix restriction buffer. 10 x buffer stocks were used as suggested by 

suppliers, NEB. Digests were incubated, usually 37“C for at least 1 hour, as 

recommended by the NEB catalogue.

2.7.2 Polymerase chain reaction (PCR).

Desired fragments of DNA were amplified by PCR, using primers synthesised by 

Perkin Elmer. Reaction mixes were set up in the quantities outlined below:

5ng DNA template
250|LiM of each dNTPs
0.5|iM of both

primers 
5|il 10 X Pfu buffer

This mixture was made up to 50|il total volume with sterile distilled water, before lU 

of Pfu DNA polymerase was added. The primers, parameters and conditions of 

individual PCR reactions will be discussed later. Once the reaction had completed, 

one fifth of the DNA mix was loaded onto a 2% agarose gel to visualise the resulting 

DNA fragments.
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2.7.3 Visualisation of DNA fragments by Agarose gel electrophoresis

Digested DNA fragments were separated on agarose gels containing 0.8% agarose, 

0.1 mg/ml ethidium bromide and 0.5 X TBE (90mM trizma base, 90mM boric acid 

and 2mM EDTA). Gels were electrophoresed in a buffer of 0.5X TBE at 20mA for 

40min. Short wave UV transillumination was used to view the separated DNA 

fragments.

2.7.4 Recovery of DNA fragments from agarose gels.

Electrophoresis was carried out as described above. The resulting DNA fragments 

were viewed and the desired bands excised. This was completed as quickly as 

possible to prevent the nucleic acid cross linking. DNA was recovered from the 

agarose by the Gene Clean kit, methodology as per manufacturers instructions.

2.7.5 Alkaline phosphatase treatment and subsequent ligation of plasmid DNA

Prior to ligation , the acceptor p lasm id w as treated w ith  alkaline c a lf  

intestinal phosphatase (GIF) to prevent DNA recirculisation. Reactions were carried 

out in GIF buffer (50mM Tris-HGl pH 9.0, ImM MgGl2, O.lmM ZnGl2, lOmM

spermidine) and contained 0.0 lU of enzyme for each pM of DNA. The reaction mix 

was incubated at 37“G for 1 hour, before the enzyme was heat inactivated at 65“G for 

5 min. The plasmid was recovered by phenol extraction and ethanol precipitation.

Ligation reactions were carried out in lOpl of ligation mix (50mM Tris-HGl, lOmM 

MgG12, lOmM DTT, ImM spermidine and ImM ATF). An excess of DNA insert was 

ligated to the linear vector with O.IU of T4 ligase and incubated at 16°G overnight. 

Ligated DNA was transformed directly into competent E.coli cells. Fositive 

transformants were identified by several methods including isolation and digestion of 

plasmid DNA, FGR, or colony in situ hybridisation.
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2,7.6 Colony In situ hybridisation

Bacterial colonies were replica plated to Hybond-N membranes and the cells lysed to 

expose nucleic acids. Cells were lysed by treatment with alkali (0.5N NaOH, 1.5M 

EDTA), neutralised (1.5N NaCl, 0,5M Tris-HCl pH 7.4) and finally washed in 2x 

SSC. Filters were vacuum dried at 80°C for 45 min. Prior to prehybridisation the 

filters were boiled in water for 2 min. to remove cellular debris and to fully denature 

all double stranded DNA. Filters were prehybridised in Hybsol (1.5 x SSPE;7% SDS; 

10% PEG8000; 0.01% single stranded calf thymus DNA), at 65°C for Ihour.

A DNA probe was synthesised from the gene of interest. 75ng DNA was single 

stranded by heat and chilled on ice. The ssDNA was labelled with 50|iCi dCTP in 

a oligo labelling mix, catalysed by 15U Klenow. The reaction was incubated at 37°C 

for at least 3 hours, before the radiolabelled DNA was alkali denatured (0.2N NaOH; 

37°C, 5min.). After the probe was added to the filters, hybridisation occurred 

overnight at 65°C. Filters were washed twice (2x SSC, 1%SDS) for 30min. at 65°C, 

before being exposed to Fuji X-ray film. Transformant E.coli colonies containing 

correctly ligated plasmids were re-streaked and the DNA isolated using a large scale 

procedure.

2.8 Isolation of plasmid DNA from E.coli,

2.8.1. Rapid small-scale isolation of plasmid DNA

A single transformed E.coli colony was used to inoculate 5ml LB + ampicillin and 

grown overnight at 37“C. Cells were pelleted and the DNA recovered using the 

Qiagen Mini-column extraction procedure, followed according to the manufacturers 

instructions.
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2.8.2 Large-scale recovery of plasmid DNA

Recombinant E.coli cells were grown in 500ml LB + ampicillin at 37°C overnight and 

pelleted by centrifugation (SOOOrpm for 5 min.). Cells were thoroughly resuspended 

in 20ml ice-cold Solution 1 (50mM glucose, 25mM Tris-HCl pH 8 and lOmM EDTA 

pH 8) containing lOOmg lysozyme and left at room temperature for 15 min. 40ml of 

Solution 2 (0.2N NaOH, 1%SDS) were added and the cells lysed on ice for 5 min. 

The lysis mix was neutralised with 20ml of Solution 3 ( 5M potassium acetate, 11.5% 

(v/v) glacial acetic acid), incubated on ice for a further 20 min. The cellular debris 

was pelleted by centrifugation (8000rpm, 20 min.) and the supernatant strained 

through muslin to a fresh centrifuge pot. Nucleic acid was precipitated by the addition 

of 0.6 volumes of isopropanol and pelleted by centrifugation (8000rpm, 15 min.). The 

pellet was air dried before being resuspended in 9ml of TE pH 8.0.

DNA density gradients were prepared by adding 9.9g of caesium chloride and 2mg 

ethidium bromide (EtBr) to the DNA solution. A balance was prepared containing 

9ml TE and 9.9g CsCl. The CsCl mixes were dispensed into Beckmann Quick-Seal 

ultracentrifuge tubes and paraffin used to fill and balance both tubes to within 0.01 g 

of each other. The gradients were spun at 40,000rpm for 48 hours at 20°C. Plasmid 

bands were recovered with a hypodermic syringe and the ethidium bromide removed 

by repeated washes of iso-amyl alcohol. The DNA was precipitated in ethanol 

containing IM ammonium acetate and collected by centrifugation (10,000rpm 15 

min.). This pellet was washed in 70% ethanol, spun as before and air dried. Plasmid 

DNA was resuspended in 1ml TE pH 8.0.

2.8.3 Determination of DNA concentration.

Nucleic acid was quantified by spectrophotometry, using quartz cuvettes. An 

absorbance of 260nm was read with one OD unit being the equivalent to 50p,g of 

nucleic acid.
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2.8.4 DNA Sequencing.

l-2mg DNA was labelled with 10)LiCi dATP using the Sequencing kit supplied by 

Pharmacia. Manufacturers instructions were followed in a method derived from 

Sanger.

Radiolabelled nucleotides were separated by gel electrophoresis. A slab gal was cast 

using a 40% acrylamide; bis-acrylamide stock (supplied by BDH), 1 % TBE, and 42% 

Urea, and polymerised by 0.05% APS and 0.2% (v/v) TEMED. Prior to sample 

loading the gel was pre-electrophoresed for Ihourat IKV. Samples were denatured to 

single strands, by heating at 80°C for 2 min., before they were loaded onto the gel. 

Electrophoresis proceeded at 0.8 KV (25mA).

After electrophoresis, the glass plates were separated and the gel soaked for 30 min., 

in a solution of 15% methanol; 5% acetic acid, to remove all traces of urea from the 

acrylamide. This solution was discarded and the gel washed with distilled water. The 

gel was overlaid with 3MM Whatmann filter paper, carefully pulled from the glass 

plate, covered in Saran Wrap and vacuum dried at 80“C for 2 hours. Once dry, the gel 

was placed against Fuji X-ray film for at least 24 hours.

2.9 DNA Mutagenesis

2.9.1 Point mutations to plasmid DNA.

Point mutations were introduced to centromeric plasmid-borne copies of HSP82 

(YCplacl 11HSP82), using the Quik-Change Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit supplied 

by Stratagene. This procedure uses PCR to generate mutations and individual PCR 

conditions will be discussed in further detail in chapter 4. After PCR unmutated 

copies of the plasmid were digested with the enzyme Dpnl, which recognises 

methylated DNA. Ipl of the point mutation mix was transformed into super-
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competent XLI-Blue E.coli cells. Positive mutations were identified by DNA 

sequencing.

2.9.2 Gene displacement of UBI4 in strain SUB61.

The coding region of polyubiquitin gene (UBI4)was deleted in the yeast strain 

SUB61. This was achieved using a short flanking homologous gene knockout cassette 

(Wach et at. 1994). Essentially a displacement cassette was generated by PCR and 

contained the KanMX sequence (encoding G418 resistance) bordered by the 

sequences found immediately upstream and downstream of th&UBM ORE. These 

homologous flanking regions integrate into the yeast genome, and the KanMX DNA 

replaces the target gene (i.e. UBI4). Yeast cells containing gene knock outs can be 

verified by both G418 resistance and PCR techniques. Here, single G418 resistant 

yeast colonies were picked from agar, lysed with lyticase and Ipl of the resulting 

supernatant used as a DNA template in PCR verification of gene replacement.

2.10. Transformation of plasmid DNA

2.10.1 Transformation of E.coli

Competent cells were prepared by treatment with CaCl2. E.coli cells were grown in

100ml LB, to an absorbance at 600nm of O.Sunits. The cells were harvested 

(3000rpm, 7min.) and resuspended in 50ml of ice-cold O.IM CaCl2:15 % glycerol.

The cells were chilled on ice for 30 min. before being pelleted and resuspended in a 

further 5ml O.IM CaC12:15% glycerol. This cellular suspension was incubated on ice 

for a minimum of 120min. prior to use.

Transformation mix composed of ISOpl competent cells and l|ig  plasmid DNA was 

chilled on ice for 30 min. The cells were heat shocked at ATC  for exactly 90 sec., 

before being chilled on ice for a further 2 min. 1ml of LB was added and the E.coli 

recovered at 37°C for 1 h. Aliquots of lOOpl were spread onto LB plates containing
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the required selective antibiotic. Plates were incubated at 37°C, after 24h colonies 

were scored and re-streaked to fresh plates.

2.10.2 Transformation of S.cerevisiae

S.cerevisiae was transformed as the method outlined by Geitz (1995). A small 

inoculum of yeast (10ml YEPD) was grown overnight at 28°C. 5 x 10^ cells were 

used to inoculate 100ml of fresh YEPD and the cells grown to a density of 2 x 

lO^cells/ml. The yeast were harvested by centrifugation, washed in 20ml sterile 

distilled water and respun, before being transferred to a microfuge tube. Cells were 

resuspended in 1ml lOOmM lithium acetate and incubated at growth temperature for 

30 min. 50pl of competent yeast cells were aliquoted into transformation mixes 

composed of 75ng ss carrier calf thymus DNA and lOOng plasmid DNA. 300pl PEG 

(40% PEG4000, lOOmM lithium acetate) were added, the tubes mixed by inversion 

and incubated at 28°C for 30min. The transformation mixes were heat shocked at 

42“C for 20 min., centrifuged and cells resuspended in 1ml sterile distilled water. 

100|il aliquots were plated onto selective YNBD plates and incubated at 28°C for 2-3 

days.

2.11 Extraction and analysis of total cell protein.

2.11.1 Extraction of total cell protein.

Yeast cells were pelleted by centrifugation (6000rpm, 4 min.) and the spent media 

discarded. Two volumes of acid washed glass beads (BDH, 40 mesh), were added to 

the cell pellet, together with a sufficient volume of protein extraction buffer to just 

cover both the cells and the beads. This extraction buffer was composed of the 

following (50mM Tris-HCl[ph8], ImM MgCl2, 2mM EDTA, ImM DTT, ImM

PMSF, 0.5mM TPCK and 2)Lig/ml Pepstatin A). Cells were disrupted by vortexing for 

30 sec. followed by chilling on ice for 30 sec. This procedure was repeated 7 times to
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ensure complete cell breakage. Beads and cellular debris were pelleted by 

centrifugation (4000rpm, 2min.) and the soluble protein-rich supernatant removed.

2.11.2 Determination of protein concentration

Protein concentrations were determined by Bradfords dye-binding assay (1976) and 

used the Bio-Rad Protein Assay kit and BSA as standard. Both standard and unknown 

protein concentrations were assayed as manufacturer instructions.

2.12 Enzyme assays

2.12.1Measurement of alcohol dehydrogenase activity.

Alcohol dehydrogenase (Adh) activity was measured in total cell protein using a 

spectrophotomeric procedure, which assays Adh activity by measuring the 

concomitant reduction of NAD-k. lOpl protein was added to 1ml assay reagent 

(300mM ethanol, 2.5mM NAD, 16mM sodium pyrophosphate [pH8.8]), and the 

reaction mixed thoroughly. Change in absorbance at 340nm was measured over one 

minute, the spectrophotometer having been blanked with assay mix minus protein.

As one unit of Adh activity is defined as reducing Ijimol NAD+ per min. at 22°C and 

the extinction coefficient of NAD-k is 6.22 (mol"lcm"l), the following calculation can 

be used to determine enzyme activity

1 volume o f reagent ■{■sample AA ^  ̂ . . ,,
X       —  X —  X dilution factor = units o f Adh

6.22 volume o f sample t

2.12.2 p-galactosidase permeabilised cell assay

Cell turbidity was measured and the P-galactosidase activity of cells corresponding to 

1-5 OD550nm units measured. Cells were pelleted, supernatant removed and pellet
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resuspended in 500jii Z buffer. 60p.l chloroform and 40|il 0.1% SDS were added and 

the mix vortexed. Cells were incubated for 5 min. at 28 “C, before addition of 200|li1 

ONPG (4)Lig/ml). Assay mixes were incubated for a further 5 min. at 28°C, before 

500|il Na2C03 was added. Cells were pelleted and the absorbance (420nm) of the 

supernatant measured, p-galactosidase specific activity was calculated according to 

the following calculation:-

OD550nm x  — ODA20nm—  ^ time{Toins) = p -  galactosidase specific activity 
volume of cuvette

2.12.3 Assaying for Protease A (PrA) Activity

Chapter 5 details the construction of the strain PP30/10. Following sporulation 

(Section 2.5) it was necessary to ascertain haploid genotypes, including the presence 

of the pep4-3 mutation. PrA (Section 1.1.1) is involved in the maturation of further 

vacuolar proteases, such as carboxypeptidase Y (CpY). A routine plate assay for CpY 

activity was used to indirectly monitor PrA activity. This assay was found in ‘ 

Methods in Yeast genetics’, produced by Cold Spring Harbour (1998).

2.13 Separation of proteins bv SDS polvacrvlam ide gel 

electrophoresis

Proteins and their subunits can be separated by size using a discontinuous 

electrophoresis system (Laemmli 1970, Hames 1990). Slab gels were cast in the Bio- 

Rad Mini-Protien system, all gel solution are listed below.

The Laemmli system consists of a Stacking gel, containing 4% acrylamide and a 

Resolving gel containing the appropriate percentage of acrylamide to successfully
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separate sample proteins. Both gels were cast using a 30% acrylamide:bis-acrylamide 

stock and polymerised with the addition of 0.05% (v/v) TEMED and 0.7% (w/v) 

APS.

Prior to loading, exponential protein was prepared for electrophoresis by incubation 

in Protein sample buffer (30min. at 37°C). Samples derived from protease rich 

stationary phase cells required a stronger incubation and were boiled for 10 min., in 

sample buffer. These samples were loaded onto wells formed within the stacking gel, 

and electrophoresis proceeded at lOOV for 45 min., in electrode buffer (composition 

given below). High range molecular weight markers (Sigma) were run alongside 

samples to indicate protein size.

2.13.2 SDS-PAGE solutions

30% Acrylamide stock(BDH) 29.2% acrylamide and 0.8% Bis-acrylamide

APS

Stacking gel

Resolving gel

Electrode buffer (pH 8.3)

10% (w/v) solution maintained at 4°C

0.125M Tris-HCL [pH6.8] ; 0.1% SDS; and 4% 

polyacrylamide.

0.375M Tris-HCL [pH8.8]; 0.1% SDS and 

appropriate percentage polyacrylamide.

0.025M trizma base; 0.192M glycine and 0.1% 

SDS

Protein sample buffer 0.125M Tris-HCL [pH 6.8]; 10% glycerol (v/v); 

5% P-mercaptoethanol (v/v); 2% SDS and

0.013% bromophenol blue(w/v).
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2.14 Analysis of proteins after SDS-PAGE

After electrophoresis had completed the gel plates were separated and the stacking gel 

discarded. Proteins within the resolving gel were visualised by one of the following 

methods.

2.14.1 Direct staining

Staining with Coomassie blue R-250 allows the detection of abundant proteins (lp.g 

or more). Gels were incubated, for 1 hour at room temperature, in 0.05% (w/v) 

Coomassie blue, 50% methanol and 10% acetic acid. Gels were destained by their 

gentle agitation in a solution of 10% methanol and 7.5% acetic acid at room 

temperature. The destain solution was change periodically.

2.14.2 Transfer of proteins from gel to nitro cellulose membranes. (Western 

Blotting)

SDS-PAGE separated proteins can be blotted onto a membrane, such as nitro

cellulose or PVDF, by means of electrophoretic transfer. Western blotting allows 

techniques such as the immunodetection of specific proteins and peptide sequence 

determination.

Prior to transfer, the: electrophoresed gel, transfer membrane and 12 pieces of 

Whatmann filter paper were pre-equilibrated in transfer buffer (25mM Tris and 

150mM glycine [pH8.3] with 20% methanol to minimise swelling of the gel during 

protein transfer). A gel-blot sandwich was constructed of 6 pieces of filter paper, the 

gel, the membrane and the remaining sheets of paper. This sandwich was immersed 

within a buffer-filled Western blotting tank, with gel towards the cathode and 

membrane towards the anode, and electrophoretic transfer proceeded at 50 V, 10°C, 

overnight. Efficiency of protein transfer was verified by staining the membrane with 

Ponceau S. This transient stain is water soluble and will not affect further analysis of 

the blotted proteins. By running pre-stained protein markers during SDS-PAGE, both
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the efficiency of transfer and the molecular weights of sample proteins, can be 

identified.

2.14.3 Immunodetection of proteins on blotted membranes

Specific proteins immobilised on nitro-cellulose blots can be detected by probing 

with appropriate rabbit derived antisera, followed by incubation with peroxidase 

conjugated anti-rabbit IgG. Antibody conjugations can be detected by means of 

enhanced chemiluminessence (ECL).

All immunodetection steps were carried out at room temperature with constant 

agitation. Phosphate buffered saline 4- 0.1% Tween (PBS-T) was used as both a base 

for blocking agent, (5% non-fat dried milk powder dissolved in PBS-T) and as 

between-step washes. Antibodies were appropriately diluted in blocking agent and 

applied to the blot in a final volume of 0.1ml cm of membrane.

After ponceau-S staining, the remaining protein-binding sites on the blot were 

blocked by a incubation in blocking agent for 1 hour. Excess blocking agent was 

removed with 3 ten minute washes in PBS-T. Primary antibody (rabbit IgG) was 

diluted in blocking agent and used to probe the blot for 1 hour. Superfluous block and 

antibody were removed with 3 PBS-T washes. The correctly diluted secondary 

antibody (Goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated to Horseradish peroxidase) was applied to 

the membrane for a further hour. Again surplus antibody and blot were removed by 

washing with excess PBS-T. It is essential that all washes are completed thoroughly, 

to ensure minimum background contamination and to prevent ‘dirty’ blots.

Antibody binding was visualised by means of enhance chemiluminessence (ECL), 

using reagents and instructions supplied by Amersham. Here reagents A and B were 

mixed and applied to the blot for 1 min. The peroxidase conjugated to the anti-rabbit 

IgG causes excitation within the mix and the area fluoresces. This localised 

fluorescence can be detected by exposure to Fuji X-ray film.
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2.14.4 Origins of Antisera used in this study

Two polyclonal antisera to the N or C-terminus of Hsp90 were raised in rabbits in a 

procedure described by Harlow and Lane (1988). During the course of on-going 

crystallography studies, Dr C. Prodromou generated E.coli vectors for the expression 

of either the N-terminal (amino acids 1-220) or C-terminal domains (amino acids 

300-704) of Hsp82 (the Hsp82 peptide sequence are shown in Fig. 5.2). These 

recombinant proteins were purified from E.coli total cell lysates by gel 

electrophoresis, with 40pg of soluble cell lysate loaded onto each of the ten wells of a 

large 12.5% SDS-PAGE gel (Section 2.13). Following electrophoresis, protein bands 

detected by Coomassie blue staining (Section 2.14.1) were excised then sheared by 

continued passing through smaller and smaller bored hypodermic needles, until an 

ultra-fine gel suspension could pass easily through a 19S gauge needle. Half of the 

suspension was used in the intraperitoneal injection of a laboratory rabbit, the 

remaining fraction was injected (booster) 20 days later. Blood was collected 14 days 

after the second antigenic challenge. Following coagulation, blood was centrifuged 

(bOOOrpm, 15 mins) and the serum decanted. The polyclonal antisera was tested 

against the original antigens (N- or C-domains) by western blotting (data not shown; 

Section 2.14.2). Both antisera were shown to be Hsp82 domain specific, with little or 

no cross reactivity occurring between the two preparations (data not shown).

The X-press monoclonal antibody was purchased from Invitrogen and recognised a 

peptide motif present within His-tagged proteins.
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Chapter 3; Stationary Phase Induced Protein Production In Yeast 

Mutants With Depleted Proteolytic Capacities»

3.0. Introduction

The yields of recombinant proteins produced from S.cerevisiae cells are often poor 

when compared with those derived from bacterial or methylotrophic yeast hosts. High 

yields can be obtained when the recombinant protein produced is highly stable. 

However, protein levels are dynamic, representing a balance between synthesis and 

degradation. As a result, the high-level expression of a short-lived gene-product may 

be tempered by its rate of proteolysis, giving rise to poor production yields.

At the start of this investigation, yeast strains with depleted proteolytic potential were 

studied in an attempt to improve proteins yields. In theory, inactivation of the stress- 

and starvation-induced polyubiquitin gene (UBI4) will decrease intracellular ubiquitin 

and thereby reduce levels of ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis. A failure to specifically 

turnover unwanted or unnecessary proteins may be advantageous for overproduction 

of recombinant proteins, induced as cultures approached maximum biomass. Four 

proteins were used to test this hypothesis; the yeast proteins Adh2 and Hsp90; 

together with bacterial P-galactosidase and human prohibitin.

3.1. Inactivation of the polyubiquitin gene results in increased yAdh2 

overproduction in stationary phase cells.

ADH2 encodes a glucose derepressed NAD(P)-dependent alcohol dehydrogenase 

(Lutstorf & Megnet 1968; microbial Adh isozymes are reviewed by Reid & Fewson 

1994). This enzyme oxidises ethanol to acetaldehyde and the reduced cofactor, 

NADH. Four Adh2 subunits, each of 37kDa, combine with several zinc atoms to form 

the active tetramer. It is still unclear as to whether yeast Adh2 subunits bind one or
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two zinc molecules. The catabolite derepression control of ADH2 expression is 

discussed in section 1.6.3.3.

The effect of UBI4 inactivation on Adh enzyme overproduction was investigated 

using the isogenic strains, SUB61 and SUB63 (Table 3). These strains are either wild- 

type for ubiquitin (SUB61) or have a greatly reduced ubiquitination due to the 

deletion of most of the UBI4 coding sequences in SUB63 (Finley et a i 1987). Both 

strains were transformed to tryptophan prototrophy with the Adh2 overexpression 

vector, pMW5 (Table 3), yielding transformants SUB61-pMW5 and SUB63-pMW5. 

The yeast-E.coh' shuttle vector, pMW5 (Fig. 3.1a), is composed of the complete 

S.cerevisiae genes ADH2 and TRPl, with the 2|X DNA origins of replication and 

sequences from pBR322. Both the transformants and their parent strains were cultured 

to exponential phase in glucose defined medium (Section 2.4.2) before being 

transferred to fresh glycerol-based medium, to induce ADH2 expression. Enzyme 

production was monitored as the cultures progressed into stationary phase. Cell 

samples were taken at 0, 24 and 72 hours after glycerol induction and the total Adh 

specific activity of crude cell extracts measured (Fig. 3.2).

3.1.1. Adh activity is increased 7-fold in stationary phase SUB63-pMW5 cells,

ADH2 is glucose repressed. The basal levels of Adh enzyme activity observed at the 

time of transfer from glucose to glycerol (corresponding to Ohrs in Fig. 3.2) can 

therefore be attributed to expression of other genes, notably A D H l (encoding the 

major form of Adh expressed on glucose) and ADH3 (encoding mitochondrial Adh). 

However, even with ADH2 derepression, total Adh enzyme levels of the parent strains 

SUB61 and SUB63, and of SUB61-pMW5 transformants remain low.
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Fig. 3.1. Vectors used for the overexpression of homologous yeast proteins 
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Fig 3.2.:Total Alcohol Dehydrogenase activity of SUB61 (UBI4+) and SUB63 

(ubi4-) transformants (pMW5) upon entry to stationary phase.
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Strains SUB61 and SUB63, together with transformants SUB61-pMW5 and SUB63- 
pMW5 were cultured to exponential phase in defined glucose medium, before being 
transferred to fresh glycerol-based medium. Cells were pelleted 0, 24, and 72 hours 
after ADH2 induction, disrupted in non-SDS extraction buffer and total Adh activity 
determined (Section 2.12.1). The error bars for SUB61, SUB63 and SUB61-pMW5 
represent the standard error of the Adh activity of 6 identically grown cultures. The 
values shown for SUB63-pMW5 cells are representative examples of ubi4- 
transformant cells. Values obtained at 72h ranged from 39 to 245U/mg protein, and 
whilst all ubi4- transformant cells showed enhanced Adh activity, the standard error 
between these values is understandably very high (45).
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Remarkably loss of polyubiquitin gene function combined with ADH2 over 

expression (SUB63-pMW5) resulted in a 7-fold increase in Adh activity after 72 

hours (Fig. 3.2). This indicates that the ubiquitination system for intracellular protein 

turnover normally induced at stationary phase, is catalysing a steady turnover of the 

overexpressed Adh2 in SUB61-pMW5 cells, and that only with greatly reduced 

activity of this turnover (as in SUB63-pMW5) does the overexpressed Adh2 

accumulate to high levels.

The Adh activity of SUB63-pMW5 72 hour cultures (Fig. 3.2.) was an average of 74 

U/mg protein, with a standard error of 45. This large error could be attributed to one 

transformant showing extraordinary levels of Adh activity (245 U/mg protein). Data 

was compiled from duplicate experiments, in which Adh activity levels of parent 

strains were compared with that of three transformant colonies. Large variabilities 

arose in the Adh activity of stationary phase (72 hours) SUB63-pMW5 cells. 

Therefore, although SUB63-pMW5 cells always showed increased Adh levels when 

compared to SUB61, SUB63 or SUB61-pMW5 cells, the Adh activity of cultures 

grown from individual SUB63-pMW5 transformant colonies was observed to vary 

widely.

3.1.2. SDS-PAGE analysis of samples taken at 72 hours.

The total protein in the same crude cell extracts used to generate the data in Figure 3.2 

was also separated on a 12.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel (Section 2.14). Protein 

extracts were boiled (100°C, 5min.) in protein loading buffer, prior to sample loading. 

The Coomassie stained gel is shown in Figure 3.3. Lanes 3 and 5 shows the Adh2 

over production in SUB61-pMW5 and SUB63-pMW5 72 hours after transfer to 

glycerol. The greater Adh2 levels of SUB63-pMW5 as compared to SUB61-pMW5 at 

this time point are clearly visible. The increased Adh2 activity in the former 

transformants appears therefore to be due to increased Adh2 protein levels in this 

transformant and not an increased ability to produce Adh2 in a native enzymatically 

active state.
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Fig 3,3 :SI)S-PAGE separation of total cell proteins extracted from SUB61. 
SUB63. SUB61-pMW5 and SUB63-pMW5 stationary phase cells.

Follow ing 72 hours cultivation in selective glycerol m edium, SUB61, SUB63, 

SUB61-pM W 5 and SUB63-pMW 5 cells were pelleted and disrupted in non-SDS 

extraction buffer. The soluble proteins of these crude extracts were separated on a 

12.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel and visualised by Coomassie blue staining. This gel 

confirms that the elevated Adh activity of SUB63-pMW5 cells is due to increased 

Adh protein levels and not an enhancement of specific activity of this enzyme.
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3.2. Inactivation of vacuolar pro teases results in weak growth under 

catabolite derepressed conditions and poor Adh2 protein production.

Studies into the effect of depleted vacuolar proteolysis on Adh2 production, employed 

the multiply protease deficient strains BJ2168 (pep4, UBI4) and KSl {pep4, ubi4) 

(Table 3). BJ2168 has a fully functional ubiquitination system but greatly reduced 

vacuolar protease activities. KSl is isogenic to BJ2168 except that it is also uhi4, and 

as such has reduced activities of both vacuolar proteases and of the ubiquitination 

system for cytoplasmic protein turnover. The strain KS1 was generated for this study 

and was derived by transformation of BJ2168 to leucine prototrophy, using the 3.2Kb 

containing BamHl fragment insert of plasmid pUBI6 (Finley et al. 1987). This 

fragment has flanking DNA sequences homologous to the flanking regions of 

genomic UBI4, that allows LEU2 integration at, and dismption of, the UBI4 locus.

Both BJ2168 and KSl were transformed to tryptophan prototrophy with pMW5 (Fig. 

3.1a) yielding transformants BJ2168-pMW5 and KSl-pMW5 respectively. These two 

transformants were grown to exponential phase in glucose, before being transferred to 

fresh glycerol defined medium. Total Adh activity was measured 24 and 72 hours 

after ADH2 induction (Figure 3.4.). Total Adh activity in both BJ2168-pMW5 and 

KSl-pMW5 cultures increased only slightly throughout the 72h time course. The 

dramatically increased Adh2 overproduction in ubi4PEP+ cells (SUB63-pMW5) as 

compared to UBI4PEP-\- cells (SUB61-pMW5) at 72 hours (Figures 3.2 + 3.3) was 

not seen with either UBI4pep4-3 (BJ2168-pMW5) or ubi4pep4-3 (KSl-pMW5) 

cultures (Figure3.4). Moreover the introdution of further jten n id -b co ie  copies dfAD//2 into

BJ2168 and KSl appeared not to affect overall activity levels (Figure 3.4). Growth of 

KSl and KSl-pMW5 after transfer to glycerol medium was poor and cell death 

occurred early into stationary phase (data not shown).
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Fig 3.4: Total Adh activity of pep4-3, UBI4 and pep4-3. ubi4 cells, following 24

and 72 hours growth.
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Isogenic strains BJ2168 (pep4-3, UBI4) and KSl (pep4-3, uhi4), together with their 

respective transformants (pMW5) were grown to exponential phase in defined glucose 

media before cells were transferred to selective glycerol medium. Cell samples were 

pelleted, disrupted in non-SDS extraction buffer and the total Adh activity determined 

24 and 72 hours after transfer. For comparison purposes the activity found with 

stationary phase PEP4, ubi4 cells (SUB63-pMW5) has been included and is shown as 

white bars. Error bars for the parental strains BJ2168 and K Sl depict the standard 

error between 2 identical cultures, whereas error bars o f pMW5 transform ants 

(BJ2168, KSl and SUB63) show the standard error of 4 similar cultures.
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The total Adh of tho ADH2 overexpressing SUB63-pMW5 cultures are also shown for 

comparison purposes in figure 3.4 (although SUB63-pMW5 is not isogenic to 

BJ2168-pMW5 and KSl-pMW5). This shows that the stationary phase Adh2 activity 

levels of pMW5 bearing ubi4 cells are considerably higher than those of pep4-3 and 

ubi4 pep4-3 mutants carrying the same plasmid. Loss of vacuolar proteases (due to 

the pep4-3 mutation) therefore does not benefit overexpression of Adh in stationary 

phase. This probably reflects the detrimental effects for cells combining loss of 

vacuolar proteases (pep4-3) with downregulation of the ubiquitination system (ubi4). 

It is probable that such multiple proteolytic deficiencies cause ubi4, pep4-3 cells to be 

sick.

3.3 Depletion of intracellular ubiquitin pools (ubi4) increases the 

yield of a second homologous stationary phase protein, Hsp82

The overexpression of a second starvation-induced gene, HSP82, was also studied. 

The 90kDa heat shock proteins of S.cerevisiae are encoded by the closely related 

genes, HSP82 and HSC82, the encoded proteins having 97% identity at the amino 

acid sequence level (Borkovich et al. 1989). HSC82 is expressed constitutively at high 

level and slightly induced by heat shock. In contrast HSP82 is expressed at a low level 

in unstressed fermentative cells, being induced 20-fold by heat shock and entry to 

stationary phase (Borkovich et al. 1989).

An HSP82 expression vector was generated as part of this study (Fig. 3.1b). This 

plasmid contains the entire S.cerevisiae HSP82 gene (including promoter and 

terminator regions) from the Hindlll site at -331bp relative to the initiation codon, to 

the M lul site at +2168, 27 nucleotides 3’ to the major site of poly adénylation of 

HSP82 mRNA (Farrelly & Finkelstein 1984). To construct YEplacl95-HSP82, this 

gene was excised as a BamHl fragment from p82-2B (Table 4; Cheng et al. 1992) 

and inserted at the BamHl site of the yeast-E.co/f shuttle vector, YEplacl95 (Table 4; 

Gietz et al. 1987).
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The strains SUB61 and SUB63 were transformed to uracil prototrophy with 

YEplac 195-HSP82, to yield transformants SUB61-Hsp90 and SUB63-Hsp90. Parent 

strains and transformants were cultured to exponential phase in glucose defined 

medium before being transferred to fresh glycerol based medium, to invoke stationary 

phase conditions and HSP82 expression. Culture samples were removed 0, 24 and 72 

hours after medium transfer, the cells being pelleted and disrupted in non-SDS 

extraction buffer. Proteins derived from these crude cell extracts were then analysed 

on 12.5% SDS polyacrylamide gels (Fig 3.5).

The depletion of free ubiquitin pools was also found to be beneficial for stationary 

phase overproduction of this second intracellular protein, as higher levels of Hsp90 

were found to accumulate in stationary phase SUB63-Hsp90 cells compared to 

SUB61-Hsp90 cells. However, instead of accumulating the intact protein, stationary 

phase conditions induced a partial proteolysis of Hsp90, producing a distinct pattern 

of accumulated proteolytic fragments. This proteolysis was more severe in UBI4-\- 

cells, as discussed in Chapter 4.
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Fig 3.5 :SDS-PAGE separation of total cell proteins extracted from SUB61. 

SUB63. SUB61-Hsp90 and SUB63-Hsp90 stationary phase cells.

Follow ing 72 hours cultivation in selective glycerol m edium, SU B 6I, SUB63, 

SUB61-Hsp90 and SUB63-F[sp90 cells were pelleted and disrupted in non-SDS 

extraction buffer. The soluble proteins of these crude extracts were separated on a 

12.5% SDS-polyacrylamide gel and visualised by Coomassie blue staining. Although 

overexpression of yeast HSP82 gene also results in an accumulation of protein in 

stationary phase, it is in a fragmented form.

SUB61 SU B 61H sp90 .SUB63 ,SU B 63H sp90

— Hsp82

47kDa
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3.4. The use of ubiquitin deficient yeasts in heterologous protein 

expression.

As shown above ubi4 disruption has a beneficial effect on the overproduction of two 

homologous GO induced intracellular proteins, Adh2 and Hsp82. Its effects on the 

overexpression of two heterologous proteins {E.coli p-galactosidase; and human 

prohibitin) were therefore investigated.

3.5. Expression of the STRE-LaeZ fusion vector resulted in low levels 

of active |3-gaIactosidase in both ubi4‘ and UBI4+ transformant cells.

P-galactosidase is frequently used as a reporter for gene activity in S.cerevisiae, its 

activity being readily measured by a quick and simple colourimetric enzyme assay 

(Section 2.12.2). The genetic fusion used in this study is composed of the E.coli LacZ 

gene under the control of multiple stress response elements (STRE). STRE elements 

direct expression of many stress regulated genes and can be activated by a decline in 

protein kinase A activity, as is seen during carbon or nitrogen starvation (Marchler et 

al. 1993). Therefore, for this study, expression of the p-galactosidase gene was 

induced by transfer from glucose to glycerol media, the removal of glucose resulting a 

dramatic decline in protein kinase A activity.

The integrative plasmid pGH18/17 contains the E.coli gene for p-galactosidase under 

the control of a disabled LEU2 promoter into which have been inserted seven tandem 

stress response elements (STREs), together with sequences responsible for plasmid 

replication and selection in both E.coli and the yeast URA3 gene (Marchler et al. 

1993). Strains SUB61 and SUB63 (Table 3) were transformed to uracil prototrophy 

with Ncol cut pGH18/17 to yield the transformants SUB61-LacZ and SUB63-LacZ. 

Transformed cells were grown to exponential phase on rich glucose containing 

medium before being transferred to fresh glycerol based medium, conditions which
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induce STRE expression. Cell samples were taken 0, 5, 24, 48 and 72 hours after 

glycerol induction and |3-galactosidase activity ascertained by a permeabilized cell 

assay, the results of which are shown in Figure 3.6.

Levels of p-galactosidase in SUB61-LacZ cells rose slightly upon entry to stationary 

phase and attained a maximum after 48 hours cultivation, this level was maintained 

for the remainder of the experiment (Fig. 3.6). Here a balance is presumably achieved 

between the LacZ  expression and the ubiquitin-mediated degradation of the P~ 

galactosidase product. In contrast, ubi4- transformant cells (SUB63-LacZ), show 

much higher LacZ expression 5h after transfer from glucose to glycerol based 

medium. However, at later time points the enzyme activity of the ubi4 transformants 

(SUB63-LacZ) declined, becoming similar to that of UBI4+ cells (SUB61-LacZ) 

(Fig. 3.6). The high STRE expression in ubi4- cells at 5h is induced by the dramatic 

decline in protein kinase A activity invoked by glucose removal. This increased 

expression is not seen in isogenic UBI4 cells, suggesting that STRE-mediated 

induction of p-galactosidase is normally tempered by turnover of this protein in these 

cells.

These levels are low, previous expression studies with exponentially-growing cells 

bearing this STRE-LacZ vector having routinely showed higher p-galactosidase 

activities within Ih of exposure to stresses such as heat shock, osmotic stress and 

nitrogen starvation (Marchler et a l 1993). In an attempt to induce higher expression 

of STRE-LacZ plasmid, the transformants SUB61-LacZ and SUB63-LacZ were also 

subjected to nitrogen starvation. However, activity remained low in all cultures 

studied (data not shown).
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Fig 3.6: P-Galactosidase activity of SUB61 (UBI4+) and SUB63 (ubi4-) 

transformant (STRE-LacZ) cells during entry to stationary phase.

OQ

■  SUB6I+LacZ  

□  SUB63+LacZ

24

T im e in hours

Transformants SUB61-LacZ and SUB63-LacZ were grown to exponential phase in 

rich glucose medium (YNBD) before cells were transferred to respiratory conditions 

(YNBG). Culture aliquots were taken 0, 5, 24, 48 and 72 hours after cell transfer and 
P-galactosidase activity ascertained (Section 2.12.2). Results shown are the average 

values from cultures of three separate transformants of each strain, the error bars 

sym bolising the standard deviation between the three m easurem ents. This figure 

shows that uhi4 disruption only transiently enhances production of the heterologous 
protein p-galactosidase.
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3.6. The overproduction of the human ageing protein prohibitin is 

toxic to ubiquitin depleted (Aubi4) yeast cells.

The effect of ubiquitin levels on recombinant protein production was further 

investigated with a second heterologous product, the human senescence-influencing 

protein prohibitin, encoded by hPH Bl. PH Bl functions as a candidate tumour 

suppressor gene in the cellular senescence process and has been implicated in the 

development of breast cancer. Human PH Bl acts to negatively regulate cellular 

proliferation and microinjection of PHBl mRNA is able to stop the DNA synthesis of 

both normal fibroblasts and HeLa cells. Thus manipulation of prohibitin may have a 

therapeutic role in cancer therapy (Nuell et a l 1991).

Yeast has two prohibitin genes, P H B l and PHB2, encoding proteins highly 

homologous to human prohibitin, hPHBl (Coates et a l 1997). Deletion of either gene 

shortens life span, which in yeast is measured by the number of times a cell can divide 

{S.cerevisiae ageing is reviewed by Austrico 1996; Jazwinski 1996). The use of 

mitochondrial-depleted yeast mutants revealed an interaction of PHBl with a second 

ageing gene, RAS2.RAS2 senses and responds to environmental stimuli such as 

starvation, oxidative stress and heat shock. Overexpression of RAS2 extends life-span, 

postponing yeast senescence. Genetic data has suggested that PHBl acts upstream of 

RAS2 by down regulating its activity, but prohibitin’s exact function is unknown.

To express human prohibitin it was necessary to construct a yeast vector in which 

plasmid based hPHBl expression was induced by stationary phase conditions. The 

yeast-E.co/i shuttle vector, pWYG2L (Fig. 3.7b) contains the catabolite repressed 

yeast AD/72 promoter and therefore provided a backbone for plasmid constmction. A 

further consideration in the expression of hPHBl was detection of the final gene 

product. The Invitrogen E.coli expression vector, pRSETC (Fig. 3.7a) provides an 

upstream in-frame coding sequence for a poly histidine metal binding domain (or 

histag) which can aid purification of the final protein. Moreover, Invitrogen have
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recently produced a mouse monoclonal antibody directed to the peptide sequence 

found between the histag and the multiple cloning site. This motif, termed the ‘Xpress 

epitope % allows for rapid immunodetection of the histagged protein. Therefore, 

hPH Bl coding sequences were first cloned into pRSETC, before the histagged 

fragment was inserted behind the ADH2 promoter of pWYG2L to generate the 

expression vector pWYGPHBl (Fig. 3.7).

3.6.1 Construction of pWYGPHBl

Construction of the vector for the expression of histagged prohibitin is schematically 

represented in figure 3.7. PCR amplification of the human prohibitin gene, by primers 

1 and 2, generated the PHBl ORF flanked by restriction sites for BamHl (upstream) 

and Xhol (downstream). An excess of the BamHl/Xhol digested PCR fragment was 

ligated into the multiple cloning site of pRSETC, to generate the E.coli histagged 

prohibitin expression vector, pRSETCPHBl (Fig. 3.7a). Ligations were transformed 

into the E.coli strain XL/blue to allow selection of recombinants by blue/white 

selection.

PCR amplification of the histagged prohibitin coding sequence, by primers 3 and 4, 

generated His^-vPHBl flanked by the restriction sites Avril (upstream) and Notl 

(downstream). An excess of the Avrll/Notl digested fragment was ligated into the 

multiple cloning site of pWYG2L to generate the S.cerevisiae expression vector 

pWYGPHBl (Fig. 3.7b).

pWYGPHBl contains a LEU2-d gene for plasmid selection in leu2 yeast strains. 

Since the polyubiquitin gene of SUB63 was disrupted by the integration of a LEU2 

containing cassette (Finley et al. 1987), SUB63 was unsuitable for transformation by 

pWYGPHBl. Therefore the coding region of the UBI4 gene of SUB61 was totally 

deleted by the integration of a PCR-generated KanMX4 cassette (Wach et al. 1994) 

containing UBI4 flanking sequences, generating the strain SUB61Am^z4 (Section 

2.9.2). Aubi4 yeast colonies were isolated by their resistance to G418 and correct 

cassette integration at the UBI4 locus was verified by PCR (data not shown).
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Figure 3.1,a. Construction of the bacterial expression vector pRSETC+ PHBl

Primer

5' cccgggaagcttggatccgtatggctgccaaagtgtttga

human PHB1I

«

BamHI/XhoI 
fragment ligated 
into pRSETC at 
multple cloning site

ggaggtcgacggggtcactcgagctcttcgaagggccc 5' 

<  Primer 2

pRSETC
2.9kb

pRSETC+PHBl

Term,

Vector creation: 
following BamHI/XhoI 
digestion the P H B 1 
fragment was gene cleaned 
and ligated into pRSETC 
at MCS.
pRSETC provides an 
inframe polyhistidine tag 
(His 6), with His 6 PHBl 
expression being driven by 
the T7 promoter (PT7).
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Figure 3.7.b. Construction of the Yeast:E.Co/f shuttle vector pWYGPHBl.

Primer 3

5' ccggcctaggatgcggggttctcatcat

>
<

acggggtcactccgccggcgcgcgcg 5' 

<  Primer 4

X = Xpress epitope

AvrII/Notl 
fragment ligated 
into pW YG2L at 
MCS.

pWYG2L
13kb

Mes

pWYGPHBl

Vector creation:
The His 6 PHB 1 sequence 
was amplified from 
pRSETC by PCR. 
Following A vril/ Notl 
digestion the fragment was 
gene cleaned and ligated 
into pWYG2L at the MCS.

PHB 1 expression is driven 
by the catabolite repressed 
yeast ADH2  promoter, 
producing polyhistidine 
tagged prohibitin.
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3.6.2 Analysis of Prohibitin expression

pWYG2L and pWYGPHBl were used to transform both SUB61 and SUB61AmZ7ï4 to 

leucine prototrophy. Transformants were obtained and grown to exponential phase on 

glucose defined media, then transferred to glycerol (time Oh) to induce ADH2 

promoter activity and thus production of histagged prohibitin. Cell aliquots were 

removed at 24, 48 and 72 hours, pelleted and disrupted in SDS extraction buffer. 

Proteins from the crude extracts were separated by SDS-PAGE and the presence of 

the Xpress epitope detected by immunodetection with the Xpress monoclonal 

antibody (Invitrogen). Western blotting detected trace levels of a protein of the correct 

size (30kDa) in SUB61-pWYGPHBl but not SUB61-pWYG2L samples (data not 

shown). Prohibitin production was poor, only appearing after 48 hours cultivation and 

being undetected in 72 hour samples.

In several attempts at transformation it proved impossible to transform SUB61Aw6W 

cells with pWYGPHBl, although these cells could be transformed with vector minus 

the PH Bl gene (pWYG2L). This failure may be due to toxicity of the prohibitin 

protein in ubi4  cells. The introduction of pGALUBM (Chen et al. 1994) into 

SUB61Am^ï4 cells allowed subsequent transformation with pWYGPHBl when cells 

were plated on galactose. The plasmid pGALUBM contains the yeast polyubiquitin 

gene, UBI4, under the control of the GALl promoter, together with URA3 for plasmid 

selection in yeast. This vector was used to transform SUB61Aw6W cells to uracil 

prototrophy, generating the transformant, SUB61Am^i4+GUB. By maintaining 

transformants on galactose UBI4 expression was ensured, providing cells with 

adequate supplies of free ubiquitin. SUB61AmZ?/4 +GUB cells were grown to 

exponential phase in selective galactose based medium and co-transformed to leucine 

prototrophy with the prohibitin expression vector pWYGPHBl, generating the 

transformants SUB61 Aw6W+GUB4-PHB1. Double transformants were selected on 

YNBGal deficient in both leucine and uracil. When replica plated to glucose 

containing plates (YNBD) these transformants displayed very weak growth, even
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though the ADH2 promoter activity of pWYGPHB was low. Transfer to glucose 

downregulates GALl promoter activity, preventing UBI4 expression and decreasing 

the quantity of intracellular ubiquitin available to the cell. Downregulation of 

ubiquitin expression is therefore responsible for the poor growth of 

SUB61AmZ?/^+PHB1 cells.

These results indicated that introduction of the hP H B l episomal vector 

(pWYGPHBl) is only possible in UBI4 cells, in which high turnover of the 

overproduced prohibitin protein is possible. Part of the problem could be choice of 

vector. pWYG2L uses LEU2-d for selection. The weak expression of this gene causes 

high plasmid copy numbers (Section 1.6.2.1) and therefore high hPHBl gene dosage 

in transformant cells grown in the absence of leucine. The toxicity that this high 

hPHBl gene dosage appears to cause to ubi4- cells could be partly overcome with the 

réintroduction of a UBI4 gene expressed from the GALl promoter (pGALUBM). It is 

probable therefore that introduction of the prohibitin expression vector requires the 

complete ubiquitination system of SUB61AmZ?/4+GUB. The prohibitin toxicity 

apparent in SlJB6lAubi4+G\JB+ PWYGPHBl cells is clearly due to reduction in 

ubiquitin levels, suggesting that overproduction of the human ageing protein 

prohibitin is toxic to cells with a reduced capacity for selective ubiquitin-mediated 

proteolysis. hP H B l expression and prohibitin production in S.cerevisiae cells 

(SUB61+PHB1) is low, probably due to rapid proteolysis. In retrospect human 

prohibitin may not have been a good choice of recombinant product for accumulation 

in yeast cells entering stationary phase.
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3.7 Summary

The main conclusions drawn from the work presented in this chapter are:-

1. Depletion of intracellular ubiquitin pools, through the disruption of UBI4, decreases 

selective ubiquitin-mediated degradation and allows for the accumulation of 

overproduced homologous GO proteins (such as Adh2 and Hsp82) in stationary phase 

cells (Figs. 3.2, 3.3 & 3.5). As total protein concentration of the cultures is also 

increased by this mutation (data not shown) this effect is probably not protein 

specific. The use of ubi4 strains may therefore assist overproduction of other yeast 

proteins which are induced by catabolite derepression or starvation.

2. Depletion of vacuolar protease activities hinders both Adh2 enzyme production and 

cell growth, with both pep4-3, UBI4 and pep4-3, ubi4 cells displaying low Adh 

activity (Fig. 3.4) and reduced viability as cultures enter stationary phase pep4-3 cells 

have previously been found to lose viability when nitrogen starved (Jones 1991).

3. ubi4- cells displayed an increased STRE-regulated overproduction of E.coli (3- 

galactosidase 5h after transfer from glucose to glycerol, but failed to accumulate large 

quantities of active enzyme in stationary phase (Fig. 3.6), unlike with expression of 

homologous Adh2 and Hsp90 (Figs. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.5). Possibly, p-galactosidase is a 

protein of intermediate stability, less stable than native Adh2 or Hsp82, but more 

stable than recombinant human prohibitin in yeast cells. Low level p-galactosidase 

production occurred in both UBI4+ (SUB61-LacZ) and ubl4- (SUB63-LacZ) strains 

throughout the experimental time course (Fig. 3.6.). Poor enzyme yield may be 

attributed to a number of factors, including low level induction of the STRE-LacZ 

cassette and, since pep4-3 cells display higher LacZ expression levels (Kirk & Piper 

1991), vacuolar proteolysis of the final gene product (STRE-LacZ expression was not 

studied in pep4-3 cells).
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4. Introduction of a high copy number plasmid for production of the human protein, 

prohibitin, has toxic effects that totally prevent growth in ubi4- cells (SUB61 AwW- 

PHBl), but which are less severe in isogenic UBI4+ cells (SUB61-PHB1). The 

stationary phase induced ubiquitination system of SUB61-PHBl cells (UBI4) 

probably ensures that low prohibitin expression levels are maintained. Although 

introduction of the vector for PH B l expression in ubiquitin-depleted cells 

(SUB61Aw6W -PHBl) is apparently lethal, this lethality can be rescued by the 

introduction of a galactose inducible polyubiquitin cassette (pGALUBM).
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Chapter 4; Evidence that the partial proteolysis of Hsp82 in 

stationary phase S.cerevisiae cells is ubiquitin-mediated. 

4.0 Introduction

Study of the overexpression of the homologous HSP82 gene in S.cerevisiae cells lead 

to the discovery of a partial degradative event (Section 3.3.), the overexpressed 

Hsp82 protein accumulating as relatively stable proteolytic fragments in stationary 

phase cells. Such degradation does not occur when the same gene is overexpressed by 

heat-shocking exponential phase cultures (Cheng et a l 1992). It was studied in more 

detail since only a very few examples of ubiquitin-mediated partial proteolysis have 

been found to date, all in mammalian systems. Most proteins targeted for degradation 

are totally and rapidly degraded. Examples of ubiquitination leading to incomplete 

breakdown include:

• The incomplete breakdown of the neurological protein Tau, producing 
stable C-terminal fragments which assemble into the neurofibrillar tangles 
symptomatic of Alzheimer’s disease (Section 1.4.1.3: Yang & Ksiezak- 
Reding 1995);

• Maturation of the multiple transcription factors of the Nf-KB family, 

requiring the controlled partial breakdown of the subunit precursor, p i05 
(Section 1.4.1.2: Palombella et a l 1994: Ciechanover et a l 1995). In this case 
it is the N-terminal region of the protein which is stable.

There have, up to now, been no proven examples of partial protein degradation in 

yeast. Nevertheless there are reports that fragments of Hsp90 are important antigens 

in host responses to fungal pathogens, notably C.albicans (Matthews et a l 1991; 

Hodgetts et a l 1996). The large number of yeast mutants defective in proteolysis and 

ubiquitination should make yeast an ideal system in which to study the molecular 

determinants of partial proteolysis. This chapter describes further analysis of the 

partial degradation of yeast Hsp90, discovered in Section 3.3. The production of
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domain-specific anti-yeast Hsp90 anti sera assisted these studies into the partial 

proteolysis of Hsp82 (Section 2.14.4)

Hsp90 is composed of two domains linked by a highly charged linker region. 

Mutational analysis has shown that this linker and the highly conserved carboxyl 

motif MEEVD are both non-essential (Louvion et a l 1996). Interestingly, the related 

carboxyl EEVD sequence of HspTO is essential for chaperone function. 

Crystallisation of the amino terminus of yeast Hsp90 shows a structure composed of 

an eight stranded p-sheet, covered on one face by a-helices. This domain crystallises 

as a dimer, with the highly twisted P-sheets of the two monomers forming a continual 

hydrogen bonded 16 stranded sheet (Prodromou et a l 1997a).

Hsp90 is highly conserved, being one of the most abundant proteins within eukaryotic 

cytoplasm. These factors together with the inviability of yeast double deletion 

mutants suggest that Hsp90 provides an essential function. However the exact role of 

Hsp90 remains elusive (Jakob & Buchner 1994). Hsp90 has roles in the activation of 

many proteins involved in cell cycle control, signal transduction and the steroid 

hormone response (Hu & Seeger 1996; Smith et a l 1995; Stancato et a l 1996). It is 

believed that Hsp90 functions in protein renaturation by complexing with a range of 

other chaperones and proteins, including HspTO, YDJ-1 and various immunophilins 

(Freeman & Morimoto 1996; Hoffman & Handschumacher 1995; Schumacher et a l 

1996; Schneider et a l 1996). Previous studies with HspTO have suggested proteins 

are refolded by several ATP-dependent cycles of the chaperone binding and releasing 

parts of the target peptide (Ciechanover et a l 1995). Recent co-crystallisation of the 

Hsp90 N-terminus with ATP identified a ADP/ATP-binding site, and it has been 

suggested that ATPase action has a role in the chaperone activity of Hsp90 

(Prodromou a/. 199Tb).
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4.1. Hsp90 undergoes partial degradation in stationary phase yeast 

cells.

The incomplete degradation of much of the Hsp90 in stationary phase yeast cells was 

originally discovered during the overexpression of HSP82 in stationary phase cultures 

of SUB61 and SUB63 cells bearing YEplac 195-HSP82 (Section 3.3; Fig. 3.5). This 

proteolysis is visible on Coomassie stained SDS-PAGE gels, as proteolytic fragments 

of Hsp82 accumulate in stationary phase crude extracts (Fig. 3.5). As shown later in 

Section 4.6., this proteolysis is of Hsp82 and not the 97% homologous Hsc82. In the 

ensuing discussion “Hsp90” refers to the total Hsc82 plus Hsp82 populations, both of 

which are detected by the antisera used in this study; “Hsp82” refers to Hsp82- 

specific proteolytic events.

It was found that cells expressing normal levels of Hsp82, also displayed incomplete 

degradation of much of this protein as they entered stationary phase. This finding 

allowed us to study this process in many wild type and mutant strains in rich medium. 

Such culture conditions were found to provide better cell growth and more 

reproducible partial Hsp82 degradation.

In general, the partial proteolysis of Hsp82 in cells not overexpressing this protein 

results in four main proteolytic fragments, whose approximate sizes are shown on 

Figure 4.1. Domain specific polyclonal antisera were used to show that these 

proteolytic fragments all derive from the C-terminal domain, with antisera specific to 

the N-terminal domain only detecting the intact 82kDa (Hsp82 and Hsc82) protein 

(Fig. 4.2). Partial proteolysis proceeded as cells progressed into stationary phase, the 

intensity of the full sized 82kDa band diminishing as the intensities of stable 

proteolytic fragment bands (75kDa, 47kDa, 30kDa) slowly increased, so that after 96 

hours cultivation the majority of the Hsp82 occurs in a fragmented form (Fig. 4.1).
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Figure 4.1. Comparison of the partial degradation of Hsp90 in stationary 

cultures of the UBI4+ and ubi4- strains, SUB61 and SUB63, by the 

immunodetection of Hsp90 fragments extracted from cell samples taken after 24, 

72, 96 or 120 hours cultivation.

SUB61 and SUB63 were cultivated in YEPD, with samples taken after 24, 72, 96 or 

120 hours cultivation. Total soluble cellular protein was extracted in non-SDS 

extraction buffer and separated by SDS-PAGE (12.5% gel). Following western 

transfer, Hsp90 proteins were immunodetected with a polyclonal rabbit antibody to 

the Hsp82 C-terminal domain. This figure demonstrates the partial proteolysis of 

Hsp90 in stationary phase yeast cells, as well as the delayed degradation in cells with 

reduced ubiquitin levels (SUB63).

SUB61 SUB63

24 72 96 120 24 72 96 120

Hsp82

- 75kDa

47kDa

30kDa
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Fig. 4.2. Domain specific antisera shows that stable Hsp90 fragments are derived 

from the C-terminal domain of Hsp90.

The strain PMYl.l (Table 3) was cultivated on YEPD, with samples taken after 24, 

48 and 96 hours cultivation. Total soluble protein was extracted and separated by 

SDS-PAGE. Following western transfer, Hsp90 proteins were immunodetected with 

polyclonal rabbit antisera directed at either the N-terminal (as seen on the left), or the 

C-terminal domains (shown on the right). This figure shows that Hsp90 stable 

proteolytic fragments are only detected by antisera to the proteins C-terminus and 

therefore these peptides derive from the C-domain of Hsp90.

N-terminal C-teminal

24 48 96 24 48 96

_ H sp 82_

47kDa_

K

-112

-86

-70

-57

-39

-36
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4.2 The partial proteolysis of S.cerevisiae Hsp82 is similar to that of 

the C.albicans Hsp90 protein.

Both S.cerevisiae and C.albicans cells were grown to stationary phase (96h) in rich 

media, disrupted and total soluble proteins extracted (Section 2.11.1). Protein extracts 

were separated by SDS-PAGE (12.% gel) and Hsp90 fragments visualised by 

immunodetection with Hsp82 C-terminal polyclonal antisera. The resultant blot (Fig. 

4.3.) shows the Hsp90 fragments of S.cerevisiae cells (Strain S150; Table 3) and 

C.albicans (this Hsp90 is also detected by antisera to S.cerevisiae Hsp82). The 

Hsp90s of both yeast species undergo a partial proteolysis at stationary phase to yield 

similar sized fragments. Of particular interest are the fragments of 47kDa, as patients 

which are recovering from systemic candidasis produce antibodies against a 47kDa 

C-terminal Hsp90 breakdown product (Matthews et al, 1991; Franklyn & 

Warmington 1994).
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Fig. 4.3. The Hsp90 of C.albicans also undergoes a stationary phase partial 

proteolysis to give fragments of similar sizes to those of GO S.cerevisiae cells.

This blot displays the peptide fragments resulting from the stationary phase induced 

partial proteolysis of Hsp90 in both S.cerevisiae (SI50) and C.albicans. Yeasts were 

cultured for 96 hours in rich media (YEPD), disrupted and total soluble protein 

separated by SDS-PAGE. Hsp90 proteins were visualised by immunoblotting.

S .cerev is ia e  C .a lb ica m

-Hsp82,

47kDa —
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4.3 Loss of polyubiquitin gene function slows Hsp90 partial 

proteolysis in stationary phase cells.

The effect of depleting intracellular ubiquitin on stationary phase Hsp90 degradation 

was investigated by comparing crude soluble protein extracts from UBI4+ (SUB61) 

and ubi4- (SUB63) strains. Soluble proteins were extracted from these strains, after 

24, 72, 96 and 120 hours cultivation in rich medium (YEPD; Section 2.4.2). Equal 

quantities of soluble protein were separated by SDS-PAGE and, following western 

blotting, Hsp90 proteins were immunodetected by a polyclonal rabbit antisera raised 

against the C-terminal domain of yeast Hsp82 (Section 2.14.4). As shown in figure 

4.1. (lanes 1 to 4) the degradation of Hsp90 in UBI4+ yeast increases as cells 

progress into stationary phase. The intensities of bands corresponding to the 

fragments of Hsp82 increases, whilst the intact protein largely disappears. After 120 

hours cultivation, most Hsp90 occurs as fragments of sizes 75kDa, 47kDa and 30kDa. 

Lanes 5 to 8 reveal the Hsp90 peptides obtained from ubi4 mutant cells (SUB63) 

under the same growth conditions. Hsp90 partial degradation is retarded in such 

ubiquitin depleted cells, with intact Hsp90 present in all sampling points. By 120h the 

majority of the Hsp90 remains intact in this strain, with the 75kDa, and 47kDa 

proteolytic fragments being present only in low quantities.

Figure 4.1 therefore shows that ubiquitin levels affect partial proteolysis of Hsp90 in 

stationary phase yeast cells. As loss of UBI4 hinders partial Hsp90 degradation, this 

degradation would appear to involve ubiquitination. In UBI4+ cells proteolysis 

appears to occur in a step-wise fashion, with the intact protein being first cleaved to 

75kDa, then to 47kDa and finally into smaller fragments. The depletion of 

intracellular ubiquitin retards this partial proteolysis, such that the Hsp90 fragments 

extracted from the ubi4 mutant cells at 120h resemble those extracted from the 24h 

UBI4+ cells (Fig. 4.1).
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4.4 Reduction in vacuolar proteolytic activities does not alter the 

partial degradation of Hsp90.

To ascertain the role of the vacuolar proteolytic system in partial Hsp90 degradation 

(Section 1.1.1), the crude soluble proteins extracted from PEP4+ and pep4-3- cells 

were compared. Strains S150 (PEP4+) and BJ2168 (pep4-3) (Table 3) were grown to 

stationary phase in YEPD, cells being harvested at 24, 72, 96 and 120h after 

inoculation. Crude protein extracts were prepared and Hsp90 fragments 

immunodetected as with previous experiments (Section 4.3). The blot (Fig. 4.4) 

shows that the Hsp90 fragments from the PEP4+ cells at 24, 72, 96 and 120 hours 

(lanes 1-4), are virtually indistinguishable from those accumulated by pep4-3 cells at 

24, 72, 96 and 120 hours (lanes 5-8) and are essentially similar to those found in 

stationary phase SUB61 cells (Fig. 4.1). Hsp90, intact at 24h appears to be cleaved 

into peptides mainly 75kDa and 47kDa in size, during the experimental time course. 

Following 120h cultivation most Hsp90 exists as relatively stable fragments in both 

PEP4+ and pep4-3 cells. Therefore partial degradation of Hsp90 in stationary phase 

yeast does not depend on activity of vacuolar proteases.
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Fig. 4.4: The partial degradation of Hsp90 is unaffected by inactivation of 

vacuolar proteases.

Strains S150 (PEP4) and BJ2168 (pep4-3) were grown to stationary phase in YEPD, 

with cell samples being taken 24, 72, 96 and 120h after inoculation. Crude soluble 

protein was extracted and Hsp90 proteins immunodetected as with previous 

experiments (Fig. 4.1) This figure shows that Hsp90 incomplete proteolysis is not 

impeded in BJ2168 cells with their diminished vacuolar proteolytic capacity.

S\50{PEP4) Bm68{pep4-3)

24 - 72 96 120 ' 24_____ 72________ 96 120

_H sp82_

_47kDa

K
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4.5 Degradation of Hsp90 is prevented by loss of the Sxerevisiae 

ubiquitin conjugation Enzymes Ubc4 and Ubc5.

The results shown above suggest that partial proteolysis of Hsp90 is dependent on the 

cytoplasmic ubiquitination system (Fig. 4.1), not on the vacuolar degradative system 

(Fig. 4.4). In order to further understand the role of ubiquitination in Hsp90 partial 

proteolysis, several yeast strains carrying mutations in the ubiquitin proteolytic 

system (Table 5) were grown at 30°C to stationary phase in rich glucose medium 

(YEPD). Cells were disrupted 96h after inoculation into 200ml YEPD, from freshly 

grown YEPD plates and crude protein extracts prepared. Hsp90 fragments were 

immunodetected by rabbit polyclonal antisera raised against the Hsp82 C-domain (an 

antiserum that cross reacts with both Hsp82 and Hsc82; Section 2.14.4).

The partial degradation of Hsp90 was unaffected in most of ubiquitination system 

mutants tested (Table 5), all of which were HSC82+, HSP82+ and isogenic to 

SUB62. Figure 4.5 displays the Hsp90 degradative products extracted from 96h 

cultures of the wild type strain SUB62, and mutants SUB62AwZ?c7, 

S\J^62àubc4::Aubc5, SUB62AmZ7c8, SUB62Aw6c70, SUB62AwZ?c7 7 and 

SUB62AmZ7c72 . In SUB62 cells most of Hsp90 is present as proteolytic fragments 

and very little intact protein remains. The partial proteolysis of Hsp90 in the ubcl, 

ubclO, ubcll, and ubcl2 mutants was virtually indistinguishable from that of wild 

type cells (Fig. 4.5). However, this proteolysis was largely prevented in the mutant 

SUB62Am^c4.'.*AmZ7c5, which lacks enzymes Ubc4 and Ubc5. Interestingly, the 

mutant SUB62Aubc8 also shows an altered degradation. Aubc8 cells do not possess 

any intact protein at 96 hours, nor fragments of 75 or 47kDa and it appears that 

Hsp90 proteolysis in this strain has resulted solely in the accumulation of small 

proteolytic fragments.

The roles of Ubc4 and Ubc5 are thought to be identical, since only the double 

knockout {Aubc4::Aubc5) displays a phenotype (Seufert & Jentsch 1990). Their
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action in the partial proteolysis of Hsp90 may be direct, with these enzymes being 

responsible for ubiquitin conjugation to the Hsp82 isoform of Hsp90 (Section 4.6). 

However, Ubc4/Ubc5 have been implicated in the bulk turnover of many short-lived 

proteins (Section 1.2.4.1 Seufert & Jentsch 1990) and therefore, it is possible that 

these enzymes affect Hsp82 proteolysis indirectly, by ubiquitination of a second 

unknown protein involved in recognition of Hsp82 for degradation.
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Table 4. Yeast mutants of the ubiquitîn-conjugation pathway used in this study.

Strain Mutation Effect on Hsp90 Partial 
proteolysis

SUB62 Wild type no effect

SUB62Aubcl Loss of Ubcl no effect

SUB 62 A Loss of Ubc2 no effect

SUB62mZ?c5 Mutation in essential 
Ubc3

no effect

SVB62 Aubc4Aubc5 Loss of Uhc4 and 
UhcS

Delays onset of Hsp90 proteolysis

SUB62Aubc6Aubc7 Loss of Ubc6 and Ubc7 no effect

SUB62AmZ?c7 Loss of Ubc7 no effect

SUB62Am̂ c3 Loss of Ubc8 Changes in SDS-PAGE banding 
pattern

SUB62mZ7c9 Mutation in essential 
Ubc9

no effect

SUB62AwW0 Loss of Ubcl0 no effect

SUB62AM^ci7 Loss of U bcll no effect

S\]B62Aubcl2 Loss of Ubcl2 no effect

S\JB62Aubcl3 Loss of Ubcl3 no e f f e c t .................

SXJB62 Aubrl Loss of Ubrl no effect
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Fig 4.5. The partial proteolysis of Hsp90 in stationary phase cells carrying 

various disruptions to the yeast ubiquitin conjugating machinery.

A comparison of the Hsp90 partial proteolysis in mutants lacking specific Ubc 

enzymes and their isogenic wild-type, SUB62. Yeast cells were cultured at 30°C in 

YEPD for 96 hours, before being pelleted, their soluble proteins extracted and Hsp90 

fragments (Hsc82 and Hsp82) immunodetected as with previous experiments (Fig. 

4.1). This figure confirms the involvement of ubiquitin in Hsp90 degradation, since 

this degradation is absent in cells deficient in the Ubc4 and Ubc5 enzymes.

SUB62 ^ubcl hubc4/5 Aubc8 AiibclO Aubcll Aubcl2

» -Hsp82

75kDa

t7kDa

,30kDa
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4.6. Partial proteolysis is confined to the stress and starvation 

induced HSP82 gene product, with the constitutive protein (Hsc82) 

remaining intact in 120 hour yeast cells.

S.cerevisiae has two genes which encode 97% homologous forms of Hsp90 

(Borkovich et al. 1989). Whereas HSP82 is stress induced, HSC82 is constitutively 

expressed. Disruption to both genes is lethal (Borkovich et at. 1989). It was necessary 

to ascertain if both proteins underwent partial proteolysis in stationary phase yeast 

cells. To entirely delete the coding sequences of either gene, the strain S150 was 

transformed to G418 resistance using PCR generated KanMX4 cassettes with 

flanking sequences homologous to the HSP82 and HSC82 genomic loci.

KanMX4 deletion cassettes were generated by Long-Flanking Homology PCR 

(Wach. 1996; LFH-PCR; Fig.4.6). This technique utilised two rounds of PCR. In the 

first PCR upstream and downstream flanking regions of the targeted ORF were 

amplified by primers LI, L2, L3 and L4 (Primers listed in Table 6). These amplified 

fragments were denatured to single strands to be used as primers for the second round 

of PCR. In this PCR the KanMX4 gene was used as DNA template in generating a 

KanMX4 deletion cassette, with homologous flanking sequences which allows for 

integration and disruption of the targeted genomic ORF. The primers used in the 

generation of KanMX4 deletion cassettes for the disruption of the genomic HSC82 

and HSP82 genes are listed in Table 6. Transformation of these integrative cassettes 

into strain S150 generated the single gene knock-out strains Sl50Ahsp82:: KanMX4 

and S\50Ahsc82::KanMX4 (Fig. 4.6.; Table 6). Correct gene deletions were verified 

by PCR (Section 4.6.1; Fig. 4.6) using primers listed in Tables 7 and 8.
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Fig. 4.6: The Production of KanMX4 deletion cassette by Long Flanking 
Homology PCR (LFH-PCR)
Primers used in the generation of HSP82 and HSC82 KanMX4 deletion cassettes are 
listed in Table 6.

21^  ORF genome-

marker

marker

S.cerevisiae cells containing the correctly targeted KanMX4 cassette were identified 
by PCR analysis using primers listed in Table 7 (HSC82) and Table 8 (HSP82).

PI

P I

P5

ATG ORF

P2
P4

KanMH4

P3

P 6

P6
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Table 6. Primers used for the generation of KanMX4 knockout cassettes bv 

Lon^-FIanking Homology PCR (LFH-PCR).

^rimers used for HSP82 deletion cassette generation.

LI HSP82-5’ tta
ac

act cat acg ctt gtc homologous to region 300 bp 
upstream of HSP82

L2 HSP82- ggg gat ccg ttc gac ctg First 25bp homologous to region
5’L cag cgt acg cat ate ttt within KanMX4. Remaining

gcg tgt ttt gtt tgt gc sequence immediately upstream
from HSP82 second codon.
(initiation codon in bold)

L3 HSP82- gt tta aac gag etc gaa First 25bp homologous to region
3’L ttc ate gat tag gta gaa within KanMX4. Remaining

cat cat ggc ctt g sequence immediately 
downstream of HSP82 stop 
codon, shown in bold.

L4 HSP82-3’ cat
a?

acc ctt tat ctt cgc homologous to region lOObp 
downstream of HSP82

Primers used for HSC82 deletion cassette generation.

LI HSC82-5’ cat
acc

aga aca gca gcc att homologous to region 300 bp 
upstream of HSC82

L2 HSC82-5’L gg gga tcc gtc gac ctg First 25bp homologous to region

cag cgt acg cat att tea within KanMX4. Remaining

gaa tga ttc tat ttc sequence immediately upstream 
from HSC82 second codon, 
(initiation codon in bold)

L3 HSC82-3’L gt tta aac gag etc gaa First 25bp homologous to region

ttc ate gat tga tct ctt within KanMX4. Remaining

ttt teg cet tea tg sequence immediately 
downstream of HSC82 stop 
codon, shown in bold.

L4 HSC82-3’ agg
tc

cgc gta aag cag gaa homologous to region lOObp 
downstream of HSC82
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4.6.1 PCR verification of KanMX4 cassette insertion at HSC82 and HSP82 loci.

PCR was used to screen colonies for KanMX4 cassette insertion at the HSC82 and 

HSP82 genomic loci (Primers are listed in Tables 7 and 8). Single colonies were 

picked, suspended in a small volume of lysis buffer (1.2M sorbitol, lOOmM Na2P04

[pH7.4], 2.5mg/ml lyticase) and incubated for 5 min. at 28°C. 0.5fxl of the resulting 

spheroplasts were used for genomic DNA template for the PCR reactions. The 

position of the primers listed in Tables 7 and 8, can be seen in Fig. 4.6b. Primers 

HSP82-3CB (P6) and HSP82-5CB (PI) are specific to upstream and downstream 

regions of the HSP82 gene, likewise, primers HSC82-3CB (P6) and HSC82-5CB (PI) 

are HSC82 specific. However, the primers HSP3-Bam58 (P2) and HSP-C-Term (P5) 

will anneal to both genes and therefore can be used in the verification of disruption at 

both theHSC82 and HSP82 loci. Primers Kan F (P4) and Kan R (P5) are specific to 

the KanMX4 cassette. 50|xl PCR reactions containing required primers, 0.5|xl 

spheroplasts and 0.375|il Taq polymerase, proceeded at 94°C for 15 secs, 

(dénaturation), 45°C for 30 secs, (annealing) and 72°C for 1 min (extension), for 50 

cycles.
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Table 7. The primers used in PCR verification of HSC82 ^ene deletions
Primer Sequence Position

PI HSC82-5CB cgt gat caa gat gaa gat tac 395bp upstream of ATG
(5' junction)

P2 HSP3- eg gac gga tcc taa tgg aat tgg 680bp downstream of
Bam58 aac ttc ctt ttc ATG (5' junction)

P3 Kan R aag act gtc aag gag ggt 138bp downstream of
ATG (5' junction)

P4 Kan F cct cga cat cat gtg ccc 153bp upstream from
3'junction (stop)

P5 HSP-C- eg gac gga tcc atg get age tgc 1179bp upstream of
Term gaa ttt aga get atg ttg ttc 3' junction (stop)

att
P6 HSC82-3CB ctt taa gga cag ctg gta gg 192bp downstream of

3' junction (stop)

Position of these primers can be seen in Fig. 4.6.a. If the HSC82 loci is undisrupted, 
PCR will generate fragments of 1075bp (5’ junction) and 1374bp (3'junction). If 
disrupted by KanMX4 cassette insertion, PCR will generate 533bp (5’ junction) and 
348bp (3’ junction) fragments.

Table 8. The primers used in PCR verification of HSP82 gene deletions
Primer Sequence Position

PI HSP82-5CB etc tct caa cac agt aat cc 404bp upstream of ATG 
(5' junction)

P2 HSP3-
Bam58

eg gac gga tcc taa tgg aat 
aac ttc ctt ttc

tgg 680bp downstream of 
ATG (5' junction)

P3 Kan R aag act gtc aag gag ggt 138bp downstream of 
ATG (5’ junction)

P4 Kan F cct cga cat cat gtg ccc 153bp upstream from 
3'junction (stop)

P5 HSP-C- eg gac gga tcc atg get age tgc 1179bp upstream of
Term gaa ttt aga get atg ttg 

att
ttc 3’ junction (stop)

P6 HSP82-3CB gtt etc gtt cga get eta c 357bp downstream of 
3' junction (stop)

Position of these primers can be seen in Fig. 4.6.a. If the HSP82 loci is undisrupted, 

PCR will generate fragments of 1084bp (5’ junction) and 1536bp (3'junction). If 

disrupted by KanMX4 cassette insertion, PCR will generate 542bp (5' junction) and 

510bp (3' junction) fragments.
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4.6.2 Analysis of Hsp90 degradation in stationary phase single knockout strains 

S150AhspS2::KanMX4 and S150Ahsc82::KanMX4.

In strains S150Ahsp82:: KanMX4 and S\50Ahsc82::KanMX4, HSP82 or

HSC82 coding sequences respectively have been totally eliminated, so that any 

fragments cross reacting to the anti-Hsp82 C-domain antiserum will arise exclusively 

from expression of the remaining intact Hsp90 gene.

Both knockout strains were cultured to stationary phase in YEPD, with cell samples 

being removed 24, 48, 72 or 120 hours after inoculation from freshly-grown YEPD 

plate cultures. Total soluble cell extracts were separated by SDS-PAGE, transferred 

to a nitro-cellulose membrane and Hsp90 fragments immunodetected as in earlier 

experiments (Fig. 4.7). It is clear from Figure 4.7, that Hsp82 protein undergoes 

partial proteolysis in stationary phase yeast, whereas Hsc82 remains 82kDa in size 

throughout the course of the experiment. At 24 hours the majority of the Hsp82 is 

intact. However as cells progress through to stationary phase this protein is cleaved to 

75kDa and then 47kDa forms, practically all the Hsp82 being present as relatively 

stable proteolytic fragments after 120 hours cultivation.

The experiment in Figure 4.7 therefore yields the surprising result that the stress and 

stationary phase induced Hsp82 possesses a degradative signal that is not present in 

its near identical twin, Hsc82. However this partial proteolysis does not appear to 

affect long term survival of the yeast cell. Long term YEPD cultures of strains 

P M Y l.l, S150, Sl50Ahsp82, Sl50Ahsc82  and PP30/10 (Ahsp82 Ahsc82\ 

YEplacl95HSC82) (Table 3 and Chapter 5) were maintained in stationary phase for 

two months. Every seven day aliquots were plated onto fresh YEPD agar and any 

changes in cell viability monitored. All five strains continued to be revived by the 

fresh media, with no apparent loss to cell viability or alterations in cell growth when 

maintained for two months at room temperature. This is surprising as loss of both 

HSP82 and HSC82 genes leads to inviability (Borkovitch et a l  1989) and Figure 4.7 

indicates that the Sl50Ahsc82 strain possess very little intact Hsp90 protein after 72h 

culture in YEPD.
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Fig 4.7. Western blot to compare stationary phase-induced proteolysis of the 

97 % homologous Hsp82 and Hsc82

Gene knock out strains Sl50Ahsp82 and Sl50Ahsc82 were cultivated in YEPD. As 

before (Fig. 4.1) total soluble protein was extracted at the time points stated and 

Hsp90 immunodetected. This figure displays the different degradations of Hsc82 and 

Hsp82 in stationary phase yeast.
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4.7 Summary

The work in this chapter has begun to unravel some of the factors involved in the 

stationary phase partial degradation of the yeast heat shock protein Hsp82.

1. Hsp90 undergoes a partial proteolysis to produce several relatively stable 

proteolytic fragments in stationary phase S.cerevisiae cells. The use of antisera 

specific for either the N- or C-terminal domains of Hsp90, has shown that these stable 

peptides are derived from the C-terminal domain, with N-domain specific antisera 

only detecting the intact protein (Fig 4.2). The main peptide fragments accumulated 

are of sizes 75kDa, 47kDa and 30kDa (Fig. 4.1).

2. The peptide band of approximately 47kDa is of particular interest. Patients 

suffering from systemic candidosis have high antibody titres directed at a 47kDa C- 

terminal fragment of C.albicans Hsp90 (Matthews et al, 1991; Franklyn & 

Warmington 1994). Unfortunately, attempts to peptide sequence the S.cerevis'iae 

47kDa proteolytic fragment discovered here have so far, been unsuccessful. This 

fragment is amino-terminally blocked and it is therefore unknown if this peptide has 

the same N-terminus as the 47kDa fragment of C.albicans Hsp90. However, the 

fragments from the two yeast species appear to be of equal sizes, as both bands co- 

migrate during SDS-PAGE (Fig. 4.3).

3. Cells with diminished quantities of intracellular ubiquitin (SUB63) show a delay in 

Hsp90 degradation (Fig 4.1). It is therefore likely that ubiquitin conjugation play s a 

key role in this partial proteolysis.

4. Degradation of Hsp90 is independent of vacuolar pro teases. pep4-3 cells fail to 

activate the precursor form of several vacuolar proteases (Section 1.1.1), but display a 

degradation of Hsp90 similar to that of cells with a full complement of vacuolar 

proteases (fig 4.4).
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5. Inactivation of the yeast UBC4/UBC5 genes prevents partial Hsp90 degradation 

(fig 4.5). This indicates that Ubc4/5 are needed for the ubiquitination and subsequent 

degradation of Hsp90 in stationary phase S.cerevisiae cells. Ubc4/5 are yeast 

ubiquitin conjugating enzymes involved in bulk protein turnover and stress survival 

(Section 1.2.4.1; Seufert & Jentsch 1990). It is possible that Ubc4/5 may command 

the ubiquitination of a second unknown protein involved in Hsp90 degradation and 

therefore be indirectly involved in Hsp90 proteolysis.

6. Partial proteolysis is confined to the stress induced H SP82  gene product. 

S.cerevisiae has two genes encoding Hsp90, the stress induced HSP82, and the 

constitutive HSC82. Yeast knock-out strains, were constructed, with total deletions of 

the coding regions of one or the other of these genes (Fig. 4.6), grown to stationary 

phase and their Hsp90 degradations compared. The Hsp82 of stationary phase 

H S P 8 2 :A hsc82  cells underwent partial proteolysis, unlike the Hsc82 of 

Ahsp82:HSC82 cells (Fig. 4.7). This is intriguing as Hsc82 and Hsp82 share 97% 

homology at a peptide level. It suggests that Hsp82 must contain a degradation signal 

absent in Hsc82. Since this signal is presumably contained within the protein 

sequence, the very small (3%) disparity between the Hsp82 and Hsc82 sequences 

should permit identification of sequence determinants for the partial degradation of 

Hsp82. In Chapter 5 an attempt is made to identify these determinants.
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Chapter 5; Construction of a yeast strain for testing the abilities of 

mutant Hsp90 proteins to confer viability, and its exploitation to 

investigate the activity and partial degradation of mutant Hsp82 

proteins.

5.1 Strategy for the expression of mutated HSP82 genes in an Hsp90 

deficient host.

In order to investigate the effects of specific mutations on the capacity of mutant 

Hsp82s to confer viability and undergo partial degradation, it was necessary to 

express single copies of the mutated HSP82 gene in a genetic background devoid of 

any other Hsp90. However, the disruption of both genomic Hsp90 genes (HSP82 and 

HSC82) is lethal to S.cerevisiae cells (Borkovitch et al. 1989). Therefore a yeast 

strain (PP30/10) was generated in which chromosomal HSP82 and HSC82 coding 

sequences are totally replaced by KanMX4 cassettes, viability being conferred by an 

episomal URA3 plasmid containing an intact i/5'C52 gene (YEplacl95-HSC82; Table 

4). As the loss of Hsp90 is lethal to the yeast cell this vector is essential, and retained 

when this double knockout strain is maintained on non-selective medium.

Once generated PP30/10 was used for studying the expression and functionality of 

mutant HSP82 gene products. By inserting a mutant HSP82 (or HSC82) gene on a 

LEU2 Vector, then counterselecting for the URA3 vector, it is possible to show if the 

mutant gene is compatible with viability.

5.2. Generation of the double mutant strain, PP30/10.

The double knockout strain, PP30/10 was generated by two rounds of sporulation 

(Section 2.5), as shown in figure 5.1. The single knockout strains 

Sl50/Shsp82::KanMX4 and S\50/Shsc82::KanM X4  (Fig. 4.6) were used in the 

generation of PP30/10. As both strains are derived from the same parent (S150), they 

are of the same mating type (Mat a), and so cannot be directly crossed. Therefore, it
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was first necessary to generate a Mat a  haploid yeast, in which the HSP82 gene had 

been deleted by KanMX4 insertion. This was achieved by mating 

S 150Ahsp82::KanMX4 with the strain PP2001 (Table 3; Section 2.5; Fig. 5.1 A). 

Spores from the resulting diploid were randomly selected as red (ade-) colonies on 

YEPD+G418 plates, the resistance to the aminoglycoside being indicative of 

KanMX4 gene insertion (i.Q.Ahsp82::KanMX4). Other autotrophic requirements 

ascertained by replica plating onto different selective media.

One M at a  Ahsp82 haploid from this cross was then mated with 

Sl50Ahsc82::KanMX4, the double knockout strain PP30/10 being a single spore 

segregant of this diploid (Fig. 5.IB). However, prior to sporulation of this diploid it 

was necessary to introduce a plasmid borne copies of the HSC82 gene by 

transformation to uracil prototrophy with the episomal plasmid YEplacl95-HSC82 

(Table 4). The Hsc82 protein produced by this plasmid will ensure the survival of 

cells deficient in both genomic Hsp90 genes {HSC82 and HSP82). The YEplacl95- 

HSC82 transformed diploid was sporulated (Section 2.5), then KanMX4 containing 

spores were randomly selected on YEPD+G418. Again red ade- haploids were 

isolated and their auxotrophic requirements ascertained. PCR was used to identify 

spore segregants with the insertion of KanMX4 cassettes at both the HSC82 and 

HSP82 chromosomal loci (Section 4.6.1; Fig. 4.6; Tables 7 and 8). PCR indicated that 

three out of 24 tested haploid colonies had disruptions in both HSC82 and HSP82. 

Following PCR verification, double knockout colonies were also assayed for PrA 

(PEP4) activity (Sections 1.1.1 and 2.12.3). The strain PP30/10 iised for the studies 

below was not deficient in vacuolar proteases.
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Fig 5,1: The double knockout strain PP30/10 + YEplacl95^5C^2 was
generated bv sporulation.

A) Strain ^\StSùJisp82::KanMX4 (Fig. 4.6) was mated with PP2001, in order 
to generate a Mat a  haploid with the hsp82::KanMX4 deletion.

PP2001

Mat a, trpl, ura3, leu2, 
ade2, HIS3, hsc82::LEU2, 
HSP82, pep4-3.

Diploids selected on

S150
Ahsp82::
KanMX4

M ata, trpl, ura3, leu2, 
ADE2, his3, HSC82, 
hsp82::KanMX4, PEP4.

YNBD + TRP, URA; then
Sporulated

Random spores on 
YEPD+G418 

(selects for KanMX4 
cassette.)

Mat a  haploid, 
Ahsp82::KanMX4

Red, adenine deficient, 
haploids were selected. 
Autotrophic requirements 
ascertained, PrA (PEP4) 
activity assayed and
mating type verified.

Mat a, trpl, ura, leu2, ade2, HIS3, 
HSCS2, hsp82::KanMX4, pep4-3.
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Fig 5.1: The double knockout strain PP30/10 + YEplacl95HSC82 

was generated bv sporulation.

B: The red Mat a haploid was mated with S150Ahsc82::KanMX4 to give the 
strain PP30/10, used for studying the expression of HSP82 gene mutations.

Mat a  
Ahsp82:: 
KanMX4

S150
Ahsc82::
KanMX4

Mated

Mat a, trpl, ura3, leu2, 
ADE2, his3, HSP82, 
hsc82::KanMX4, PEP4.

Mat a, trpl, ura3, leu2, 
ade2, HIS3, HSC82, 
hsp82::KanMX4, pep4-3.

Diploid cells
Selected onYNBD+  
TRP, URA and LEU

YEplacl95
+HSC82

Random sporulation

Diploid cells transformed with 
YEplacl95-//S'C52. This plasmid 
produces Hsc82, allowing the 
survival and, therefore, selection 
of colonies with deletions of both 
genomic Hsp90 encoding genes 
{HSC82 and HSP82).

KanMX4 containing spores 
selected on YEPD+G418.

Red, adenine deficient, 
haploids were selected; 
autotrophic 
requirements 
ascertained; KanMX4 
cassette insertion 
verifyed by PCR 
(Section 4.6.1) and PrA 
(PEP4) activity 
assayed.

PF30/10

Mata, trpl. ura3. Ieu2. his3, ade2. 
hsc82::KanMX4. hsp82::KanMX4 

+ YEplacl95-HSC82
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5.3. S.cerevisiae proteins Hsp82 and Hsc82 share 97% homology at 

the peptide sequence level.

Hsp90 and Hsc90 are 97% homologous at the protein sequence level, as shown in the 

alignment of figure 5.2. (adapted from Swoboda et al. 1995). No less than four of the 

disparate 12 amino acids are changes of Hsc82 residues to lysines in Hsp82. Two of 

these lysines (423 and 623) are also present in the C.albicans protein, which 

undergoes a similar partial degradation to S.cerevisiae Hsp82 (Fig. 4.3). As lysines 

are potential sites of ubiquitin conjugation (Section 1.2.1.1) these lysines unique to 

Hsp82 may have an important role in the ubiquitination, leading to partial proteolysis. 

Therefore we proceeded to investigate if the conservative substitution of these lysine 

residues hinders incomplete Hsp82 protein breakdown.

5.4 Site-directed mutagenesis of the four unique Hsp82 Ivsine residues.

The yeast plasmid YCplacl 11-HSP82 houses the entire yeast genes HSP82 and 

LEU2, together with sequences necessary for plasmid replication and selection within 

both E.coli and yeast host cells. Generation of this vector involved ligating the HSP82 

gene, excised by BamHl digestion from plasmid p82.2B (Cheng et al. 1992), into the 

BamHI-cleaved centromeric vector YCplacl 11 (Gietz et al. 1987). As this vector 

contains centromeric sequences, it is maintained as a single copy within the yeast cell 

which therefore will express a single copy of the mutated HSP82 gene. YCplacl 11- 

HSP82 was mutated in vitro, using the Stratagene “Quik-Change” kit. Hsp82 lysines 

48, 423, 623, and 645 were altered by PCR-based site-directed mutagenesis using 

primers designed to conservatively substitute a lysine (a a a  or a a a l for an arginine 

la a a  or agg) (shown in Fig. 5.3). Lysine residues were substituted singularly and in 

combination, to generate the point mutants K48R, K423R, K623R, K645R and 

K48R:K645R. Point mutations were verified by dideoxy sequencing, (Fig. 5.4).
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However during the course of this work the HSP82 gene sequence was updated as a 

result of completion of the entire yeast genomic sequence. In the completed sequence 

K423 and K623 are no longer disparate residues in Hsp82 and Hsc82 (these are also 

lysines in C.albicans Hsp90). Therefore since the K423R and K623R mutants are 

probably not relevant to the identification of the Hsp82 degradation signal, it was 

decided not to generate a quadruple mutant.

-  -
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Fig. 5.2: A comparison of the peptide sequence of Hsp90 proteins of
S.cerevisiae and C.albicansiSwobodsi et al. 1995).

1
MADAKVETHE FTAEISQ Ii^S LIINTVYSNK E IFL R E L ISN  ASDALDKIRY OALSDPSQLE S E P E L F IR IIC .a

4 7 k D a
S . c .  h s c 8 2  
S . c .  h s p 8 2

C . a .
4 7 k D a
S . C .  h s c 8 2  
S . c .  h s p 8 2

MAGKTFE FQAEITQLWS LIINTVYSNK E IFL R EL ISN  ASDALDKIRY QALSDPKQLE T E PD L FIR IT
MASETFE FQAEITQLMS LIINTVYSNK EIFL R E L ISN  ASDALDKIRY KSLSDPKQLE T E PD L FIR IT

•  * « * **•*  ********** * * •* « * « ••*  ********** **** *** * * *****
71
PQKDQKVLEI RDSGIGMTKA DLVNNLGTIA KSGTKSFMEA LSAGADVSMI GQFGVGFYSL FLVADHVQVI

PKPEBKVLEI RDSGIC34TKA ELINNLGTIA KSGTKAFMEA LSAGADVSMI GQFGVGFYSL FLVADRVQVI
PKPEQKVLEI RDSGIGMTKA ELINNLGTIA KSGTKAFMEA LSAGADVSMI GQFGVGFYSL FLVADRVQVI

1 4 1
C . a .  SKHNDDEQYV WBSNAGGKFT VTLDETNERL GRGTMLRLFL KEDQLEYLEE KRIKEWKKH SEFVAYPIQL
4 7 k D a
S . c .  h s c 8 2  SKNNBDEQYI WESNAGGSFT VTLDEVNERI GRGTVLRLFL KDDQLEYLEE KRIKEVIKRH SEFVAYPIQL
S . C .  h s p 8 2  SKSNDDEQYI WESNAGGSFT VTLDEVNERI GRGTILRLFL KDDQLEYLEE KRIKEVIKRH SEFVAYPIQL

2 1 1
C . a .  W TKEVBKEV PETEEEDKAA E ................. --EDDKKPKLE EVKDEEDEKK EKKTKTVKEE VTETEELNKT
4 7 k D a
S . C .  h s c 8 2  LVTKEVEKEV PIPEEEKKDE E K K D ----E D D K K P K L E  ËVDBEEEEKK -PKTKKVKEE VQELEELNKT
S . C .  h s p 8 2  WTKEVEKEV PIPEEEKKDE EKKDEBKKDEDDKKPKLE EV-DEEDEKK -PKTKKVKEE VQEIEELNKT

* * * * * * * * *  *  * * *  *  *  * * * * * * * * *  * *  * *  * * *  • • *  * • * *  *  *  * * * * * *

2 7 1
C . a .  KPLWTRNPSD ITQDEYNAFY KSISNDWEDP LAVKHFSVEG QLEFRAILFV PKRAPFDAFE SKKKKNNIKL
4 7 k D a  EFRAILFV PKRAPFDAFE SKKKKNNIKL
S . C .  h s c 8 2  KPLWTRNPSD ITQEEYNAFY KSISNDWEDP LYVKHFSVEG Q LE FR A ILFI PKRAPFDLFB SKKKKNNIKL
S . c .  h s p 8 2  KPLWTRNPSD ITQEEYNAFY KSISNDWEDP LYVKHFSVEG Q LE FR A ILFI PKRAPFDLFE SKKKKNNIKL

341
C . a .  YVRRVFITDD AEELIPEWLS FIK G W DSED LPLNLSREML Q 3NKILKVIR KNIVKKMIET FNEISEDQEQ
4 7 k D a  YVRRVFITDD AEELIPEWLS FIK G W DSED LPLNLSREML QQNKILKVIR KNIVKKMIET FNEISEDQEQ
S . c .  h s c 8 2  YVRRVFITDE AEDLIPEWLS FVKGWDSED LPLNLSREML QQNKIMKVIR KNIVKKLIEA FNEIAEDSEQ
S . c .  h s p 8 2  YVRRVFITDE AEDLIPEWLS FVKGWDSED LPLNLSREML QQNKIMKVIR KNIVKKLIEA FNEIAEDSEQ

4 1 1
C . a .  PNQFYTAFSK NIKLGIHEDA QNRQSLAKLL RFYSTKSSEE MTSLSDYVTR MPEHQKNIYY ITGESIKAVE
4 7 k D a  PNQFYTAFSK NIKLGIHEDA QNRQSLAKIjL RFYSTKSSEE MTSLSDYVTR MPEHQKNIYY ITGESIKAVE
S . c .  h s c 8 2  FDKFYSAFSA NIKLGVHEDT QNRAALAKLL RYNSTKSVDE LTSLTDYVTR MPEHQKNIYY ITGESLKAVE
S . C .  h s p 8 2  FEKFYSAFSK NIKLGVHEDT QNRAALAKLL RYNSTKSVDE LTSLTDYVTR MPEHQKNIYY ITGESLKAVE

4 8 1
C . a .  MTSLSDYVTR MPEHQKNIYY ITGESIKAVE KSPFLDALKA KNFEVLFMVD PIDEYAMTQL IKEYEPLTKA
4 7 k D a  MTSLSDYVTR MPEHQKNIYY ITGESIKAVE KSPFLDALKA KNFEVLFMVD PIDEYAMTQL IKEYEPLTKA
S . c .  h s c 8 2  LTSLTDYVTR MPEHQKNIYY ITGESLKAVE KSPFLDALKA KNFEVLFLTD PIDEYAFTQL IKEYEPLTKA
S . c .  h s p 8 2  LTSLTDYVTR MPEHQKNIYY ITGESLKAVE KSPFLDALKA KNFEVLFLTD PIDEYAFTQL IKEYEPLTKA

5 5 1
C . a .  LKDILGDQVE KVWSYKLVD APAAIRTGQF GWSANMERIM KAQALRDTTM SSYMSSKKTF E I S P S S P I I K
4 7k D a LKDILGDQVE KVWSYKLVD APAAIRTGQF GWSANMERIM KAQALRDTTM SSYMSSKKTF E I S P S S P I I K
S . c .  h s c 8 2  LKDILGDQVE KVWSYKLLD APAAIRTGQF GWSANMERIM KAQALRDSSM SSYMSSKKTF E I S P K S P I I *
S . c .  h s p 8 2  LKEILGDQVE KVWSYKLLD APAAIRTGQF GWSANMERIM KAQALRDSSM SSYMSSKKTF E I S P K S P I l K

C . a  .
4 7 k D a
S . c .  h s c 8 2  
S . c .  h s p 8 2

C .a
4 7 k D a
S . c .  h s c 8 2  
S . c .  h s p 8 2

6 2 1
ELKKKVETDG
ELKKKVETDG
ETKKRVDEGG
ELKKRVDBGG

6 9 1
TASTDEPAGE
TASTDEPAGE
EAPVEEVPAD
AAPVEEVPAD

AEDKTVKDLT TLLFDTALLT SGFTLDEPSN FAH RINRLIA LGLNIDDDSE ETAVEPEATT
AEDKTVKDLT TLLFDTALLT SGFTLDEPSN FAH RINRLIA LGLNIDDDSE ETAVEPEATT
AQDKTVKDLT NLLIETALLT SG FSLBEPTS FA SR IN R L IS  LG L N ID E D -E ETAVEPEATT
AQDKTVKDLT KLLYETALLT SGFSLDEPTS F A SR IN R L IS  LG L N ID E D -E E T É Ia PEiJ t
*  * * * * * * * *

SAMBEVD
SAMEEVD
TEMEEVD
TEMEEVD

* * * * *  * * *

Areas of disparity are depicted in grey.
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Figure 5.3. PCR-based site directed mutagenesis of the HSP82 gene, at lysine 

codons 48,423, 623 and 645.

Site directed mutagenesis of the HSP82 gene was carried out using the “Quik- 

Change” kit from Stratagene. The following pairs of PCR primers were designed, 

each reaction requiring both forward and reverse complementary sequences (PCR 

conditions as Stratagene instructions). The coding strand is the upper strand of the 

sequences shown, the mutagenised codon being underlined.

Primers for the substitution of Ivsine 48.

eg g a t  gcg  t t g  g a t  aaa a t t  aga ta c  aaa t c t  t t g  t c t  3'
3 ' gc e t a  cgc aac e t a  t t t  ta a  t c t  a tg  tct aga aac aga 5 /

Primers for the substitution of Ivsine 423.

c t e g  g e t  t t c  t c c  aaa a a t  a te  aag t t g  g g t  g 3'
3 / g age cga  aag agg tct t t a  ta g  t t c  aac c c t  c g /

Primers for the substitution of Ivsine 623.

c t  c c a  a t t  a te  aaa gaa t t g  aaa aag aga g t t  gac g
3' gc g g t  ta a  ta g  tcc c t t  aac t t t  t t c  t c t  caa  c t g  c 5 ^

Primers for the substitution of Ivsine 645.

5' g a c t  g t c  aag gac t t g  a c t  aaa t t a  t t a  t a t  g
3 ' c tg a  cag  t t c  c t g  aac tg a  tcc a a t  a a t  a ta  c 5 '

1 48  -
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Figure 5.4. DNA sequencing confirms the site-directed mutagenesis of HSP82

Conservative substitution of lysines 48, 423, 623 and 645 was brought about by PCR- 

based site directed mutagenesis. Lysine codons a aa  and a a a  were transformed to the 

arginine codons a a a  and a aa  respectively. These point mutations were verified by 

DNA sequencing, examples of sequence gels are shown below.

K423R K645R

- -
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5.5. The effect of Ivsine substitution on the partial degradation of Hsp90.

The double knock-out strain PP30-10 was co-transformed to leucine prototrophy with

each of the following plasmids
YCplacll 1-HSP82 (wild type)
YCplaclll-Hsp82(K48R)
YCplac 11 l-Hsp82(K423R)
YCplacll l-Hsp82(K623R)
YCplacll l-Hsp82(K645R)
YCplacll l-Hsp82(K48R:K645R).

Transformant colonies were selected on defined medium deficient in both uracil and 

leucine, before being restreaked to rich medium containing 5’FOA (1 mg/ml). The 

metabolism of 5’FOA via the URA3 gene product brings about toxic metabolites. To 

circumvent this, co-transformants (PP30/10+YEplacl95-HSC82+YCplacl 11- 

HSP82) shed the t//M3-containing episomal plasmid YEplac 195-HSC82. Yeast cells 

are now solely maintained by the protein provided by the mutated HSP82 genes 

housed on the YCplacll 1-HSP82 vector (Fig. 5.5). Colonies of all six transformant 

strains grew normally and appeared healthy on 5’FOA plates. Viability (and therefore 

the essential Hsp90 function) was unaffected by arginine substitution of lysines 48, 

423, 623 or 645 (Fig. 5.6)

The strain expressing the wild type HSP82 (PP30/104-YCplacl 11-HSP82), together 

with the five mutant strains were grown to stationary phase (120 hours) in YEPD 

medium. Cells were pelleted and total protein extracts analysed for Hsp82 fragments 

as in earlier experiments, with antiserum to the Hsp82 C-domain. This western blot is 

shown in figure 5.7. The degradation of unmutated Hsp82 is indistinguishable from 

that of any of the five mutant Hsp82s. Therefore the Hsp82 lysines present at 

positions 48, 423, 623 and 645 are not essential for the partial proteolysis of Hsp82

- 150  -
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Figure 5.5. Strategy for the expression of HSP82 point 
mutants (Figs. 5.3 & 5.4) in veast cell lacking the genomic 

coding sequences for both HSC82 and HSP82.

PP30/10
Ahsp82 : : KanMX4: : 
Ahsc82 : : KanMX4+ 
YEplacl95-HSC82

Y C p la c lll
+HSP82

The double knockout strain 
PP30/10 (Fig. 5.1) was 
transformed to leucine 
prototrophy with 
the point mutated 
YCplac 111+//5F52  
plasmids (Figs. 5.3 & 5.4)

PP30/10+ 
YEplacl95//5C52+ 
YCplacll 1//5P52.

Counter selected for loss of 
YEplac 195-//5C 52  

plasmid (URA3) on 5F0A .

PP30/10 
r Ahsp82::KanMX4 
Ahsc82 ::KanMX4\ 

+  YCyA2lc1\\-HSP82.

Viable cells are maintained 
by the Hsp90 protein provided 
by the sole expression of the 
point mutated YCplac 111- 
//5P82 vector.
This shows that the mutated 
HSP82 gene allows viability. 
Furthermore any Hsp90 
proteins immunodetected will 
have been generated by the 
mutated vectors.
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Figure 5.6. The substitution of lysines 48, 423, 623 and 645 in Hsp82 does not 

effect cell viability:

The double knockout strain PP30/10 {Ahsc82::KanMX4, Ahsp82::KanMX4), 

maintained by the Hsp90 protein provided by the episomal URA3 vector YEplac 195- 

HSC82, was co-transformed with the following centromeric plasmids:- 

YCplaclll+HSP82wt; K48R; K423R; K623R; K645R; and K48R K645R. This 

photograph shows growth of these transformants on YEPD +5’F0A. This selects 

against the URA3 episomal vector, with yeast cells being solely maintained by the 

mutated Hsp82. The fact that 5’FOA-resistant colonies appear shows that Hsp82 

function is unaffected by the conservative substitution of lysines 48, 423, 623, and 

645. A = HSP82-WI 
C = K423R 
E = K645R

B = K48R 
D = K623R 
E = K48RK645R

»
F

' 5 2 -
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Figure 5.7. The mutation of unique Hsp82 lysine residues does not impede Hsp82 

partial degradation.

The 5’FOA resistant derivatives of strain PP30-10 in figure 5.6, expressing the only 

Hsp82 from wild-type and mutated YCplac 111-//5PS2 centromeric plasmids, were 

grown to stationary phase (120 hours) in YEPD, pelleted and disrupted to release total 

cell protein. Crude protein extracts were separated by SDS-PAGE (12.5% gel) and 

following western transfer Hsp82 fragments detected by immunoblotting. This figure 

shows that mutation to lysine residues at positions 48, 423, 623 or 645 does not alter 

Hsp82 partial proteolysis.

K48R K423R K623R K645R K48RK645R HSP82\vt

Hsp82 

 75kDa

— 47kDa 

30kDa
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5.6 Summary

1. This chapter details the generation of a strain (PP30/10) in which chromosomal 

coding sequences for Hsp90 {HSC82 and HSP82) have been totally replaced by 

KanMX4 cassettes, cell viability being conferred by the URA3 vector YEplac 195- 

HSC82.

2. This strain was used to study the expression of five point mutations to HSP82. As 

shown in figure 5.5., mutated genes can be introduced on a LEU2 vector, after which 

the URA3 vector YEplac 195-HSC82 can be counterselected on 5’FOA plates if the 

mutant gene is compatible with viability. Surviving transformant cells are solely 

maintained by the Hsp82 produced by the mutated genes on iheLEU2 plasmid. It is 

hoped that this strain (PP30/10) will prove a useful tool in further study of Hsc82 or 

Hsp82 protein production, function and degradation.

3. The unique lysine residues of Hsp82 are not responsible for incomplete 

degradation of this protein. Although at the start of this work Hsp82 was thought to 

contain four lysine residues which are not present in Hsc82 (as shown in Fig. 5.2; 

Swoboda et al. 1996), occurring at positions 48, 423, 623 and 645, revision of the 

sequences means that only the lysines at 48 and 645 are unique to Hsp82. As lysines 

are the site of ubiquitin conjugation, it was decided to study the effect of 

conservatively substituting each of these residues singularly and in combination. 

These Hsp82 point mutations were expressed in the Ahsp82:Ahsc82 background (Fig.

5.5) and their effect on protein degradation assessed. All mutant Hsp82 proteins 

underwent a partial proteolysis that was indistinguishable from that of the unmutated 

protein (Fig. 5.7). Therefore these unique lysine residues, are not essential for the 

partial proteolysis of Hsp90.
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Chapter 6; Conclusions.

6.1 Protein overproduction at the approach to stationary phase was 

improved by decreasing the intracellular levels of ubiquitin.

The approach to stationary phase involves the turnover of many of the proteins 

needed for rapid growth, releasing their amino acids for the synthesis of proteins 

required for stationary maintenance. UBI4 induction, upon entry to stationary phase, 

provides the yeast cell with sufficient ubiquitin molecules to meet its needs for 

increased ubiquitination and proteolysis. This is essential for cell survival, as 

reflected by the rapid loss in cell viability when ubi4- mutants are subjected to 

nitrogen starvation (Finley et a l 1987). This study investigated the use of ubi4- cells 

in the overproduction of four recombinant proteins: yeast Adh2 and Hsp90; E.coli p- 

galactosidase; and human prohibitin.

Inactivation of UBI4 has a beneficial effect on the overproduction of Adh2, leading to 

an accumulation of active enzyme within stationary phase cells (Figs. 3.2 and 3.3). 

The total protein concentration of stationary phase ubi4- cells is also increased, 

indicating that this effect is not protein specific. Stationary phase enhancement of 

ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis is the probable reason that UBI4+ GO cells, with 

multiple copies of the ADH2 gene do not accumulate Adh2 in GO(as shown with 

SUB61-pMW5 cells in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3). In ubi4- cells this turnover is decreased, 

allowing Adh2 to accumulate after catabolite derepression. The introduction of 

multiple copies of the ADH2 gene into ubi4- cells, enhances expression levels and 

allows accumulation of active enzyme (as shown with SUB63-pMW5 cells in Figs.

3.2 and 3.3).

However, allowing products to accumulate in ubi4- cells that are undergoing 

cessation of cell division and adapting to stationary maintenance has disadvantages. 

After 100 hours the protein levels drop and appreciable cell death occurs (data not
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shown). At this late stage of stationary maintenance vacuolar proteolysis is needed to 

compensate for lowered ubiquitination protein turnover since pep4-3 cells are also 

sensitive to nitrogen starvation (Jones 1991) andpep4-3, ubi4 cells (strain KSl, Table 

2) show rapid inactivation under starvation conditions (data not shown). The loss of 

vacuolar proteases in pep4-3 cells does not result in increased Adh2 enzyme activity 

following catabolite derepression (Fig. 3.4) indicating that Adh2 turnover is not 

prevented by this loss.

The overproduction of other stationary phase-induced proteins in ubi4 cells has been 

less successful. Although overexpression of a second homologous gene, HSP82, lead 

to higher accumulation of Hsp82 in stationary phase ubi4- cultures, this protein 

largely accumulated in a fragmented form as analysed further in Chapter 4 (Fig. 3.5).

The expressions of two heterologous genes were similarly problematic. 

Overexpression of the human ageing gene PH Bl was driven by the yeast ADH2 

promoter on a high copy number vector (Fig. 3.7). Following catabolite derepression, 

low prohibitin production was seen to occur in UBI4+ cells (data not shown), but 

ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis probably prevented accumulation of the prohibitin 

protein. Inactivation of the polyubiquitin gene resulted in cellular toxicity during 

P H B l expression, as shown by the poor cell growth and loss in viability in 

S\3B6\Aubi4::KanMX4 transformants. The introduction of a galactose regulated 

UBI4 gene (the GUB cassette; Chen et a l 1994) into ubi4 transformants allowed 

introduction of the PHBl gene on galactose containing media. These results suggest 

that the prohibitin protein is highly unstable in yeast and toxic to ubiquitin depleted 

cells (SUB61AmZ?/4); also that this toxicity may be tempered in UB14 cells by 

ubiquitin-mediated degradation of the toxic prohibitin protein.

Expression of the E.coli gene for p-galactosidase, LacZ, was driven by seven stress 

response elements (STRE). STRE elements are present upstream of many stress 

regulated genes, and direct stress-induced gene expression (Marchler et al. 1993). The 

results presented in chapter 3 (Fig 3.6) display the enzyme yields of both ubi4+ and
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UBI4- cells. Low level enzyme yields in UBI4+ cultures can be attributed to the 

increased ubiquitin-mediated turnover of stationary phase cells (as seen with 

SUB61+LacZ cells in Fig. 3.6). However, in contrast to the elevated enzyme activity 

displayed during ADH2 overexpression in stationary phase uhi4- cells (Fig. 3.2), 

disruption to the polyubiquitin gene only raised (3-galactosidase yields early in 

stationary phase (as seen with SUB63+LacZ cells in Fig. 3.5). Highest levels were 

seen 5h after transfer of cells from glucose to glycerol media. Although this transfer 

reduces cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase activity, which is known to direct 

higher STRE-LacZ expression (Marchler et al. 1993) this may not persist during 

extended culture. Therefore STRE driven gene expression may not be as efficient as 

the glucose repressed ADH2 promoter, in directing high yields in stationary phase 

ubi4- cells. .

P-galactosidase is probably less stable than Adh2 in yeast, though more stable than 

prohibitin. Enzyme production was low in both UBI4+ and ubi4- cells. Low enzyme 

activity may result from three factors: the turnover of the overproduced product; 

incorrect protein synthesis, leading to appreciable enzyme inactivity; or low initial 

gene expression. The turnover of P-galactosidase in ubi4- cells may have been 

brought about by the vacuolar system since pep4-3 cells show higher p-galactosidase 

expression levels (Kirk & Piper 1991). Alternatively, the reduced ubiquitin levels of 

ubi4- cells may be sufficient to degrade low levels of this heterologous protein, 

ubiquitin from expression of UBIl, UBI2 and UBI3, being adequate to allow the 

appreciable degradation of p-galactosidase.

A further consideration in improving protein overproduction must be the use of gene 

promoter. Glucose-derepressed promoters, like that of ADH2, are tightly regulated, 

and repressed more than 100-fold in high glucose (Tuite 1992). Expression systems 

using the ADH2 promoter have been used quite extensively and enable genes to be 

induced as cells are switched from excess glucose (>8%) to a non-fermentable carbon 

source. Such systems can give production levels in excess of 15% total cell protein
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(Tuite 1992). Results here indicate that this production could be further increased 

with the use of ubi4- strains. However, as it is difficult to maintain tight control over 

the ADH2 promoter under the conditions of glucose limitation used to obtain high cell 

biomass in industrial fermentations, this promoter also has potential disadvantages 

(Tuite 1992)

Effective use of the ubi4- stationary phase overproduction system will require a 

strong stationary phase induced promoter such as ADH2. Investigations into the long

term expression levels of other stationary phase induced genes will help to identify 

other strong GO promoters and aid further improvements to recombinant protein 

yields within stationary phase ubi4- cells.

6.2 The heat shock protein, Hsp82, undergoes ubiquitin-mediated 

partial degradation in stationary phase cells.

Stationary phase overexpression of HSP82 lead us to discover the unique partial 

degradation of Hsp82. Hsp82 undergoes cleavage within stationary phase cells, 

accumulating as stable proteolytic fragments approximately 75kDa, 47kDa and 

30kDa in size (Fig. 4.1). This proteolysis occurs within viable cells and appears to 

require an intact ubiquitin-mediated proteolytic system (as shown in Figs. 4.1 and

4.5) and not cellular vacuolar proteases (Fig. 4.4). Furthermore, disruption to the 

genes encoding the ubiquitin conjugating enzymes Ubc4 and Ubc5 prevented Hsp82 

breakdown (Fig. 4.5). Interestingly, whereas the stress-induced HSP82 gene product 

was partially degraded in GO cells, its 97% homologous cousin, the constitutive 

90kDa HSC82 gene product did not (Fig. 4.7). Therefore, a proteolytic signal must 

reside within the unique 3% disparity of the Hsp82 protein.

The 47kDa breakdown product is of particular interest, as patients recovering from 

systemic candidiasis produce antibodies against a similar sized peptide fragment 

which is generated by the partial cleavage of C.albicans Hsp90 (Matthews et a l
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1991; Franklyn and Waraiington 1994). Figure 4.3 shows the SDS-PAGE separation 

of proteolytic fragments generated by stationary phase S.cerevisiae and C. albicans 

cells. The Hsp90 of both yeast species undergoes partial proteolysis at stationary 

phase to produce similar sized bands, including one of 47kDa. This suggests that 

expression of the C.albicans protein in the S.cerevisiae strain PP30/10 may be a 

suitable system with which to study the mechanism of partial degradation of 

C.albicans Hsp90. Hsp90 appears to be potent antigens in fungal infections. Also 

overexpression of the homologous Hsp82 in S.cerevisiae enhanced the virulence of 

this laboratory strain in mice (Hodgetts et al. 1996). Injection of the Hsp82 

overexpressing yeast produced higher organ colony counts than with mice injected 

with non-overexpressing yeast, resulting in enhanced mortality (72% of mice died 

within 1 week of inoculation) (Hodgetts et al. 1996). This provides direct evidence 

that Hsp90 acts, by an unknown mechanism, in yeast pathogenicity (Hodgetts et al. 

1996). As a result there is increasing interest in the therapeutic use of antisera 

directed against fungal stress proteins. Indeed, preliminary evidence points to a 

beneficial use for recombinant antibodies directed to the LKVIRK epitope of Hsp90 

(located at positions 385-391 on the peptide sequence in Fig. 5.3) in candidasis 

protection (Matthews et al. 1995). Administration of the LVKIRK antibody to mice, 

who had previously been challenged with lethal doses of C.albicans, decreased 

mortality rates by half (Matthews et al. 1995).

It is worth while identifying the signal for induction of Hsp82 partial proteolysis. 

Very few degradative signals or ‘degrons’ on proteins have been identified to date. 

They include cyclin destruction boxes, determinants of the N-end rule and PEST 

sequences (Sections 1.2.5.3 and 1.2.5.4), all of which command the complete 

degradation of the protein they reside within. By studying the determinants of yeast 

Hsp82 partial proteolysis, the conserved nature of the ubiqutination system may give 

insight into the incomplete degradation of other proteins such as NF-kB and tau 

(Section 1.4.1.2 and 1.4.1.3).
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In this study it was necessary to cultivate cells for over 4 days to ensure Hsp82 

proteolysis has occurred. This is time consuming. By understanding the physiological 

factors involved in this proteolysis, it may be possible to manipulate cell conditions 

and accelerate Hsp82 degradation. Preliminary experiments showed that partial 

proteolysis is not induced by short-term stresses such as heat-shock, but can be 

enhanced by long-term growth at elevated temperatures i.e. 72 hours at 37°C (data not 

shown). Overproduction of Hsp82 may also enhance partial proteolysis. Since this 

study was completed, it has been found that Hsp82 degradation is promoted by 

transfer of cells to respiratory media (M.Thomby, unpublished results).

Normally proteins are targeted for complete degradation. The mechanisms involved 

in signalling partial breakdown are not understood. Two theories exist. One proposes 

that, proteins are cleaved to give individual fragment components prior to 

proteasomal degradation. Following cleavage unstable fragments undergo 

proteasomal degradation, leaving stable non-proteolytic components to accumulate 

(Ciechanover et al. 1995). The second hypothesis suggests a failure in proteasomal 

breakdown. As occurs in normal degradation, the intact protein is threaded into the 

26S proteasome to be degraded. However, proteasomal degradation is halted by an 

unknown stop signal causing the release of the truncated fragment (Ciechanover et at. 

1995). It might also be proposed that degradation is halted if, after partial 

degradation, the remaining fragment aggregates.

Maturation of Rel transcription factor Nf-KB involves an incomplete degradative 

event. Mature Nf-KB is composed of two subunits, p65 and p50. P50 is released from 

its precursor form pl05 in an ATP, ubiquitin and proteasome dependent manner 

(Palombella et al. 1994; Ciechanover et at. 1995; Section 1.4.1.2). The mechanisms 

for this partial proteolysis are not fully understood. However, recently a glycine rich 

region (GRR) has been reported to function in this cleavage (Lin & Ghosh 1996). 

This region contains 15 glycines in a 23 amino acid stretch and is predicted to have a 

loose and flexible structure. Studies have found that an endoproteolytic cleavage site
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occurs downstream of the GRR, which cleaves p i05 to release the N-terminally 

located p50 subunit (Lin & Ghosh 1996). Furthermore, this motif can confer partial 

proteolysis to a test chimera protein. From this work it is thought that partial 

proteolysis must involve a two step process (Lin & Ghosh 1996) whereby GRR- 

dependent endoproteolysis releasing stable p50, is followed by proteasomal 

degradation of the C-terminal fragments. However it is unknown how this GRR 

signal relates to the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway (Lin & Ghosh 1996).

Hsp82 must house a partial proteolytic signal that is not present within its 97% 

homologue Hsc82 (Fig. 5.3). The HSP82 gene contains two unique lysine residues 

not present in HSC82. As lysines are the preferred site of ubiquitin conjugation these 

2 amino acids may contribute to the ubiquitin-mediated degradation of Hsp82. 

However, conservative substitution of four Hsp82 lysines did not prevent protein 

breakdown and these lysines are therefore not essential for the partial proteolysis of 

Hsp82. Further mutational studies and domain-swap investigations are needed to pin

point the regions of Hsp82 necessary for partial degradation.

A further area of disparity between Hsc82 and Hsp82, occurs within the highly 

charged linker region that joins the C and N domains. The linker regions encoded by 

HSC82 and HSP82 genes are virtually identical, except that the Hsp82 linker is 

extended by the inclusion of 5 residues, EBKKD (positions 232-236). The addition of 

these residues may subtly alter Hsp82 protein conformation, causing increased 

protein instability in stationary cultures. On-going studies of the 3-D structure 

(Prodromou et a i  1997) may also identify which of the disparate residues of Hsc82 

and Hsp82 are on the surface of the protein.

The Hsp90 highly charged linker is rich in lysine and glutamate residues, identifying 

it as a KEKE motif (Realini et al. 1994). KEKE motifs have been previously 

implicated in protein-protein interactions and are involved in the assembly of 20S 

proteasome subunits. The heightened ‘stickiness’ of the Hsp82 linker may lead to 

protein aggregation, preventing protein proteolysis. Indeed, aggregation may have a
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key role in stabilising Hsp82 degradation intermediates. It was found necessary to 

boil protein extracts in SDS-sample buffer (Section 2.13) prior to their separation by 

SDS-PAGE. This step destroys vacuolar proteolytic activity, and may aid in the 

disaggregation and separation of Hsp90 fragments.

Recent evidence from Japan has uncovered phenotypic differences between Ahsc82 

and Ahsp82 knock out strains (I.Yahara, unpublished results). Loss of Hsp82 causes 

increased canavanine sensitivity, whereas the deletion of the constitutive Hsc82 

results in enhanced canavanine resistance. Canavanine is an amino acid analogue and 

its inclusion in nascent peptides results in biologically misformed and inactive 

proteins. A failure to turnover aberrant canavanine proteins results in cellular toxicity. 

Therefore, the enhanced canavanine sensitivity of Ahsp82 cells suggests a role for 

Hsp82 in protein degradation. Likewise the depletion of Hsc82 enhances canavanine 

resistance and therefore suggests Hsc82 may inhibit degradation of canavanine 

proteins. This evidence suggests that the Hsc82 and Hsp82 proteins may have 

different roles in certain situations and may begin to explain why they are degraded in 

such divergent ways.

6.3 Future work into the partial proteolysis of Hsp82.

Chapter 5 showed the construction and use of the Hsp90-free strain PP30/10. Here 

both genomic copies of the Hsp90-encoding genes (HSC82 and HSP82) have been 

replaced by KanMX4 sequences, with viability being conferred by the URA3 vector 

YEplac 195-//5CS2. By introducing mutated Hsp90-encoding genes on a secondary 

plasmid, then counterselecting for the f//M5-containing YEplacl95-7/5C52 vector, 

the effects of these mutations on Hsp90 production and functionality can be studied. 

This strain should therefore have many uses in furthering understanding of the exact 

functions of Hsp82 and Hsc82 their expression and the differences in their 

degradation. The strain may also prove useful in studying expression and function of 

the C.albicans Hsp90.
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Further experiments are necessary to locate the partial proteolytic signal housed 

within Hsp82. Figure 4.7 shows that whereas the heat shock protein encoded by 

HSP82 undergoes stationary phase incomplete degradation, its constitutive cousin 

Hsc82 does not. Domain swap proteins will help to locate the Hsp82 degron. At the 

time of writing chimeric proteins are being expressed in PP30/10, these being 

comprised of either the amino terminus of Hsc82 linked to the C-terminal domain of 

Hsp82, or the C-terminal domain of Hsc82 with the N-terminus of Hsp82. Expression 

of these chimeras in an Hsp90 free host should indicate if the partial proteolytic signal 

of Hsp82 is housed within its amino or carboxyl domains. In the event that both 

domains are required for partial proteolysis, asymmetric chimeras should be formed.

Figures 4.1 and 4.5 have revealed that ubiquitination may play a key role in Hsp82 

incomplete degradation. In order to confirm that this proteolysis requires prior 

ubiquitination it is necessary to prove the existence of ubiquitin-conjugated adducts. 

This can be achieved by the co-expression of centromeric vectors for HSP82 and 

myc-tagged ubiquitin, in an Hsp90 free host. The Hsp90 peptides from early 

logarithmic, late logarithmic and stationary phase cells, can be immunoprecipitated 

with Hsp90 antisera. These fragments can be separated by SDS-PAGE, western 

blotted and probed with Anti-myc antibodies. In this way the existence of 

ubiquitinated Hsp90 adducts can be visualised. Furthermore by comparing the 

immunoprecipitated ubiquitin conjugated Hsp90 fragments from wild type cells with 

those obtained from mutants of the ubiquitin-proteolytic pathway, it should be 

possible to discover the ubiquitination machinery responsible for this conjugation.

Figure 4.3 shows that the 90kDa heat shock proteins of both S.cerevisiae and 

C.albicans cells undergo similar partial breakdowns. It will be interesting to discover 

if the incomplete degradations of Hsp90 occur by similar mechanisms in both species. 

The most direct way to study this may be to study the production and degradation of 

C.albicans Hsp90 in S.cerevisiae ubiquitination system mutants. For example, if 

C.albicans Hsp90 is expressed in a Sl50Ahsp82::KanM X4;H SC 82  host, all
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degradation products should be from the C.albicans protein. The expression of the 

Candida gene in S.cerevisiae PP30/10, will also show if the Candida protein can 

confer essential Hsp90 functions in S.cerevisiae, and reveal if the Candida protein 

undergoes a stationary phase degradation in S.cerevisiae identical to that normally 

seen in C.albicans. Preliminary results (Fig. 4.3) indicate that these degradations of 

S.cerevisiae Hsp82 and C.albicans Hsp90 are at the very least similar. It will be of 

considerable interest to compare the ubiquitination and subsequent degradation of 

Hsp90 from the two yeast species, and to discover if the two proteins are recognised 

and ubiquitinated by the same processes.
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